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, ITA (Integrated Thruster Assembly)
; The frontispiece shows the ITA chamber, an igniter valve, igniter body,
I integral exclter/spark plug and bracket, and a main propellant valve. The
5.62 kg (12.4 lb) fltghtwetght chamber develops 6672 N (1500 lbf) thrust at
• I 207 N/cm2 (300 psla) chamber pressure. ITA thrusters have been tested over an
5 3558 to 10,675 N (g00 to 2400 Ibf) thrust range, over a range of mixture ratio
from 2.1 to 6.8 and have been fired over 42,000 times.
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FOREWORD
r -i
This is the Final Report for Contract NAS 3-15850, Integrated Thruster ?
Assembly Investigation, The program was initiated on 30 June 1972 and
_. completed on 30 November 1973. The program was performed by the AeroJet
I_ i Liquid Rocket Company at its facllity In Sacramento, Callfornia.
- The NASA Lewis Re_earch Center program managers were Paul Herr and
m
Larry Gordon. The AeT,_]e_-Liquid Rocket Company manag_ont personnel were:
_ R.J. LaBotz; program manager, and A. L. Blubaugh; project manager. <
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• ABSTRACT
:- This program has provided techl_ology for a long llfe, high performing,
"" integrated ACPS thruster assembly suitable for use in i00 typical flights of a
i" Space Shuttle vehicle over a ten year period. The four IntegraLed Thruster
-- Assemblies (ITA) fabricated on this contract consisted of: propellant Injector;
-- a capacitive discharge, air gap torch type igniter assembly; fast response
, .. Igniter and main propeltant valves; and a combined regen-dump fllm cooled
chamber. These fllghtwelght 6572 N (1500 ibf) thruster assemblies employed
GH2/GO2 as propellants at a chamber pressure of 207 N/cm 2 (300 psla). Test]o
• data were obtained on thruster performance, thermal and hydraulic characteristics,
i dynamic response in pulsing, and cycle life. One thruster was fired in excess
"" of 42,000 times,
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_:U_MARY
i The Integrated Thruster Assembly (ITA) is a fllghtwelght GH2/G02 ACPS
engine employing a spark initiated Igniter. The nominal engine operating
, conditions are: 6672 N (1500 ibf) thrust, 207 N/cm2 (300 psla) chamber
_" pressure, 4.0 mixture ratio 276 N/cm 2 (400 psla) valve inlet pressure, 139°K
-" (250°R) hydrogen inlet temperature, and 208°K (375°R) oxygen Inlet temperature.I
The thruster has demonstrated a steady state specific impulse of 4266 N sec/kg •
_ (435 see) and a 3609 N sec/kg (368 sec) specific impulse at a 27.2 kg-sec
(60 ib-sec) impulse bit. The thruster assembly, less valves, weighs 6.8 kg
(15 ibs).
The obJecttveg of the program were the investigation of chamber/injector
life, pulse mode operation with cold propellants, effects of valve sequencing,
_" and the optimization of minimum weight and cycle llfe relative to performance.
_- The thruster designed to meet these objectives consisted of: a premix triplet
injector _F-0-F); a regeneratlvely cooled chamber (79% of hydrogen), and a dump-
film cooled throat and skirt_ an ox rich torch type igniter; an integral exclter/ :.
,_ spark plug (capacitive discharge type): two igniter valves; and two main
propellant valves. The injector was made of stainless steel body with nickel
face platelets; the chamber had a ZrCu liner with an ARMCO 22-13-5 stainless
steel shell; the Igniter body was nickel; the throat and nozzle were spun from
Haynes 188. The materials were selected primarily for fatigue llfe consistent
with galvanic compatibility. The thrust chamber assembly is a fllghtwelght
version of the design tested on Contract NAS 3-14354.
.. The SN 001 ITA was tested at simulated altitude to evaluate pulsing and
steady operation, the P and MR operating limits, and valve sequencing. The
c i
thruster successfully demonstrated operation over a chamber pressure range of
, .. N/cm 2
_ _ Iii to 333 (160 to 482 psia), a 2.1 to 6.8 mixture ratio range, and a
_ fuel temperature range of 118 to 318"K (213 to 572°R). The cumulative test
duration on ITA SN 001 was 2513 sec, not including pulsing. ITA SN 002 was
fired 42,266 times with over 4200 full thermal cycles. Testing was terminated
vi '_
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E!;24MARY(:ont. "
due to damage to the chamber In a heat streak resulting from Ice formation
which obstructed the film cooling ring. The Ice was produced by freezing
e of test cell blow-back water in the cold ITA. IT_ SN 003 was delivered to
NASA Lewis Research Center for testing.
vii
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NOMENCLATURE
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P
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
I.i pIrRPOSE AND SCOPE OF PROGRAM
There has been considerable work in recent years on the development
of hydrogen-oxygen ACPS thrusters and components for application to the Space
Shuttle. Part of this effort led to the development of: a reliable ignition
system on IR&D and Contract NAS 3-14348 (Ref. i); a long life main propellant
valve on Contract NAS 3-14349 (Ref. 2); a high performing, compatible injector
suitable for either steady state or pulsing operation and a regeneratlvely-film
cooled chamber, both demonstrated under Contract NAS 3-14354 (Ref. 3). Inte-
gration of these components into a flightweight thruster assembly for use in I00
flights of a Space Shuttle vehicle, introduces unresolved technical questions
such as chamber/injector life, component interaction and optimization of a design
to meet the often conflicting requirements of steady state performance and
cooling, pulsing with cold propellants, response times, flightweight and long
cycle life. The objective of this program was to develop the technology for
flightweight ACPS thrusters by investigating these areas of unresolved technology.
Principal efforts on this program included review of H2/02 ACPS
technology, design and fabrication of an optimized flightweight Integrated
Thruster Assembly (ITA), and test flring to evaluate the thruster operation
over a range of operating conditions such as would be encountered in a Space
Shuttle application, While specifically appllcab]e to GH2/G02 ACPS thrusters,
much of the fllghtweight design and llfe cycle testing results are generally
applicable to any propellant system.
The nominal design point and the operating ranges for the ITA are
given in Table I. The design requirements are summarized in Table II.
The specific tasks to be accomplished on the program were:
Page 1
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TABLE I
ENGINE OPkRATING CONDITIONS
: Expected :
Nominal Design Point Operating Range
Thrust 6b72 N (1500 ib) (I) -- ?
; Chamber Pressur_ 207 N/cm 2 (300 psla) (i) .,
Mixture Ratio 4.0 (I)
Nozzle Expansion Ratio 40:1 -
• Propellant Inlet Temperatures:
• Hydrogen 139°K (250°R) iii to 334°K
(200 to 600°R)
Oxygen 209°K (375°R) Saturated gas to :
334°K (600°R)
Propellant Inlet (to Valve) Pressure:
Hydrogen 276 N/cm 2 (400 psla) 242 to 310 N/cm 2
(350 to 450 psla)
" Oxygen 276 N/cm 2 (400 psla) 242 to 310 N/cm 2
(350 to 450 psia)
Specific Impulse:
Steady State 4266 N-sec/kg (435 ibf-sec/Ibm) 5
Pulsing (at MIB) 3923}l--sec/kg(400 ibf-sec/ibm) average :
(1)The expected operating ranges are based on predictions of the actual
conditions the thruster will see on board the Space Shuttle. The inlet
conditions may be anywhere within the rsnges given and the chamber
pressure, mlx_ure ratio, and thrust will vary accordingly (if a mass flow :.
controller is not employed in the propellant feed system to maintain con-
stant thrust and mixture ratio). The actual values of these parameters ":
t.
are dependent upon the speclflc thruster deslgn, i
: i
?
Page 2
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• TABLE II
ENGINE DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
- _ Fuel: Gaseous hydrogen derived from the vapori-
zation of liquid hydrogen per MIL-P.-27201
._ Oxidizer: Caseous oxygen derived from the vaporization of
• _ liquid oxygen per MIL-P-25508A
: _. Installation: Buried within vehicle mold line
!- "" Maximum External Temperature: 260°C (500°F)
_ Total Life Capability: Estimated 2500 minutes
-_ Total Number of Firings: Estimated 500,000 pulses, plus 25,000 deep
thermal cycles (full temperature range on
°" each component)
; -- Maximum Single Firing Duration: 500 sec
w
_ .. Duty Cycle Limitations: None
Compatibility: Compatible with propellants, _est fluids,
cleaning fluids, and environmental contaminants
_ _- for ten-year life requirement ._
! _, Reusability: To be reusable with mlnlmum servicing and
_, refurbishment
_' '_* Service and Maintainability: Design for ease of service and maintenance
_ _ when required /
: ! _. Minimum Impulse Bit (goal): 222 N-sec (50 Ib-sec) _ /
- ._ Response: 50 millisec (time from elec_rlcal signal to '
i 90% thrust)
; Reentry Heating (goals): 30 minutes exposure per mlsslon to the
._ following temperatures:
_. At nozzle exit plane: 982°C (1800°F)
_. At chamber throat: 649"C (1200°F)
_" Nozzle Scarfing Capability: Nozzle skirt shall be easily scarfed beyondB
an expansion ratio of 25:1
_ Weight for Complete Thruster 6809 g (15 ib)
_" Assembly Less Valves (goal):
?
•- Page 3
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- i.I, Purpose and Scope of Program (cont.)
Task I: Integrated Thruster Design
Task II: Thruster Hardware Fabrication
: Task IIi: Component Checkout
Task IV: Integrated Thruster _ssembly Testing
, Tamk V: Data Evaluation
Task VI: Reporting
Task VII: Reliability and Quality Assurance
1.2 PROGRAM GOALS
While the general objective of the program was development of tech-
nology for a flightweight ACPS thruster to be accomplished through desiRn, fabri-
i
cation and experimental characterization of the ITA, some of the specific goalsjr
of this program were:
: (I) High performance: 4266 N-sec/kg (435 ibf-sec/ib m) Isp
steady stat_; 3923 N-sec/kg (400 ibf-sec/Ib m) Isp minimum
impulse.
' (2) Minimum impulse bit: 222 N-sec (50 Ibf-sec)
(3) No duty cycle limitations.
(4) 50,000 re-_tarts including 5000 full strain heating and
cooling cycles.
• L_) Thrust chamber assembly weight (exclusive of valves):
; 6809 g (15 Ib).
(6) Operation over the range of conditions speclfled in Table I.
(7) Maximum single firing duration: 500 seconds.
(8) Response (time from electrical si_nal to 90% thrust):
50 milliseconds.
(9) Maximum exterior temperature: 260QC (500°F).
_ (i0) Nozzle geometry: easily scarfed beyond an expansion ratio
• of 25:1.
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,,. 1.2, Program Goals (cont.)
•he thruster design requlrements were 500,000 pulses and 25,000_t
full thermal cycles. The thruster life requirements were estimated as follows:
_w
50 full thermal cycles/mission x i00 misslr_ /_ear x 5 safety
_" factor = 25.000 full thermal cycles
_- I000 pulses/mission x i00 missions/year x 5 safety factor =
.. 500,_00 Pulses
_o
5 minntcs/mission x i00 missions/year x 5 safety factor =
2500 minute total dulation
4_
No information was available as to the duration of the pulses o_ the duty cycle.
'" 1.3 ITA CONCEPT
q.
-_ The main components of the ITA are shown on the Frontispiece and are:
.. thrust chamber, igniter valve, igniter body, int_Bra! exciter/spark plug and
_. mounting bracket, and main propellant valve. A drowlng of the ITA is shown in
,_ Figure I.
The thrust chamber is composed of injector, chamber, throat section,
.m
_ nozzle, torus, lines and _nlet llne flanges that are welded together to form an
integral unit, The igniter fuel manifolding and inlet line are part of the
_ injector. The injector and chamber were tested in a workhorse version on
-_ Contract NAS 3-14354, Hydrogen-Oxygen Auxiliary PropulqiGn for the Space Shuttle.
The injector is a 72 element "premix I" F-0-F triplet design. The
i face of the injector is made from platelets that contain a fuel dump cooling
circuit, the mixing cups, and the 144 "I" shaped fuel passages which discharge
approximately 180° apart at right angles to the oxidizer flow (oxidizer flows
Page 5
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1.2, Program Goals (cent)
'- normal to the face through 72 tubes; fuel flows parallel to the face impinging
: two fuel elements on each oxidizer element). The hydrogen flow into the
_ injector c_mes from the outlet of the chamber regen passages.
_m
" The chamber is a combination regen-film cooled design. By means
=_ _ -_ of ori_icing built into the inlet of the passages, 21% of the fuel flow is used
' to dump/regen cool the convergent section and is i_troduced into the chamber at
_, a 2.4 to I contraction ratio to film cool the throat and skirt. The remaining
: 79% of the fuel flow regen cools the cylindrical section of the chamber and flows
through the injector. The chamber liner is ZrCu and the throat and nozzle are
: Haynes 188 of .0762 cm (.030 inch) thickness.
The main propellant valve is a Marquardt two-way, pneumatically
"" actuated (vent to open) cryogenic valve. It's pilot valve is a solenoid
operated, three way valve which when de-energized, pressurizes the main valve
-- actuation cavity (closed configuration). Actuation of the p_lot valve vents
., the main valve actuation fluid causing it to open. The maln propellant valve
is a flight-type version of the valve tested under Contract NAS 3-14349, Space
Shuttle APS Shutoff Valve.
The igniter employ_ an ALRC concept that was initially used on
: Contract NAS 3-14348, Ignition System for Space Shuttle Auxiliary Propulsion
' "" System. The igniter design is a modification of that used on Contract NAS 3-14354,
, "" Hydrogen-Oxygen Auxiliary Propulsion for the Space Shuttle. The integral exciter/
i -- spark plug was developed specifically for the ITA by General Laboratory Associates
,_ (GLA) The core of the igniter is operated at a mixture ratio of 41 and is
; ignited by a spark discharge from the spark plug to the igniter wall. The
! --
: igniter hydrogen film coolant and core flow are discharged coaxially at the
injector face to provide a hot (MR = 5.4) element torch in the center of the
i injector for mainatage ignition. The igniter valves are normally closed, two
_. way, _olenold actuated, cryogenic valves.
'i[
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l.O, Introduction (cont.)
1.4 KEY ITEMS
There were four items that were considered key to the success of the
program. This does not imply that other items are not important, but rather
that these items were flagged for special attention because they represented a
departure from the design or test experience gained on prior programs or because
there were less data available on them. They are: structural life, fuel split,
oxidizer distribution plate design, and Igniter design, i.
The structural life of the ITA (cycles to failure) has been Identified
as a key item because that is the primary objective of the program.
The "fuel split" refers to division of the fuel flow between the fuel
film cooling sleeve and the regeneratively cooled chamber. In testing a workhorse
version of the ITA thr,lst chamber assembly on Contract NAS 3-14354, the fuel film
coolant was varied by means of a separate manifold system. The fuel split between
regen coolant/injector and film coolant on this program was controlled by orlficlng
from a single manifold. The 160 orifices are drilled in the shell during fabri-
cation and covered (inaccessible) by the fuel torus. Too much film coel_ng
compromises performance and too little compromises throat and nozzle llfe.
The oxidizer distribution plate is a flow redistribution plate within
the Injecto=" _::idlzer manifold. During testing on Contract NAS 3-14354 and on
Contract NAS 3-14379, an oxidizer distribution plate collapsed, blocking the
inlet to the oxidizer elements. Obviously, the structural integrity of this
part had to be improved, especially in view of the ignition sequencing and fuel ,"
lead-lag testing planned as part of the program.
The igniter was flagged as a key item because of the safety hazard
of non-lgnltions on testing in an altitude facility and also its impact on
thruster reliability.
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1.0, introducttolt (cont.)
I This report presents the final results of the Integrated Thruster
Assembly Investlgatlon Program. The discussion of the analysis, design and I
I fabrication is intended to present results, define the state-of-the-art and
_rovtde a detailed description of the articles that were tested. A chronology
- : of events is provided only if it is necessary to define lessons learned or
describe hardware in its final state or reworked condition. The maln emphasis -
: consistent with the primary objective of the program - is on cycle llfe. i
; The technical discussion section of this report is composed of i
! five sections corresponding to the five min tasks on the program, namely:
"" Integrated Thruster Design
"" Fabrication
-- Component Checkout Testing
.. Integrated Thruster Testing
.. Data Analysts
The discussion under each of these headings is then categorized by component
and then by discipline, except for the data analysis section in which the dis-
QB
cusslon is organized around the dlsciplires (performance, heat transfer,
e_
structural analysis, etc.).
,- The discussion section of this report has been consistently organized ;
J
.i. and numbered so that the reader, if he desires to concentrate in a given component, _
.. can easily locate the design, fabrication and checkout testing for that component.
!
! The first digit of the numbering system for the technical discussion section is
4. The second digit refers to design (4.1), fabrication (4.2), and checkout :_
• . !. testing (4.3). The third digit of these three sections always refers to the
i components in this order: ITA (4.x.l), igniter (4.x.2), injector (4.x.3),
_ chamber (4.x 4), and valves (4 x.5) By way of illustration, the sections on the
°' injector are: design (4.1.3), fabrication (4.2.3), and checkout testing (4.3.3).
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2.0 SUMMARY
The following is a summary of the program by task. Technical discussions
and a detailed description of each task is given in Section 4.0.
2.1 INTEGR._\TEDTHRUSTER DESIGN
2.1.1 IT__AA
2
, the ITA design concept is sho,m in Figure 1 (Section i.i).
The assembly consists of four major components (injector, thrust chamber, pro-
pellant valves, and igniter assembly) which are integrated to provide a light-
l
weight, compact, high performing thruster which meets duty cycle and cycle llfe
requirements. The design shown does not include igniter valves. The ability to
operate satlsfactorily without these valves was investigated analytically as
part of the program.
2.1.2 _tor
The injector is an "I" premix design which ut_llzes etched
platelets to form the fuel orifices and face coolant channels. The fuel circuit
is fed directly from the thrust chamber coolant passage outlets. The oxld_zer
is supplied from a dome-like manifold which covers the injector's back surface.
This manifold contains distribution plates to ensure uniform oxidizer dlstrl-
butlon. The oxidizer orifices are contained in 72 shaped tubes which extend
from the oxidize dome through the fuel plenum to the face. The spark augmented
torch igniter discharges in the center of the injector face. The entire injector
body Is made from Type 304L stainless steel; the etched face plates are Nickel 200.
The injector is Jolted to the thrust chamber by an external weld with a piston
r_ng seal between the injector face and the chamber wall. This injector is a
fllghtwelght version of the SN 6 and 7 premix injectors fabricated and tested
on Contract NAS 3-14354. The primary differences between the fllghtwelght
design and the SN 6 and 7 injectors are the elimination of the chamber attach-
ment flange and the use of a structurally more optimum oxygen manifold cover.
The element design and injection pattern are unchanged.
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2.1, Integrated Thruster Design (cont.)
2.1.3 Thrust Chamber
!
!
The thrust chamber incorporates a composite cooling system.
, The major portion of the combustion chamber is regeneratively cooled (80
passages) with fuel. The convergent nozzle contains 160 orlflced passages which
I direct 21% of the fuel flow to a station 1.50 in. upstream of the throat whereit is introduced as a film coolant. The throat and entire divergent nozzle are
of spun Haynes 188 material and operate at the adiabatic wall temperature. TheT
gas-slde wall material in the cooled areas forward of the fuel film coolant
injection station is zirconium copper alloy which contains rectangular cross-
I section coolant passages. These are closed out by a 22-13-5 stainless steel shell
which is brazed to the copper liner. The stainless steel shell is Joined to the
I injector and adiabatic wall nozzle by welding. The composite cooling system
results in the fuel inlet manifold (which is als mad_ from 22-13-5 material)
I being located at the entrance to the convergent nozzle.
The chamber design was established in Phase II of Contract
I NAS 3-14354 on the basis of data obtained in contract testing. The primary
differences between the ITA design and the chamber tested on Contract NAS 3-14354
I are :
Cha_ Reason
I Shallower coolant channels .381 cm Higher coolant density, gives lower
: (0.150) vs..457 cm (0.180 in.) AT, higher cycle life
T Structural Jacket material is Higher cycle life22-13-5 SS instead of 304L SS
J
Haynes 188 sklrt vs. 304L skirt Greater strength, greater oxidation
T resistance
.i _ Le_s rigid manifo]d Higher cycle life
i Since the above changes are primarily structural and not _.
_ functional, they do not impact the operational characteristics of the unit that < ;
were established experimentally on Contract NAS 3-14354.
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2.1, Inkegrated Thruster Design (cont.)
2.1,4 l_nlter
The igniter uses an air gap spark plug with a capacitlve
discharge exciter. The overall mixture ratio of the igniter is 5.4 at the in_ector
face with the ignitor designed to provide an oxidizer-rich environment (MR = 41)
at the spark plug. The spark plug is integral to the capacitive discharge
exciter. Propellant is supplied to the igniter from the main propellant valves.
The Igniter chamber is made of Nickel 201.
The basic igniter design was developed and tested under
NAS 3-14348. The design for the IrA is a flightweight version of the basic
design and modifications to reduce weight and improve reliability. These
modifications are:
(a) Elimination of the igniter chamber flange and the
igniter body to igniter chamber seal by brazing the body and chamber together
into a single unit.
(b) Incorporation of the fuel manifold into the injector.
(c) Slotting of the exterior of the igniter chamber to
give imrroved off mixture ratio cooling capability through higher coolant
velocitles. This also provides better centering of the igniter chamber in the
injector igniter port.
(d) Relocating the igniter chamber cooling passages to
provide improved cooling in the vicinity of the electrode.
(e) Incorporation of dn integral, flightweight, hermetically
sealed exciter package to the spark plug.
In making these modifications, care has been taken to maintain
the same Internal flow geometry such that mixing in the electrode area has not
been altered.
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2.1, Integrated Thruster Design (cont.)
• I The igniter operates at i00 milliJoules energy level delivered|
to the spark gap at a fixed gap breakdown voltage of 20,000 volts. The gap size
is 0.030 inch. Input voltage Is 38 ± 4 VDC. The spark rate Is 500 sparks per
I second.
2.1.5 Propellant Maln Valves
A
! ,The valve selected for this application was designed by the
Marquardt Company. The valve is a flightweight bolted version of the X28400
I valve that was designed, fabricated, and tested under Contract NAS 3-14349.The pzimary differences between the flightwelght valve and the Marquardt Co.
I X28400 valve are the integration of the pilot valve into the main valve and ;removal of st tic s als and flanges at were required during test evalu tion.
The critical internal elements are identical. The valve envelope and weight
have been reduced without modifying the elements considered to be the heart of
the valve.
2.1.6 Others I
The thrust takeout points on the ITA are located at the
Injector-to-chamber interface area and consist of three machined mounting sur-
I faces which are aligned with the throat-exit plane defined thrust axis.
T
A The entire nozzle is encapsulated in a
Fiberfax Lo-Con
material which ensures that the backwall temperature of the assembly does not
t exceed 260°C (500°F)
7 2.2 FABRICATION
! _. Four thrust chambers- consisting of injector, chamber, throat
£ section, skirt, torus, oxidizer and fuel inlet lines, and inlet line flanges -
; were fabricated. The thrust chamber components, less flanges are shown In 2_
_ Figure 2.
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2,2, Fabrication (cont.)
Two problems were encountered in fabrication involving spinning of
the Haynes 188 nozzles and the weldment of the thin .051 to .070 cm (.020 to
.030 inch) sheet metal parts. These problems were not insurmountable and the
final units were quite satisfactory (see Figure 3).
Three of the thrust chambers were Instrumented with thermocouples
on the exterior surface. The SN 001 thrust chamber had gas-side thermocouple
instrumentation in addition to the exterior thermocouples. The SN 001 thrust
chamber also had a chamber P tap and four additional injector face thermocouples.
C
All injectors had two face thermocouples and two thermocouples for measuring the
fuel temperature in the injector manifold.
Four igniter bodies and four igniter brackets were fabricated. Six
igniter valves were purchased (two spares). A total of seven integral exciters/
spark plug units (four spares) were fabricated. The igniter components are
shown in Figure 4.
Two of the igniter bodies were final machined and one of them cold
flow tested. The propellant orifice sizes were modified on the basis of the
results from these tests to obtain the fuel split between core and coolant
required to maintain a core MR of approximately 45 and to obtain the desired
pressure schedule. The remaining two igniter bodies were completed to the new
configuration and the initial two were reworked.
Component checkout testing of the initial integral exciter/spark
plug design indicated that the design of a four diode clamp rectifier circuit
was marginal. All units were refurbished to a six diode configuration that
demonstrated adequate margin in acceptance testing and ITA test firings.
Five main propellant valves (Figure 5) were fabricated. Two
problems were encountered during fabrication; one of which resulted in valve
cycle life estimated to be approximately 60. 000 cycles; the second of which
resulted in an out of spec leakage rate for valve SN 011. Because of late
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2.2, Fabrication (cont.)
_ delivery of these components, they were accepted without rewor
_ ITA SN 001 and _N 002 were tested by ALRC. ITA SN 003 was delivered
__ to NASA for testing at the Lewis Research Center. ITA SN 004 was a spare. The
_ measured ITA weight was 6.895 kg (15.2 Ib) exclusive of valves
2.3 COMPONENT CHECKOUT TESTING
y --
Component checkout testing was performed to obtain data for design
"" verification and to ascertain that components were functioning properly before
-- integration into the ITA, Table III is a summary of the testing performed.
[ * •
.. The main propellant v_ives were acceptance tested by Marquardt at
their facility. The valve timing and leakage tests were made at ALRC using
ambient and cryogenic GH 2 and GO 2 at simulated altitude. The acceptance testing
revealed that the pilot valve on SN 0ll leaked. This same valve was used in the
oxidizer circuit in the ALRC testing and exhibited considerable deldy on closing
with cold propellants (.5 sec, cold, versus .035 sec ambient). This valve was
"" designated the spare.
. As described above (2.2), the igniter cold flow testing and the
.. exciter/spark plug acceptance testing were used to effect design changes that
resulted In an acceptable final product.
i075 igniter functional test flrlngs were made at simulated altitude
over a wide range of operating conditions. There was not a single case of no
:" ignition.
• .
"" 2.4 INTEGRATED THRUSTER TESTING
i
: ,. Table IV is a summary of the type of testing performed in the ALRC
Page 19
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TABLE III
CCMPONENT CHECKOUT TEST S_Y
Component Test Purpose
Main Propellant Acceptance Verlfy acceptability. Proof, leakage,
Valve pressure drop, response and electrical -.
c aracterlstics.
Valve Timing Verify valve operating characterJstlcs ,.
and Leakage using ambient and cyrogenlc operating
flulds, C,H2 and G02. ..
Igniter Cold Flow Leak check, verify flow split, evaluate "
hydraulic characteristics and balance. ,,
Functional Test Design verlflcatJon and characterization. --
Firing
Acceptance Verification of integral exclter/spark plug ..
Testing design at temt firing conditions.
Injector Cold Flow i. Verify acceptability of injector body
fabrication.
2. Verify uniformity of flow distribution. --
3. Characterize hydraulics. -.
Chamber Cold Flow i. Verify regen/film cooling flow split.
2. Verify uniformity of regen flow
distribution.
3. Characterize hydraulics of regen and
ffc sections.
ITA Cold Flow i. Evaluation of "as built" characterlstlcs.
2. Balance (orifices in Inlet lines).
•: Page 20
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2.4, Integrated Thruster Testing (cont.)
altitude facillty. Test series one through five were made with ITA SN 001. The
life limits L_sts were made with a virgin thrust chamber (SN 002). Table V
is a summary of the testing pprformed with ITA SN 001.
The integral exclter/spark plug unit was not available at the
inltJatlon of testing. After its installation, 658 starts were attempted and
made over a wide range of operating conditions including igniter and main
propeilant valve lead/lag tests with 100% ignition reliability.
The main problem encountered in testing was ice formation in the
thruster that blocked the propellant passages. Duct coolant water spray was
blown back into the thruster on shutdown. Venting of the propellants via the
thrust chamber valveq or the fuel valve delay on closing (which plagued the
testing) resulted in ice formation on the cold hardware. Two of the ITA SN 001
tests were terminated by high throat temperatures due to ice formation In the
film cooling sleeve. In one of these tests, erosion and a minor burn through
occurred in the convergent section of the Haynes throat section (film cooled).
The damage was repaired by welding the hole closed and polishing the inside of the
throat smooth. The quantities of water introduced into the chambers and the
resultlng ice formation are peculiar to the test facil_ty and w_!l not occur
in space.
A total of 86 tects eere made with ITA SN 001. Of these tests, 22
were long duration runs (up to 573 sec) that resulted in over 86 data points
(combinations of P and MR); 25 were valve and ignition sequence tests; threec
were flow tests and 36 were pulse tests. Over 160 of the test condltlons were
of sufficient duration to get either steady state performance or temperature
data. [TA SN 001 was removed from the test stand to permit Jnstallatlon of SN 002
for the llfe cycle tests. ITA SN 001 after testing is shown in Figure 6.
( ITA SN 002 was fired 42,266 times. The palse train consisted of
four .15 sec pulses, a .4 sec pulse and five .09 sec pulses. The fuel valve
t
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, TABLE V
_TA SN 00i TEST Sbq_M_RY
eT,
-- No. of Firings 670 (84 teats including pulsing)
Total Duration 2513 sec not includinE pulsing
Longest Single Test 512.6 sec
ShorEest Test Duration -.04 sec
P Range 110/332 N/cm 2 (160/482 psia)
Fuel Temperature Range 318/I09°K (572/196°R)
MR Range 6.8/2.1
I Valve Inlet Pressure Range 152/434 N/cm 2 _220/630 psia)
I
I
!
_r
'I
_I
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2.4, Tntegrated Thruster Testing (cont.)
was then opened to cool down the hardware. This basic ten pulse plus cooldown
sequence was repeated 4200+ times and resulted in a complete thermal cycle
every i0 pulses.
The ITA as a thruster assembly had a life of 20,690 pulses. At
this time, both main propellant valves had leaks in the bellows and the pilot
valve on the fuel main propellant was inoperable. The leak in the ox valve
bellows was such that an inert pressurant could not be used because of leakage
into the upstream propellant llne. The demonstrated chamber llfe can be placed
at 30,049 to 39,514 cycles. At 30,049 pulses, a hairline crack developed in
the fuel torus. However, it was in a weld affected area adjacent to an area
that had been mechanically damaged and may no_ be a true measure of life. A
failure occurred in the chamber fuel inlet llne at 39,514 pulses; unlike the
crack at 30,049 cycles, it rendered the chamber inoperable, but may have resulted
from deflecting the line to mate to the test stand. The crack was weld repaired
and testing resumed. Testing was terminated at 42,266 pulses becaus= of a burn
through of the throat and nozzle in a heat streak. The heat _treak, which had
not occurred up to that time, was apparently caused by ice formation during
hardware chilldown resulting from excessive delay in the main propellant fuel
valve closing. At the end of the testing there was no evidence of any failures
of the igniter body, the injector, the ZrCu chamber liner, the ARMCO 22-13-5
shell or the throat and nozzle. The igniter worked 42,266 times with 100%
reliability.
2.5 DATA ANALYSIS
2.5.1 Compcnent Checkout Tests
Table Vl is a summary of the flow coefficients that were
reduced from the igniter cold flow data. These data show that the actual hardware
hydraulic resistance was comparable co the design resistance within the part-to-
part variation and that the hardware was consistent part-to-part.
@
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TABLE Vl
IGNITER HYDRAULIC SUMMARY
CD A(I), cm2 (in2)
Ox Fuel Circuits
Igniter SN Circuit Coolant
.lOl 1.0156)
OOl .I09 (.0169) .0052 (.00080) .023 (.0036)
002 .I03 (.0159) .0050 (.00078) .023 (.0035)
003 -- .0048 (.00075) .024 (.0037)
004 .I04 (.Ol61) .0052 (.00080) .021 (.0032
Average .I04 (.Of61) .000505 (.000782) .0225 (.00349)
0(2) 2.91% 6.40%
Design (3) .000503 (.00078) .0206 (.0032)
(I) _: CDAP 2__R . MT(y-_)-[ (_c)2/y. (_.c)-T]
(2) Standard deviation.
(3) Igniter ox manifold pressure is nominally210 N/cm2 (305 psia) for a Pc of
207 N/cm2 (300 psia) at nominal propellant temperature and flow rates. The
pressure difference is so low that no attempt was made to design to a given
resistance..All the pressure drop in the ox igniter circuit is in the valve.
T
f
!
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-- 2.4, Integrated Thzuster Testing (cont.)
._ Table VII is a summary of the test conditions encountered
in the 1075 igniter functional test ftrings. All tests were made at simulated
altitudes. The igniter a_e_bly operated perfectly at all conditions; there
were no ignition faiiures.
" In cold flow testing the injectors and chambers the flow
"" rate was measured for each of the 72 injector elements and the 80 regen channels
-- of eech chamber. The deviation of the flow of each channel from the average was
.. calculated. Table VIII is a summary of the standard deviation of each chamber _'
and injector. As indicated by the low standard deviation, the spread or
variability in the data is only a few percent. This indicates no plenum
(manifolding) design _roblems or manufacturing defects.
The cold flow test results for injector, chamber and ITA
are summarized in Tables IX, X, and XI. The CDA (dlscharge coefficients X area)
for sonic or subsonic flow correlation in the tables is the average value for
each component derived from several flow rates based on Mach number simulation at
1/3 or I/i0 pressures using GN2. The standard deviation of the CDA of all the units
from the average value is approximately equal to the spread in the data. The man-
ufacturing variation from part-to-part is, therefore small.
._ The most significant CDA is that of the fuel film cooling
.. (ffs) circuit of the chambez since it determines the split of the hydrogen flow bet-
2
ween the regen section and the ffc section. The design CDA value is .314 cm
(.0487 in2). From the data in Table X the average of the four chambers is within
1.65% of the design value. Chamber SN001 is 3% low which would result in 20.4%
of the hydrogen as ffc instead of 21%.
_N
.. 2.5.2 ITA Testin&
The ITA was operated over the desired mixture ratio range
°" (2.1 to 6.8) with propellant temperatures essentially (within I0%) varied over
the desired range. Chamber pressures below the desired lower limit, 138 N/cm2
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TABLE VII
IGNITER TEST CONDITIONS
MR Range 2.7 to 7.8 overall; 14.3 to
77.4 Core
Pc Range, N/cm2 (psia) II0 to 350 (160 to 507)
Fuel Temperature Range, °K (°R) 86 to 289 (155 to 520)
Oxidizer Temperature Range, °K (°R) 206 to 289 (370 to 520)
Propellant Inlet Pressure Range, N/cm2 (psia) 142 to 448 (206 to 650)
Fuel Valve Lead (msec) -20 to I0
Spark Lead (msec) -12 to 30
TABLE VIII
FLOWUNIFORMITY
(Percent Standard Deviation)
Injector Chamber
SN 0_.xx Fuel
001 3.08 3.56 2.57
002 2.22 3.27 2.74
003 2.54 2.20 2.93
004 2.23 2.52 3.14
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T TABLE IX
INJECTORHYDRAULICSUMMARY
CD A, cm2 (in2)
-r In_ectorSN "OX Fuel
L OOl 2.27 (.352) 1.97 (.306)
002 2.39 (.370) 1.98 (.307)
2.39 (.371) 1.99 (.308)
i 003 2__39._ 1.99 (.309)4 _(_3"07)
Average 2.35 [.366)
o * 2,5% .45%
TABLEX
T CHAMBERHYDRAULICSUMMARY
'_ CD A, cm2 (in2)- i
i ChamberSN ___Reqen FFC
#m
OOl 1.93 (.299) ,305 (.0473)
-- 002 1.94 (.300) .325(.0503)
003 1,94 (.301) .323(.0500)
° 004 _ .32_.o5o_
1.93 _.299) _319 (.0495)
,, Average O.59% 3.03%
0
TABLE XI
" ITA HYDRAULICSUMMARY
-. CD A, cm2 (in 2) _
._ ChamberSN "' OX "" Fuel
OOl 2.31 (.358) 1,51 (.234)
_" 002 2_46 (.382) 1.54 (.238)
003 2,34 (.362) 1.56 (.242)
-- _ 1.59(._004 ._-T_T_'_
-" Average 2.85% l.59%(I
" * StandardDeviation
i
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2.5, Data Analysis (cont.)
(200 psla), were achieved, and while the upper limit was nearly achieved (333 vs.
348 N/cm 2 (482 vs. 500 ps_a)). The 500 psia value was not achieved as the pressure
limit on the main propellant valves precluded extensive testing at the h_h_r
pressures.
The steady state temperat1_:es measured for the chamber gas-
side and exterior, at the injector face, and on the skirt (maximum) are generally
the same as those predicted on the basis of the NAS 3-14354 experimental data.
The throat temperatures, however, are generally approximately 66°C (150°F) higher
than predicted. The effect of m_xture ratio and pressure on temperatures agreed
with tl_e predictions. However, fuel temperature caused more variation _n throat
temperatures than anticipated.
The agreement of measured temperatures with those used in
the cycle life analysis resulted in no change in life predictions except for the
throat. The b_her than predicted temperatures result in a reduction in predicted
desir'_ life from i00,000 to 80,000 thermal cycles. The design requirement is
25,000 cycles.
Performance was in agreement with results obtained w_th
the injector pattern and 20% ffc on Contract NAS 3-14354. At nominal condltlon_
the steady state specific impulse was 4266 N-sec/kg (435 Ibf-sec/Ibm). There
was a problem with flow rates due to difficulties in calibration of the Ramapo
flow meters. In pulsing operation, a 267 N-sec (60 ibf-sec) M.I.B. was achJevea.
Specific impulse at the M.I.B. was 3609 N-sec/kg (368 ibf-sec/Ibm.
During the valve sequence testing, the ITA was successfully
operated with fuel leads (oxidizer lead desirable) up to i0 msec and with igniter
delays up to 6 msec behind the opening of the lagging main propellant valve.
There was no damage to the injector (ignition in the ox manifold) w_th the fuel
lead and no damage to the chamber (chamber overpressure with delayed ma_nstage
£gnition) with the _gnlter lag.
W,
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_! 2.5, Data Analysis (cont.)
I The response time (time from electrical signal to 90%
thrust) was approximately 59 msec (vs. 50 msec goal). There was considerable
variability in valve response time with temperature and it also depended on the
"_ actuation fluid used. W_th self-actuation (propellants tapped off upstream of
"" valve), the average time from electrical signal to initiation of travel was
_ 53 msec (38 tests) for the ox valve (fuel valve faster). The ITA achieves 90%
.. thrust 5 to 7 msec after initiation of poppet travel. Thus, with optimum valve
., sequencing, the response time is 53 + 6 = 59 msec. The average response time
for pulses 49 thru 54 (six pulse repeated sequence used) on Test -076 was
55 msec with 52 msec being the best on any pulse.
"" The only component that registered any thermal response
"_ to duty cycle was the injector face, which was mildly sensitive to valve sequence
"_ on shutdown. Neither this component or any other component were adversely
,- affected by the duty cycle (combinations of pulse widths and coast times). No
-_ combination of firing and coast times results in higher temperatures than achieved
. in steady state.
The Ramapo flow meters were calibrated in place with ambient
and cold propellants. Only the ox ambient calibration data are without major
" difficulties. The cold oxidizer data were obtained with that propellant too
" close to the saturation temperature. The hydrogen data are not valid because
"" the back pressure to the venturi was too high (flow was not sonic). The o'" flow-
"" meter calibration was accomplished on the basis of the ambient temperature data
.. and data obtained with the oxidizer 13.9°C (25°F) or more above the saturation
,. temperature. The hydrogen flow meter was not corrected on the basis of correlation
between the chamber fuel circuit pressure drop (pressure upstream of the valve
to the injector manifold) and early test data obtained witL a venturl in the system.
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3.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
I. On the basis of the fabrication and test experience, the ITA desLgn
(less valves) is generally satisfactory. The ITA is simple (no complex parts)
with clean lines. There are no major fabrication problems that would preclude
production manufacturing. It is simple to operate and has no peculiarities that
require special consideration. The structural and fatigue life design appear
to be adequate.
2. The igniter dcsi,:n is excellent. There was not a single case of
no ignition with the integral exciter/spark plug-igniter assembly over a wide
range of operating conditions (propellant temperature, MR, pressures, mainsta_e
valve sequencing and igniter sequencing) and with extended operation (42,266
pu'Jes).
3. The redesign to improve the strength of the injector oxldlzer
distribution plates appears adequate.
4. The incorporation of the orificing to split the hydrogen into regen
coolant (79%) and dump-film coolant (21%) as an integral part of the chamher was
satisfactory. There was no significant variation in hydraulic characteristics
from part-to-part, no problems were encountered in manufacture and it made
operation of the thruster very simple.
5. The completion of 42,266 pulses is equivalent to an 8.5 year Space
Shuttle llfe. The failure of components that occurred were the result of mechanical
damage, were fabrication related, or were caused by ice formation due to the test
cell. No design change is _ecommended.
6. The main propellant valves were unsatisfactory. They did not meet
specifications; they exhibited erratic closure times during checkout testing
and ITA testing; their cycle llfe was about half that required; there was no
engineering support provided to ascertain or correct the cause of the problems.
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I 3.0, Conclusions and Recommendations (cont.)
I 7. Wi_h two exceptions (discussed below), the ITA fabrication generall-
proceeded as planned. The ITA would be easier to manufacture in qua_Itlty
I because of the better fixturing, tooling and process control generally possible
with larger ouantltes. ::
7
I '
8. £he problem in fabrlcating the llaynes 188 nozzle resulted in program
T delay, but did not require design changes. Satlsfactorv parts were delivered. The
problem was one of the vendors learning to adapt the fabrication process to the
_ characteristics of the materlal.
9. _,e TIG weldment of the torus was not completely satisfactory.
Consideration should be given to EB welding of the joint. Better fixturlng is
required. The part should be annealed after welding and proof tested.
_ i0. The operating characteristics of the ITA are excellent. Its
operating range meets the requirements as operating was demonstrated over the
>
specified ranges of chamber pressure, mixture ratio, propellant temperatures,
and propellant inlet pressures.
ll. The component temperatures were generally as predicted so there was
no compromise in predicted life. The one exception was the throat which was
slightly hotter than predicted. Its thermal cycle life was still 65,000 cycles -
more than two times the design requirement.
i 12. A fuel lead on start up can result in combustion in and damag£ tothe oxidizer manifold. The design is less susceptible to damage with short ,
? oxidizer leads. Generally, a .010 to •020 see oxidizer lead was used. Fuel
leads up to .010 sec were demonstrated, indicating that minor changes in valve
operating times could be tolerated.
I
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3.0, Conclusions and Recommendaticns (cont.)
13. Shutdown was made with both oxidizer and fuel delays (generally
fuel). While a fuel lag is preferred, there appears to be no more oxidation
of the _:,t surfaces with an ox lag than there is in pulsing operation with an
oxidizer lead.
] i4. An ox lead of .00_ see or less on start up appears to be about
optimum tot performance.
15. Ignition with no over-presjure damage was eccompllshed with the
igniter delayed up to .006 after initiation of popDet travel of the lagging
malnstage valve. This is the delay time predicted for operation with no igniter
valves at nominal conditions.
16. The ITA operates at a 4 MR and 6672 N (1500 Ibf thrust) with 276 N/cm'"
(400 psia) at the inlet to the valves and the propellants at nominal temperature.
17. The steady state performance is 4266 N-sec/kg (435 Ibf-sec/Ib m)
which meets the program goal.
18. The M.I.B. demonstrated on the program was 267 N-set (60 ]bf-sec)
which, while impressive, does not meet the 222 N-set (50 ibf-sec) goal. The
3609 N-sec/kg (368 Ibf-sec/ibm) Is at M.I.B. Is less than the pcogram goal.
19. The longest test firing duration maue with the ITA was 513 sec
(500 sec program goal). The only limit on the firing ddration was the quantity
of hydrogen in the tanks.
20. There were no thermocouples on the exterior of the alumlnum fell
covering the nozzle thermal insulation, so the external temperature is not
known (260°C (500*F) goal).
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I 3.0, Conclusions and Recommendations (cont.)
I 21. The demonstrated response time (time from electrical signal to 90%
thrust) was typically .059 sec (.050 goal). The failure to meet the goal was
I because the main oxidizer propellant valve delay time (time from electrical
signal to initiation of poppet travel) was .053 sec using the propellant as the
I actuation medium. The time from initiation of poppet travel of the lagging
valve to 90% thrust was .006 sec. Specified valve response time was .040 sec
T from signal to full open.
_m_
22. The ITA weight (exclusive of valves., was 6.895 kg (15.2 Ib) which
is 1.33% in excess of the program goal of 6.809 kg (15 Ib). The weight goal
would be met by scalloping the injector at the igniter interface, reducing the
thickness of the flange of the igniter body, thinni_ the inlet llne flanges
mW
(or better yet, welding the valves to the inlet llne).
"_ 23. The cycle life goal was not met due to stresses introduced in manu-
-- facturing and installation, due to mechanical damage and operational problems
.. (icing), and because of problems with the main propellant valves. To achieve
.. long life in fatigue as much attention must be payed to process control, inspection,
.. protection during manufacturing and installation, operation, etc., as is payed
to design.
a_
"" 24. The failure at 42,266 cycles was due o heat streak caused bY icing.
"" The icing resulted because of fuel valve delay on closing combined with water
"" introduced in the chamber by blow b_ck on shutdown.
,. 25. The icing problem occurred on two tests with ITA SN 001. The burn
through on Test-007 was caused by icing and is in the same location as the erosionm
of SN 002.
_D
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4.0 TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
4.1 INTEGRATED THRUSTER DESIGN
The design of the integrated thruster assembly is discussed first
to provide an overview of the entire design and how the components are integrated
into the assembly. The design of each component is discussed Ln subsequent sections.
4.1.1 ITA Design
The starting point for the ITA design and design
analysis was the work done inhouse at ALRC and ultimately on Contract NAS 3-14354
(Ref. 3). Workhorse predecessors of the ITA chamber, igniter and injector were
designed, built and tested on Contract NAS 3-14354. The NAS 3-14354 and ITA thrust
chamber assemblies are compared in Figure 7.
The obvious major changes in the ITA versus workhorse
designs are the weight reduction, the all welded construction and the incorporation
of the propellant lines. There were two other changes that are not so obvious:
(I) the separate ffc manifold was eliminated and (2) the oxidizer manifold was re-
designed; because of the change in the flange area, to reduce ox manifold volume,
and to strengthen the internal components. Other minor chznges were made to im-
prove fatigue life and wi]l be discussed in the sections that follow. Essential
features were not changed. Primarily. the injector elements are identical to
the SN 006 and SN 007 Contract NAS 3-14354 injectors so that performance, heat
transfer and compatibility are unaltered. The ITA design is summarized in Table
XII.
4.1.1.1 Mechanical Design
As slated above, the major components of the ITA,
namely: igniter, injector, chamber and valves are discussed in subsequent
sections. The minor components/features that are required for completion of the
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TABLE Xll
ITA DESIGN SI_4MARY
Design Characteristics
Thrust 6672 N (150 Ibf)
Chamber Pressure 207 N/cm2 (300 psia)
Mixture Ratio 4.0
Pressure at Inlet to Valves 276 N/cm2 (40(psia)
Fuel Flow Rate
Regen end Injector 247 glsec (.545 Ib/sec)
Fuel Film Coolant 65.8 g/sec (.145 ib/sec)
Total 313 g/sec (.69 ib/sec)
Oxidizer Flow Rate 1252 g/see (2.76 ib/sec)
Fuel Temperature 130oc (250OR)
Oxidizer Temperature 208°C (376°R)
Igniter Fuel Flow Rate
Core .726 g/sec (.0016 Ib/sec)
Coolant 4.26 g/sec (.0094 Ib/sec)
Total 4.99 g/sec (.011 ib/sec)
Igniter Oxidizer Flow Rate 32.66 g/sec (.072 ib/sec)
Igniter Core MR 45
Igniter Overall MR 6.55
Geometry
Throat Diameter 4.88 cm (1.92 in.)
Exit Diameter 30.73 cm (12.1 in.)
Chamber Contraction Ratio 8.38 cm (3.3)
Nozzle Exit Area Ratio 40:1
Chamber L* 43.18 cm (17 in.)
Overall Length 74.68 cm (29.4 in.)
Overall Length (less exciter/spark plug) 61.37 cm (24.16 in.)
Fwd End Clearance Diameter 33.78 cm (13.3 in.)
Dimension of Cylinder Encloslng ITA 74.68 x 36.32 cm (29.4 x 14.3 in. Dia)
Weights (Design)
ITA (incl. Main Propellant Valves) 14.016 kg (30.9 Ib)
Main Propellant Valves 7.257 kg (16.0 ib)
ITA (less valves) 6.758 kg (14.9 ib)
Thrust Chamber (Incl. Insulation) 3.933 kg (8.67 ib)
Injector 1.887 _5 (4.16 lb)
Igniter .939 kg (2.07 Ib)
Design Performance
Specific Impulse
Steady State 2266 N-sec/kg (435 Ib.-sec/Ib )
@ MIB 3923 N-sec/kg (400 Ib_-sec/ib:)Pulsing
MIB 222 N-sec (50 Ib-sec)
Response (electrical signal to 90% thrust) .050 sec
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4.1, Integrated Thruster Design (cont.)
assembly (piston ring, reinforcement ribs, valve attachment, and thrust takeout
mounts) are discussed in this section as part of the ITA layout.
&
-
A layout drawing of the ITA is shown in Figure 8. The _
-- oxygen inlet llne is shown only in the top view.
ql
_ The hydrogen enters the main propellant valve flowing
.. from forward to aft. From the main propellant valve the fuel fl_s through the
inlet llne into the torus. There are 80 slots in the chamber shell under the
torus at the entrance to each regen channel. There are also 160 orifices in the
shell under the torus, one at the entrance to each dump ffc channel. The resistance
of the regen-inJector circuit versus the drop across the ffc orifices decermlnes
"" the _egen versus ffc flow split. The convergent section of the chamber is con- _,
"" vectively cooled by the flow of the hydrogen film coolant in the 160 dump cooling
passages in the ZrGu liner. The throat and nozzle are film cooled.
The hydrogen in the regen circuit discharges into the
injector fu_l manifold at the periphery of the injector. It flows through holes
in the injector face plate Into circuits etched into the platelets that are bonded
to the face of the injector. TP_ platelet passages form the fuel elements and a
face cooling circuit.
I The GOX enters the axial flow main propellant valveflowing from aft forward. From the valve the GOX flows through the inlet line
into the injector manifold. The oxidizer manifold contains flow dlstrlbution
plates to ensure that the oxygen flow which is introduced into the injector manl-
fold at a single location is uniformly distributed to the entrances of the ox _
I elements. The oxygen enters the flow distribution passages through an annulus .!
formed by the center spud (containing the igniter) and the hole in the center j
I of the top distribution plate. The COX is then allowed to expand radially out-
ward between the two distribution plates; after a low velocity 180° turn, it then
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4.1, Integrated Thruster Des!_n (cont.)
flows radially inward from the periphery of the injector betweeu the lower dis-
tribution plate and the flange plate containing the ox elements. The spacing
between the lower distribution plate and the flange plate coupled with tne
reduction in flow area as the flow moves radially inward was designed to maintain
a uniform velocity of the GOX as it enters the elements.
To form an integral unit the injector is welded to the
chamber at the midpoint of the fuel manifold. The injector face plate contains a
piston ring that is compressed by the chamber ID to seal the fuel manifold from
the chamber. A small quantity of hydrogen will leak past this seal. The piston
ring/seal design is identical to that used on Contract NAS 3-14354 and it resulted
in no unacceptable performance degradation.
The igniter body fits into a boss in the center spud
of the injector. The aft end of the igniter extends into a hole in the injector
face plate and is approximately flush with the injector face. Slots for cooling
passages in the igniter body are closed out by the fit of the igniter into t_e
injector. Also, the fuel manifolding for the igniter that is machined into the
injector body is completed by tlle placement of the igniter body in the injector.
The igniter propellants are introduced through external tubes so that separate
igniter valves can be used or the supply can be tapped off downstream of tile main
propellant valves by means of the fittings in the ITA inlet line flanges.
The integral exciter/spark plug screws into the igniter
body via a sllp nut and is supported by a bracket mounted on the igniter body flange.
The bracket can be seen in the top view ot Figure 8.
The injector flange plate is the most rigid member of
the ITA. In addition to supporting the ox element-face plate assembly, the
distribution plates, the center spud and the domes, it contains the thrust takeout
mounts, fuel valve mount, and the ox line inlet flange is welded to it. The three
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4.1, Integrated Thruster Design (cont.)
T
i
takeout mounts appear in tabs 120 ° apart with _ les in them in the top view of
Figure 8. The fuel valve mounting tabs can also be seen in the top view of Figure
_" 8. Two of the bolts in the main propellant fuel valve are no longer than the rest,
-- extending through the holes in the mounting tabs, and are secured to the mounting
tabs by self-locking nuts as shown in Figure 8. The incorporation of the three L
.. thrust takeout mounts and the two fuel valve mounting tabs along w/th the weldment
.,. of the ox valve flange to the injector flange plate provide good structural support, j
eliminate brackets, reduce weight, reduce envelope and In general contribut_ to
a simple, clean configuration.
The throat section and nozzle extension are spun Haynes
88 and are .0767 cm (.030 inches) thick. The throat section is welded to the cham-
ber shell and to the nozzle extension. The weld which joins the throat section to
the chamber shell is located nominally 0.63 -m (0.25 in.) downstream for the enJ of
the film cooling sleeve. This weld operation is performed after the ZrCu liner has
been brazed into the steel shell so the weld location was made as far upstream of
the throat as possible without jeopardizing the film cool_ng sleeve.
The Injector and chsmber assembly are shown in Figure 9.
• The cross se_rlon in this figure shows the wellment of the ox inlet line flange to :
:
the injector flange plate and how the ox inlet line introduces the GOX into the
l
injector manifold.
Figure 9 also illustrates the design of the injector
center spud that accommodates the igniter housing.
Six ribs (three top and three bottom) are welded to the
torus at the location of the inlet line and two are welded to the injector dome
along side the ox inlet line. They are shown in the top view of Figure 9. The i
purpose of these reinforcement ribs is to re_tore strength in pressure contalr_ent
members weakened by removal of material to form inlets.
The assembly shown in Figure 9 contains a dummy valve
(shown in phantom) that is used to position the fuel line durlng welding and to
provide support during shipment.
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4.1, Integrated Thruster Design (cont.)
The chamber and injector assembly shown in Figure 9
is an integral assembly. All Joints are welded except the following that are
furnace brazed: injector center spud to flange plate and face plate; oxidizer
elements (72 tubes) to flange plate and face plate; platelets to face of injector;
and ZrCu line£ to shell.
Two crush gasket seals are used in the igniter assembly,
One seal is between the igniter flange and the injector and seals the igniter fuel
manifold. The other seal is between the exciter/spark plug unit and the igniter
body and seals the igniter chamber. These gaskets were .158 cm (.062 in.) thick
compressed asbestos sheet packing.
4.1.1.2 Hydraulic Design
There was very little ITA hydraulic design work to be
performed on this program since the ITA was based on ti_edata and design of the
thrust chamber built and tested under Contract NAS 3-14354 (Ref. 3). However_
there were design analyses performed to evaluate the operational characteristics
of the desi_.
4.1.1.2.1 Pressure Schedule
Modification of the fuel inlet to the chamber of the
ITA from that tested on Contract NAS 3-14354, Reference (3), changed the pressure
drop schedule and also required orificing of the inlet of the film cooling circuit
for flow control. This section describes the revised pressure schedule and orifice
configuration.
Coolant channel analysis of the nominal 207 N/cm2
(300 psi) chamber pressure condition from Reference (3), using a SINDA program
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I 4.1, Integrated Thruster Design (cont.)
I suoroutine which accounts for two-dimensional conduction in the rectangular coolant
passage walls, shows an overall pressure drop in the regen circuit (Lanifold to
i injector) of 19.6 N/cm 2 (28.4 psid) 6.4 N/cm 2 (9.3 andincludin B psid)
momentum
friction loss. Entrance, exit, and turning losses at the entrain , are calculated f
I to be 7.51 (i0 9) and 5.8 N/cm 2 (8.4 psid) respectively including momentum losses
Based on the average of these two values the pressure drop for the passage is
26.5 N/cm 2 (38.4 psid). The total pressure drop between the man_o..d and the
I chamber is approximately 52 N/cm 2 (75 psid) including 25 N/cm 2 (36 psid) drop
across the injector as measured on Contract NAS 3-14354.
The tilm cooling circuit dumps fuel int,, the chamber
! -at an area ratio of 1.77 for which the static pressure at nominal conditions is
190 N/cm 2 (275 psid) (_.92 Pc )• The pressure drop for the downstream circuit,
i based on SINDA Analysis, is i3.8 N/cm 2 (20 psid) with negligible entrance effects
because of low fluid velocity. Since _ne total pressure drop in the circuit is
i 69 N/cm 2 (i00 psld) the pressure to be dissipated at the entrance orifice mount_ _
to 55 N/cm2" (80 psid): manifold pressure 259 N/cm2" (375 psia) passage pressure
drop (13.8 N/cm 2 (20 psid)) less chamber static pressure at the exit (]90 N/cm 2
I (275 psid)).
I Pressure drop in the feed line connecting th& ,lalve
to the manifold totals 8.3 N/cm 2 (12 psid). This includes 1.03 N/cm 2 (1.5 psid)
I friction loss in the llne itself -- with friction factor enhancement due to
curvature effects accounted for and entrance al_d exit lo_ses of 2.4 N/cm 2 (3.5)
I and 4,8 N/cm 2 (7.0 ps_d), considering the former as a standard elbow and thelatter as a standard tee,
I An additional point of interest is the coolant flow
distribution between the reKen and film cooling circuits at off-nomlnal propellant
I temperature and pressure. Ignoring second order effacL_ -- such as changes in
I
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Iriction characteristics, heat load per unit flow, etc -- a simple parametric
f_
analysis shows that the relative flow to each circui _ is a function only of
inlet temperature and not of pressure. There is a slight decrease in the pro-
portion received by the film cooling circuit as fuel temperature increases --
but ti_e variation is less than 10% over the range Iii (200) to 333°C (600°R).
Th'_ TTA hvdraulic analysis is summarized in Figure I0. ._
To determine the slze of the orifice in the ffc
circuit at the entrance to the ffc channels, the flow test fixture shown in
Figure Ii was fabricated. This model duplicates the regen channel and film
coolant channel geometry of the ITA thcust chamber. The convergent section of
the chamber which introduces curvature in the film coolant channels was not
duplicated as it occurs in an area where the coolant velocity is very low and,
therefore, the pressure drop caused by the turning loss is small. One regen
channel, two film cooling channels and inlet and outlet plenum were incorporated
in the model.
The flow model and test setup are shown in Figure
12. The model was tested with ambient GN 2. Pressures were I/I0 of the actual
values. The GN 2 flow rates were calculated from the design hydrogen flow rates,
correcting for the differe,,ce in y , pressure, molect,lar weight and temperature
from the subsonic relation_hlp:
7
GN2 was ° ;ppl.ied to the model at the "nlet. Flow
was controlled by a 1% critical orifice. The GN 2 flow rate was determined from
the pressure tc the critical orifice, The GN 2 temperature was measured as was the
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Ox Manifold Fuel Inlet
_" v " 0.69 ib/sec (313 g/sec) •
P = 340 psla (234 N/CI2) T - 250"R O39"C)
"_ _} ,_'_l / P " 400 psi. (276 _i/C= 2)
" (241,I_': j __-._._.., . / l )..
w " 0.545 lb/sec (247 g/bec)
(263s/c. ) . ' =___-_.._
. .
._---- ":_----" Pc = 300 psJa (207
HIcI2)
-- _:;:___:__.;.__:_.J,i _---__ _v.v.o,,,1.,
(270 N/c=z)
-- t I
l Orifice Outlet
., "T_ _r_ L P - 3_1 psta _
,,. (267 N/CI 2)
-" Oxt._dtz._er.Inle____t P - 375 peia (259 N/Cm2)
- v " 2.76 lb/sec (1252 g/see) _, [ _ Orifice Discharge -
T = 375°E (208 °C) 2 J) _' _ P = 295 psla (203 N/Cm2)
1.... -_ ........... : __\ • FrO Injection
"" / i ,cl-_ P . 275 psla (190 N/Cm2)/ , T - 383 °_ (2130C)
H'& PqP C' _
I I_._I._I,__II _ ' _ a _ ,
Figure I0. ITA Pressure Schedule
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Figure 12. Flow Model Test Setup
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4.1, Integrated Thruster Design (cont.)
pressure in the inlet plenum. Flow from the discharge plenums was routed through
valves, so that downstream pressure could be set, and from the valve to rote-
meters for flow measurement. The sum of the flows (regen channel and film
coolant channels) measured with the rotameters agreed with the inlet flow rate
within 1.77% (results from first six measurements).
The model was initially flowed with .0406 cm (.016 in.)
and .0711 cm (.018 in.) diameter orifices at the inlet to the coolant channels.
Additional testing was performed by plugging one of the film coolant channel by
itself. The inlet oressure was varied to give pressure conditions both higher
and lower than the actual ratio of back pressure to inlet pressure. Flow was
measured via a rotameter. Hole slzes of 0.508 cm (0.020 in.) and 0.063 cm
(0.025 in.) diameter were used. The flow tests were repeated with the inlet hole
chamfered.
The GN2 flow rates were plotted versus pressure ratio
to permit interpolation of the data to get the flow xate for each orifice size
at a pressure ratio of 0.733 which is the value of the chamber pressure at the
film coolant injection point divided by the fuel manifold pressure. The flow
rates thus obtained were plotted versus hole size squared as shown in Figure 13.
As can be seen in the figure, the required hole size is 0.0571 cm (0.0225 in.)
diameter.
Chamfering the 0.0508 cm (0.020 in.) diameter hole
increased the flow rate by 8.65%. Chamfering the 0.0635 cm (0.025 in.) diameter
hole increased the flow rate by 5%
4.1.1.2.2 Start Up Transient
System behavior was modeled using AeroJet's Transient
Flow Computer Program. This program computes the transient flow relationships
using an Adams _,tegra_n technique to solve a s_t of simultaneous dlfferentlal
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4.1, Integrated Thruster Design (cont.)
equations which describe the time-based flow and density characteristics. The
progr_n, computes chamber and manifold pressure transients using ideal gas laws
for the manifold filling portion of the start sequence. Complete mathematical
simulation is performed on the UNIVAC 1108 high speed digital computer. System
volumes and areas that were used in the study are tabulated below:
Engine System
i. Thrust £_amber Valves to Injection Orifice
Oxidizer 275 cc (16.8 in. 3)
Fuel 442 cc (27.0 in. 3)
2. Chamber Volume (above throat) 893 cc (54.5 in. 3)
3. Nozzle Throat Area 16.7 cm 2 (2.90 in. 2) ;
4. Valve Opening Time 6.0 millisec
Igniter System
i. Line and Manifold Volumes
Oxidizer 33 cc (2.02 in. 2)
Fuel 20 cc (1.25 in. 3)
2 Fuel Coolant Volume .5 cc (0.033 in. 3)•
3. Chamber Volume to Throat 2 cc (0.12 in. 3)
O
4. Throat Area .6 cc (0.034 in. -)
_le data desired from these s_udies wa_ determination of the oxidizer lead/lag
relationship and pressure buildup as a function of the valve opening sequence.
The objective of these studies was to determine: the effect of igniter valw,
sequencing and of main propellant valve sequencing so that operation with the
igniter valves removed could be evaluated and so that sequencing requirements
could be determined. ._
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1 '
The main concern in running the start transient studies
•_ was to determine conditions that could result in a hard start that would damage
+_ hardware. A hard start can result from buildup of thruster chamber pressure prior
to ignition or, with a fuel lead, can result from combustion in the oxidizer mani- '
fold of the injector. _:
Table Klll is a summary of the conditions that were
simulated by the computer transient analysis. For the thruster, two effects were
"_ investigated: the effect of oxidizer lead/lag and the effect of off-nomlnal
"' operating conditions. For the igniter, several combinations of conditions were
investigated: for operation with igniter valves, the effect of oxidizer volume
and oxidizer lead/lag was investigated; for operation without the valves, the
_, effect of oxidizer lead was investigated.
f
Some typical results are shown graphically in Figures
14 through 16. The nominsi thruster cold flow (no ignition) transient is shown
in Figure 14 for simultaneous opening of the fuel _d oxidizer valves. Assuming
the igniter is operating, thruster ignition would occur within 4.5 milliseconds
" after the valves start to open.
The cases run with oxidizer lead/lag are of interest
.. to determine the amount of fuel flow into the oxidizer manifold. The fuel flow
into the oxidizer manifold reached its maximum rate in about five milliseconds.
In ten milliseconds, the fuel ceases to enter the oxidizer manifold because the
fuel cold flow pressure in the thrust chamber has reached steady state and is not
increasing. A 20-millisecond fuel lead does not result in appreciably more fuel
in the oxidizer manifold than a ten-millisecond fuel lead. In five milliseconds, .:
'" the accumulation of fuel in the oxidizer manifold is 1/3 of that occurring in ten ,
"" milliseconds. Thus, 213 of the fuel that can enter the oxidizer manifold does so
,.. in the span of time corresponding to five- to ten-millisecond oxidizer lag. :
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ITA COLD-FLOW START TRANSIENT
SUM_Y TABLE OF ANALYSIS CUNOUCTED
MAIN ENGINE SYSTEM
T.C. VALVE
POV 2 PFV TOV TFV OXiD LEAD
N/c_ (psia) N/cm 2 (psia) OK (OR) OK (OR) Millisec
I. NOMINAL 276 (400) 276 (400) 214 (385) 139 (250) +20
276 (400) 276 (400) 208 (375) 139 (250) +i0
276 (400) 276 (400) 208 (375) 139 (250) 0
276 (400) 276 (400) 208 (375) 139 (250) -I0
276 (400) 276 (400) 208 (375) 139 (250) -20
2. OFF-DESIGN
241 (350) 372 (450) 137 (246) 333 (600) 0
IGNITER SYSTEM
POV 2 PFV 2 IGNITER VALVE VOLUME OF
N/cm N/cm TOV TFV OXID. LEAD OXID. SYSTEM
(psia) GK(°R) OK(°R) Millisec cm3( in. 3)
i. WITH VALVE
276(400) 276(400) 208(375) 139(250) 0 24.6 (1.5)
276(400) 276(400) 208(375) 139(250) 0 16.4 (i.0)
276(400) 276(400) 208(375) 139(250) 0 11.5 (0.7)
276(400) 276(400) 208(375) 139(250) +3 11.5 (0.7)
276(400) 276(400) 208(375) L39(250) -3 11.5 (0.7
2. WITHOUT VALVES
T.C. VALVE VOLUME OF
TOV TFV OXID. LEAD OXID. SYSTEM
POV & PFV °K(°R_ °K(°R) Millisec cm3(In. 3)
Engine Pressure 208(375) 139(250) 0 11.5 (0.7)
Transient 208(375) 139(250) +I0 11.5 (0.7)
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4.1, Integrated Thruster Design (cont.)
The results of the analytical studies indicate that
_here will be no oxidizer manifold spikes with oxidizer leads and, with oxidizer
la_s of up to two milliseconds. For oxidizer lags of more than five millise_onds,
the amount of fuel in the oxidizer manifold increases markedly and can potentially
result in appreciable pressure spikes.
As shown in Figure 15, the igniter, w,.en operating with
valves at nominal conditions, responds much more rapidly than the thruster. Ignition
should occur in less than 2.5 milliseconds after valve opening (simultaneous open-
ing of fuel and oxidizer valve).
The igniter start transient for nominal conditions
with no iEniter valves is show_, in Figure 16. Pressure in the thruster chamber
builds up faster for uhe first six milliseconds than does pressure in the iKniter.
Igniter pressurization results from reverse flow from the thruster into the igniter.
In five milliseconds, the fuel begins to flow into the igniter chamber (prior to
this, the fuel flow only pressurized the manifold). Igniter ignition may not
occur before six milliseconds since igniter P is greater than the fuel manifold
c
pressure up to that time and, thus, prior to that time there is no flow of fuel
in the igniter except for that coming in from the thru:;ter.
For nominal conditions, igniter/thruster ignition
six milliseconds after inception of valve opening is no problem. Ignition may
even occur sooner because cf the possible combustion of the accumulation of
propellants in the igniter from the thruster. However, off-nominal conditions
that result in longer delays before the inception of fuel flow could result in
hard starts because of the buildup of combustible mixture (higher cold flow
pressure) in the _hruster prior to ignition.
The following conclusions were drawn from the start
tr,_,_s[ent study and test results from Contract NAS 3-14354:
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/
(i) Simultaneous opening ef the main propellant :
valves appears attractive, This mode of operation should result "- a mild start
transient and is optimum for I at the minimum impulse bit because it minimizes
S
, unreached propellant leads. _.
(2) Ma_nstage oxidizer leads up to 0.020 _ec are
permissible and fuel leads less tb_, 0.005 sec will probably not result in over-
" p_essurization of the o::idizer dome or hard starts.
(J) For operation with valves in the igniter system,
a 0.O03-sec igniter fuel lead is recommended. Concract NAS 3-14354 test experience
indicated that ignition is _nerally more tellable with a fuel lead. Moreover,
the igniter mixture ratio _ith a fuel lead at the time in the start transient at
which the pressure is high enough to support combustion is on the order of 27 to
35 which with an oxidizer lead or with simultaneous valve opening tilemixture ratio
at that pressure is in excess of 80. Earl_er ignition will be achieved with the
lower mixture ratio.
" (4) Operation with the igniter va],_c_ removed aT.d
the igniter propellant supply tappe_ off dowz_stream of _he main propellant valves
will result in a delay of igniter ignition 0.006 sec after initiation of travel
, of the main propellant valve poppe_s. With valves in the _g_iter system and the i
#
propellant supply tapped off upstream of the valves, igniter ignition will occur
in less than 0.003 sec after initiation of igniter valve poppet motion.
t
(5) An ignition delay of 0.006 see will not result
in _ hard start transient under nomiz_al conditions but may result in hard starts
-_ at off-deslgn conditions.
4.1.1.2.3 ITA Sensitivlty Stu£y
r"
The sensitivity of the ITA to propellant temperatur"
and pressure at the valves was evaluated anPlyticslly. The study was made using
i
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!,._, InteFrated Thruster Design (coqt.)
.... '- -¢ pre?e!!ant cireuit._ and the re-th_ p'esaure drop ".,_r_us flow rat_ su,_ _, the
!ationship between chamber pressure versus propellant mass flow, mixture ratio and
,emperature. Table X,V i_; a summary of the res_:lts for the combinations oi: pro-
pellant temperatures a.,d pressures that result J.n the highest and lowest mixture
ratio and chamber pressure cases. The only case that aopears unacceptable for
extended o_eration is the higiz mixture ratio case which results in a skirt telapera-
ture iv. excess of the I149°C (2100°F) design limit. The high mixture ratio results
are probably optimistic as the skirt temperatures were derived from experimental
data that do not account for tile effect" . _ reaction between the hydrogen film
coolart and an oxidizer-rich core.
_-he .na_..profellant valves were limited by the pressure
9
that the bellows in the valve can sustain. This limit is 448 N/cm- (650 psia" sad
occurs in the open position: (see Section 4.3.4.1). The sensitivity study was also
appl_ed to t'..."limit imposed by the main propellant valves. Testing can be accom-
- plished without exreeding the 448 N/cm 2 (650 psia) valve limit for mixture ratios
of 2.5, 4 and 6.5 combined with mrcpellant temperature from III°K (200°F) to 333°K
" (600°R) for el, 'er press as up to 207 N/cm 2 (300 psia). At the 345 N/cm 2 (500 :
psia) caam_,er candid.on, eration can be accomplished w_b onl] _he cold propellant
L
condition wi ° _i" ..t,re ratios of 6.5 and 4. Testing with nomi.al propellant tempera-
tures, a 4.0 rIxt_r_ ratio and 345 N/cm 2 (500 p_ia) chambe'- pressure requires ,'
463 Y/cm 2 (672 psia) at the inlet to _he oxidizer valve and 461 N/cm 2 (668 psia) at
the inlet to the fuel val_e, which is marginal for the _alve. For 345 N/cm 2 (500
psia) chambel _ressure thL 2.5 mixture ratio (all temperatures), th_ 4.0 mixture
ra_:_o (nomi-.. temperature), and the b.5 mixtJre ratio (nominal and ambient tempera-
tures) conditions exceed the operating oressure limit for either the ox or fuel
valve.
4.1.i.3 Strvrtural Design
A strength analysis and fatigue (life) analysis was per-
formed for each component. The oasic work was done as part of Contract NA.N 3-14354 '-
(Rot. 3). Modifications that ,¢ere n,de to the APS thruster design (Ref. 3) in the
_,velopment of the ITA were analyzed aq -qrt of this !_rogram. Details of the
strtmgtl 'nalysis are _iven in _ef. 4. the life cycle analyses of each co,,_ponent
;.,de._,',it_,.,din :_ubseque,'.t-:ecticr,s (4.1 2.5, 4.1.3.4, 4.1.4.4) for each component. •
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4. i, Integrated Thruster Design (cont.)
_le strength and life analyses are summarized in
fables XV and XVI. Table XV is a summary of the strength analysis at various
locations on the thruster at the most limiting conditions. Table XVI is a
summary of the thermal cycle llfe analysis.
4.1.1.4 Surface Finish
One of the factors that governs fatigue life is surface
finish (Ref. 5). The machining process employed to fabricate the ZrCu chamber
liner and tile Haynes 188 nozzle and extension could be expected to result in a
surface finish between 81 (1) ard 3.18 (32 (2) and 125). On the other hal,d, cycle
life data used in the fatigue and life analysis were obtained with polished test
specimens. This raised the question as to whether the surface finish could compro-
mise fatigue life and what tile surface finish _.quirement should be.
ALRC Space Shuttle fatigue design procedures utilized
a factor, called the surface factor that related the endurance limit (cyclic
stress, fully reversed, that specimen can withstand prior to failure) to tensile
strength as a function of the fabrication process as shown in Figure 17 for steel.
In order to evaluate the effect of surface finish on
cycle life, it was assumed that Figure 17 could be used to estimate the reduction
in the endurance limit for tile ZrCu liner and the Haynes 188 nozzle. Surface
factors were obtained from Figure 17 at the _ensile strength of ZrCu at 193°C
(380°F) and Haynes 188 at 249°C (480°F) (average temperature at the most limiting
conditions as summarized in Table XVI) for the surfaze conditions as defined by
the figure.
The surface conditions are described in Figure 17 by
production processes that result in a range of surface -oughness. The surface
roug_mess that was assigned to each process is tabulated below:
(I) micron (mu)
(2) miczc i.i_hes (_j in.)
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SUMMARY OF STRENGTH ANALYSIS RESULTS
_ _ YIELD EFFECTIVE FACTOR OFLOCATION CONDITION TE___ _MATERIAL ALLONABLE
- _ STKESS
------_--__ SAFETY
1 Proof Pressure 27°C 304 SS 20,685 N/cm 2 12,452 N/cm 2 1.66
603 S/cm2 (80OF) (30,000 psi) (18,060 psi)
2 Proof, 603 N/cm2 27° 304 SS
(875 psta) (80 o) 20,685 11,177 1.85
3 Proof, 603 N/cm 2 27 ° 304 SS (30,000) (16,210)
(874 pal) (80°) 20,685 16,514 1.25
(30,000) (23,950)
4 Steady-State @ 54° 12-13-5 44,818 28,359207 N/em2 (300 (130°) Stainless 1.57
psi) & Temp. (65,000) (41,130)
5
Steady-State -134° 22-13-5 51,712 11,485
Proof @ 603 N/cm 2 (_210o) Stainless (75,000) 4.54
(875) 270 (16,510) _.35
80° 44,818 33,164 -
(65,000) (48,100)
6 Steady-State -92° 22-_-_ 44,818 39,302 1.14Proof @ 2 (-136°) S_alai_s (65,000)
603 N/cm (875) 27 ° (57,000) 2.57
(80o) q_,818 17,430
(65,000) (25,280)
7 Steady-State -53° 22--13-5 48,818 32,406 1.38
(-630) Stainless (65,D00) (47,000)
8 Steady-State 51° Haynes. 44,818 35,544 1.26
(123°) 188 (65,000) (51,550)
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TABLE :fVI
SUMMARY OF FATIGUE ._ND I.[Fk ANALYSIS
f .... /.
. ,.___..i -" - i I "'_ - I f ,
,'-. ':'- - _ .7..I I
CONDITIONS: 207 N/cm2? (300 psia), MR = 4, Fuel Temp = 139°K (250°R), 21% Film Cooling
248 N/cm- (360 psia) Channel Pressure, 80 Regen Slots, 160 ffc, Slots
Zirc. Copper Liner, .102 cm (.040 in.) thick Stainless Shell
Thermal
Cycles
Location Time TWC T t (Nf) Comments
1 S.S 160°C 69°C .24% 120,000 Nominal value based on all ZrCu
(320°F)(156 °) test data.
2 S.S 138 66 .23% 140,000 Computer run made here.
(280°) (150°)
3 S.S 72 72 .25% I00,000 Computer run made here.
(_62 °) (162 °)
4 .18 sec 193 93 .32% 50,000 Nominal value based on all ZrCu
(380 °) (200 °) (Air data).
4 S.S 249 72 .26% 90,000 Nominal value based on all ZrCu.
(480 °) (162 °)
5 Transient 249 182 ,21% i x 105 Universal slope equatlor
(480 °) (360 °)
Lower Bound Nf I = Nf10
6 S.S 982 0 Creep = - i000 hrs Could go to 2100 ° without
(1800 °) (-18) 483 N/cm 2 structural problems .
(700 psi)
7 S.S 121 66 .18% 106 Lligher propellant temperatures,
(250 °) (150 °) Pressures and MR reduce life
8 Nominal Conditions 99 .123% 60,000 Nfl _ Nf (Lower Bound)(210°) 1--6
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Surface Reughnes_
Process microns (_ in.)
i
Mirror polished .0254 (1) :
Fine ground or commercially polished .2 (8)
Machined 1.63 (64)
Hot rolled 12.7 (500)
Surface roughness values were assumed for the test specl-
J
mens used to generate the S-N data. It was decided to use a range of surface
roughness, namely .0254 mu (i N in.) to .203 mu (8 _ in.), since this range is
achievable by honing and buffing, production and hand lapping, and superfinlshing.
Surface finish and residual surface stresses resulting from the method of machining
probably vary from sFecimen to specimen and with the investigator and, therefore,
probably contribute to the scatter in S-H data. The S-N curves for ZrCu and Haynes
188 (Section 4.1.4.4) were then reduced by the ratio of: th_ surface factor cor-
responding to various surface roughness values, to the surface factor corresponding
to the surface roughness of the original test specimen. Surface factor is a stress
ratio while the S-N curves relate cycle life to percent stain. This assumes tha_
the reduction in stress produces a i:i reduction in allowable strain. The results
are shown in Figure 18 for two values assumed fer the surface texture of the test
specimen with which the S-N data were obtained.
In order to determine what surface roughness can be
achieved by conventional fabrication processes, surface roughness measurements
were rmde on workhorse hardware residual from Contra_:t ; 3-14354. The lowest
surfaze roughness measured on the copper liner was .89 mu (35 p in.) and on the
nozzle was .51 (20). On the basis of 21 areas of the chamber, it was concluded that
a .81 (32) finish was state-of-the-art for conventional machining of the ZrCu liner
and Haynes 188 nozzle and extension. No m, ,acturer took exception to the .81 (32)
surface finish requirement and the components were hand polished and vapor i_oned
durtn_ fabrication to s[guiflcantly better finishes.
The follcrsiag conclusions were d-awm from thls numerical,
but quaiitative study:
i
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4.1, Integrated Thruster Design (cont.)
[a) The cycle life of the ZrCu liner is not
affected as much as that of the Haynes 188 nozzle because of the lower tensile
_'trength of the ZrCu.
(b) Both th, ZmCu liner and the Haynes 188
nozzle would meet the 25_000 thermal cvcle requirement with a 3.18 (125) surface
roughness.
(c) A surface finish of .81 (32) represents
a reasonable fabrication reql,irement and will provide at ied_t a factor of 2 margin
(50,000 cycles) for the Hayness 188.
(d) There is considerable margin in the design:
the life cycle requirements h_ve a safety factor of 5 built into them; the IIayness
188 and nickel S-N curves have been reduced by a factor of I0 to allow for thu
effect of unknowns such as hold time; the design value of cycle life including
surface finish effects is in excess of the required value.
4.1.2 ]gniter
Thc ITA capactive discharge, air gage, torch igniter
consists of:
(i) An integral exciter/spark plug
(2) The igniter housing or body (miniature thrust
chamber assembly*)
(3) A support bracket
F = 1fIN (25 ibf)
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The following factors were considered in the desIEn of the igniter: getting the
spark in the right place (spark rate, breakdown potential, spark gap, and spark
plug geometry); igniter (pressure, mixture ratio, wall temperature, spark energy,
and propellant mixing); operating characteristics (structural llfe/coollng,
electrode life, hydraulics). The design criteria are summarized in Table XViI.
4.i.2.1 lntegrql Exclter/Spark Plug
A spark rate of 500 sparks per second was selected as
were the flow parameters in Table XVll based on the test experience obtained under
Contract NAS 3-14354 (Hydrogen-Oxygen Auxiliary Propulsion for the Space Shuttle),
and ALRC In-house work.
Tl_evoltage required to achieve sparking was predicted
on the basis of Paschen's Law. Paschen's law defines the relationship between the
voltage potential required to cause e spark to Jump a given gap as a function of
pressure. Figure 19 is a plo_ of Paschen's law (voltage - f (pressure * dlstance))
for air* and hydrogen. As voltage is increased on a spark plug, discharge will
occur at the geometric location that satisfies Paschen's law at the lowest potential.
Once the breakdown occurs, the spark discharge is maintained by a much lower potential
because of the ionization created by the initial discharge.
The minimum in the Paschen's law cur--_ (Figure 19)
corresponds to a physical phenomenon that must be considered in igniter design.
For pressure-dlstance products (P * d) greater than .00876 N/cm2 * cm (0.005 psi
• In.) (to the right of the mlnJmum in Figure 19), the spark will olways Jump at
the minimum gap. This simply states that, as long as the lowest pressure time3
the smallest gap is greater _h::n .00875 N/cm2 _ cm (0.005 psla * in.) a larger
* Paschen's law plot for oxygen not available - assumed to be the same as air.
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TABLE XVII
IGNITER DESIGN CRITERIA
Oxygen inlet pressure, N/cm 2 (psia) 276 (400*)
Oxygen inlet tempereture, °K (°R) 208 (375)
Hydrogen inlet pressure, N/cm 2 (psia) 276 (400*) ':
Hydrogen temperature, °K (°R) 139 (250) :
Oxygen flow rate, g/see (Ib/sec) 32.66 (0.072)
Fuel flow rate, g/see (]b/see)
Core .726 (0.0016)
Coolant 4.26 (0. 0094)
Total 4.99 (0.0ll)
z
Mixture ratio (O/F)
Core 45 -
Overall 6.5 :_
Spa, rk gap, cm (in.) .0762 (0.030) ,'
Spark rate, sps 500 !
Spark energy, milliJoules/spark i0 _
Minimum ignition pressure, N/cm 2 (psia) 4.8 (7)
Maximum ignition pressure, N/cm 2 (psia) 103 (150) _:
Cold flow pressure, N/era2 (psia) 69 (I00)
Igniter chamber diameter, (-m (in.) ,762 (0.3) i
2,
* Assumes igniter valves used !
i
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4.1, Integrated Thruster Design (cont.)
gap will require a higher potential to cause tb_ spark to jump. Fer P * d values
less than .00525 (0.003) (to tile left of the minimum in Figure 19), the spark will
not necessarily jump at the minlmum gap - it will jump at the location having the
P * d closest to .00525 (0.003). At very low pressures, a long gap - not a short
_ne - is required to satisfy Paschen's law. For example, if the pressure is
.0069 N/cm 2 (0.01 psia), a .254 cm (0.i in.) gap has a P * d = .06175 (0.001) and
requires 3000 volts (Figure 19) to induce the spark to jump; a 1.02 cm (0.4 in.)
gap at the same pressure has P * d = .007 (0.005) and requires only 350 volts to
,nduce breakdown. In this example, the spark would jump at the 1.02 cm (0.4 in.)
_ap and not at the smaller .254 cm (0.i in.) gap as an increasing voltage is im-
posed on the system.
The minimum in the Paschen's law curve Eor air occurs
for P * d in the range of .00525 (0.003) to .00875 (0.005). The lowest pressure
that will be obtained during vacuum testing will be .06895 N/cm 2 (0.I psia). Thus,
the gap muJt be .0762 cm (0,03) to .127 cm (0.05 in.) to obtain a mir_mum P * d of
.00525 (0.0O3) to .00875 (O.005).
The gap size is also affected by exciter design. Based
on the experience of Contracts NAS 3-14348 and NAS 3-14354, mentioned earlier, the
exciter potential was selected at 2J 000 volts, nominal (20,000 volts minimum)
Rivin_ a maxim_n P * d of 7.88 (4.5), Figure 19). For a P * d of 7.88 (4.5), a
.076 cm (0.030 in.) gap gives a maximum pressure at which breakdown will occur with
25,000 volts of 103 N/cm 2 (150 psia). A gap size of .07b rm (0.03 in.) was selected
versus .127 cm (0.050 in.) as giving an equally low breakdown potential at low
pressure .069 N/cm 2 (0.I psia) and giving the greatest margin _ high pressure.
In designing the spark plug, it is desired to keep the
gap at the electrode small compared to other conductor-to-wall gaps and to keep the
"creep distance _' alon_ the Insu!_cor long. (Deposition of ccLductive material on
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4.1, Integrated Thruster Design (cont.)
the insulator surface witl operation can result _n discharge along the insulator
surface.) "_ere are no hard and fast rules for the ratio of electzo_ _ gap to the
separation distance of other parts and for creep distance length. The minimum
clearance, metal-to-metal, is .254 cm (0.i in.), which is 3.3 times the electrode
gap .076 cm (0.03 in.). The creep length along the electrode surface is 2.54 cm
_.0 in.).
In m,apir - the insulator, sharp com.ers were avoided.
In previous programs, it was found uhat ceramic insulators c_ack a_ _urface dis- _
conti_,aities.
Ignition depends on the ability tu raise a m._ 1 kernel
of gas above the ignition temFeraLure. Only a small portion of _he electrical
-- energy heats the gas, the remainder heat_ the electrode and walls. The l_rger the
gap, the larger the kernel f gas tha _ is heated, and thus the lower the energy
requirements. Obvtousiy, there is a conflict as a wider gap requires higher spark
voltage but lower energy_ The relationship between energy and spark gap is defined
as:
QsDs = K (Tig n - T )
_here: Qs = minimum spark diucharge enerqy
K = constant which is dependent on O/F and the
heat transfer coefficient
Tig n = ignition _emperature
_ = wall temperature
w
D = spark gap
s
Figure 20 shows the z llts of experimental _valuation
of the above relationship. Data were obtained on an ALRC in-house program. The
minimum spark energy required for the .076 cm (0.030 in.) gap is 2 ..illJ_oules.
The exciter is designed to deliver I0 millijoules CTable XVlI).
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: _ _ 4.1, Integrated Thruster Design (cont.)
The temperature at which ignition occurs (Ti_n) is
i _ approximately 556° (IO00°R) above the wall temperature 3000°K (540°R) at which the
: _ _ data were obtained. A lower wall temperature of 139"K (250°R) (approximate lower
_ _ limit in GC_ te _perature) increases (Tign - --T')to 722©K (1300°R). The increase
"_ .1300.
_ in Qs Ds (I-O-_)results in an energy requirement of 2.6 milllJoules which is well
,el
within the I0 ailliJoule design value.
_ _" There is a low pressure/chamber size limit that is a
! v" consequence of flame quenching. Just as ignition cannot occur if the znergy input
J, to t|_ekernel of gas is not sufficient to heat the ga_ above the ignition tempera-
L
_ .p ture, it cannot occur if the combination of gas density (pressure) and wall surface
il _, area are such that the heat loss exceeds the heat input, and the gas is not main-
talned above the ignition temperatures long enough to react.
_ The flame quenching parameter was defined on the FY 69
_" IR&D Oxygen-Hydrogen Igriter Development Program as a pressure-chamber diameter
", product (P * Dc) similar to the Paschen's law pressure-gap distance parameter. _ne
following relationship was derived:
1 4 h (TF - l
(P * Dc) " I_To [K AHr Exp (-E/RTp_
I where P = pressure
D ffichamber diameter
t °R = gas constant
i T _ propellant temperature
O
I h = heat transfer coefficient
K = reaction rate constant
I - he3t of reaction
E - activation energy
i TF = flame temperature
- wall temperatureW
The expression contairm several parameters that cannot be evaluated analytically. ,_Therefore, the quenching parameter was evaluated experimentally. Figure 21 _
suunartses the results.
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i 4.1, Integrated Thruster Design (cont.)
The quenching parameter relationship implies that it
I is a direct function of propellant temperature. This has not proved to be the case
experimentally as other par&meters are temperatu'e dependent and not only mitigate,
I but reverse the propellant temperature effect. The minimum value of the quenchingparameter from Figure 21 is approximately 5.25 (3). Based on test results combined
i with computer prediction of ignition limits, a value of 8.76 (5) is generally usedfor cold propellants. Using the ratio (5/3) for cold propellants, Figure 21 and
the relationship
I P
I Table XVIII wss constructed. _ne results indicate that the igniter will achieve a
pressure above the lower flame quenching pressure limit for all conditions of pro-
_ i-- pellant pressures and temperatures.
T The selection of a nominal core mixture ratio of 45
' i "_ results in a design which will ignite over a wide range of operating conditions and
) the resulting mixture ratios as shown in Table XVIII The selection of the MR as
45 was zlso influenced by the effect of core mixture ratio on combustion temperature
_ which in turn affects the wall temperatures. In this respect, the higher the MR,
the cooler the walls (for the same fuel flow rate) and, therefore, the longer the
igniter llfe (thermal cycling) over a wide range of operating conditions.i"
i The igniter designs tested on in-house programs intro-
_ duced the hydrogen through an annular gap normal to the wall. The igniter developed .
_" under Contract NAS 3-14348 and used in Contract NAg 3-14354 utilized six fuel orifices
canted 45° to impinge approximately .381 cm (0 15 in.) downstream of the electrode.
.. This design kept the flame front away from the electrode (improved electrode Ills)
,. and kept the mixture ratio at the wall high (low wall temperatures). To maintain
_. the long electrode life and long chamber life (low wall temperature) the six
oxidizer orifice design was used for the ITA igniter.
am
r
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TABLE XVIII
LOW PRESSURE IGNITION LII:ITS
Igniter
Low Coid Flow
GO2 GO2 GH2 GH2 Press ure Chamber ,
Pressure Temperature Pressure Temperature Limit Pressure '
N/cm 2 (psia) °K (°R) N/cm 2 (psia) °K (°R) 0/__FF N/c 2 (_sia) N/cm 2 (psta)
276 (400) 2C8 (375) 276 (400) 139 (250) 45 13 (19) 69 (I00)
276 (400) 294 (530) 276 (400) i._ (200) 34 7.6 (ii) 58 (84)
+ ,
276 (400) 139 (250) 276 (400) 294 (530) 80 17 (25) 84 (122)
138 (200) 208 (375) 414 (600) 139 (250) 15 12 (17) 34 (50)
414 (600) 208 I(375) 138 (200) 139 (250) 133 23 (33) 103 (150)
41/+ (600) 139 (250) 138 (200) 294 (530) 240 46 (67) 126 (183)
138 (200) 294 (530) 414 (600) Iii (200) ii 6,9 (i0) 29 (42)
t
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I 4.1. Integrated _ster Desi_ (font.)
I Electrode durability tests were conducted to determine
the suitability of electric materials for the spark plug electrode for extended
I duty cynics at igniter operatin_ conditions as part of Contract NAS 3-14348. One
million discharge pulses were _n on each of the three c_didate electrode materials,
_ i.e., Inconel, Ni 200, and 347 SS. _i test_ were conducted with an oxygen fl_
i of 4.54 g/sec (0.01 _/sec) through the pZug at a pressure of 69 N/cm 2 (100 psia).
_! -- The dis_arge energy was 10 milliJoules. The nominal pulse rate was 500 pulses
i _ per second on for 75 milllsec _d off for 275 milllsec.
_ The Ni 200 s_tained the lowest wei_t loss, 1.14%.
I "* _e Inconel and stainless steel weight losses were sli_tly hi_er, 1.26 and 2.88%,
_. respectively. Ni 200 appears to be the material of choice for the spark plug
_ -. electrode. A co_lete description of the electrode dur_ility tests is contained
i in _ference i.
i ,. The factors affecting igniter desl_ that were dis-
i "" cussed above are summarized in Table XIX relative to the igniter design,
The desi_ of the integral exciter/spark plug unit to
_ the criteria given in Tab_eXVll w_ s_contracted to General L_oratories Associates
i "_ (GLA), a subsldla_ of Simmonds Precision. _A supplied the exciter/power supplier
_ used for the in-house work and on Contracts HAS 3-14348 and NAS 3-14354.
=- 4.i.2.2 Igniter Body (Housing)
J
, 4.I.2.2.1 Mechanical Design
;" _e igniter housing is sh_n in Figure 22. _is
_, assembly is inserted in the center hole of the injector and secured against a crush :
". gasket (seal) by six bolts. The igniter assembly is completed with another crush
g_ket and the spark plug/exciter _se_ly which is secured in the center of the
_ igniter by an externally threaded sllp nut. i !
_il ,. Page 81 _
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TABLE XlX
SUMMARY OF FACTORS INflUENCING __NITER DESIGN
Factor Design Value Criterion
Spark Rate 500 sps Used on Contract NAS 3-14354.
Potential 25,000 volts (i) Provides ignition with .0762
cm (.030 in.) gap to pressure
of 103 N/cm 2 (150 psia).
(2) Recommended per in-house
test experience.
Spark Gap .0762 cm (0.030 in.) (i) Recommended on basis of Con-
tract NAS 3-14354 testing. _
(2) Provides 103 N/cm 2 (150 psia)
upper limit pressure with
25,000 volts.
(3) Results in lowest possible breal°
down potential (350 volts) at
electrode during vacuum p =
.069 N/cm 2 (.i psia) testing
(P * d = .00525 (0.003)).
Spark Plug Gap spacing: No hard-and-fast criteria. The
Geometry Min clearance = .254 cm smaller the gap relative to the nex!
(0.1 in.) smallest anode to cathode gap the
Creep length = 2.54 cm better. The longer the creep length
(I,0 in.) the better.
Chamber .762 cm (0.30 in.) With ,'hisdiameter the igniter cold
Diameter flow pressure exceeds the low
pressure limit required for ignitio_
for all operating conditions (pro-
pellant temperature, pressure and
MR).
Fuel 6 - .0368 cm (.0145 in.) (i) Control flow split between core
Orifices dia. and coolant. :
Canted 45°
(2) Six canted 45° used on Contract _
NAS 3-14354.
(3) Maintains momentum (avoid hot
streak on chamber).
(4) Impingement at center of chamber
.381 cm (0.15 in.) below elect-
rode (electrode llfe).
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_ TABLE XIX (CONT.)
,o. i
Factor Design Value Criterion
°, Electrode Ni 200/201 Electrode llfe.
Material
I Mixture 45 (i) Chamber llfe improves with
;_ Ratio higher MR° • _
• I _" (2) MR near 20.results in low rque ching parame er (Fig. 21). ,
(3) Ignition over wide range of "
:_ --- operating conditions (Table :
' x_ _I)
{ ""
_- -- Energy i0 milliJoules (i) Minimum energy requirement
_ is 2.6 milliJoules.
i _" (2) lO milliJoules recommended on
_ .- the basis of test experience on
_ in-house programs and Contract
; ! i. NAS 3-14354.
e _
?
i li "
u
',1 o
'1 7"
, ,_ , _
, ,. [
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"" 4.1, Integrated Thruster Design (cont.)
-- The igniter is not a complete assembly by itself. -"
.,- The igniter cooling channels are formed by slots in the exterior of the igniter
.. chamber (slots shown in Figure 23) and the I.D. of the Injector outer hole, The 1
fuel manifold is an annulus formed by the space between the igniter assembly and _
the injector center bore. The igniter fuel supply is introduced via a tube welded
to the injector.
.R
"" Details of the igniter housing assembly are shown in "
"_ Figure 23. The igniter assembly is made from three components: flange, bod7 and
"- sleeve. The three components are Joined by brazing, i,
.o The function of the sleeve is control of the hydrogen
coolant flow. The sleeve blocks off the inlet to the coolant passages. Twelve
orifices in the sleeve meter the flow to each coolant slot. The size of these
orifices relative to the size of the orifices that meter the hydrogen to the
"* Igniter core determines the split of the fuel flow between the core (combustion) ;:
and coolant passages. On the basis of cold flow testing of the igniter, the 12
"* orifices in the sleeve were resized to .047 cm (.0185 in.) diameter and the six
"- core orifices were resized tO .037 cm (.0145 in.) diameter (see Section 4.3.2.1)
.. from that shown in Figure 23. ;_
4.1.2.2.2 Thermal Design
The igniter wall, made of Nickel-201, is cooled with 1_
gaseous hydrogen flowing through slotted channels. This section discusses the "
analyses conducted to determine the coolant channel design. The follcwing igniter
"" operating parapeters were used for this study: _
'2
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- I &.l, Integrated Thruster Design (cont.)
• I Nominal Design
Thrust IIi N (25 ib)
I Chamber Pressure 207 N/cm 2 (300 psia)
Mixture Ratio (core) 45.0
1' Mixture Ratio (overall) 6.5
Total Propellant Flow Rate 37.6 g/see (0.083 Ib/sec)
Coolant Flow Rate 4.26 g/see (0.0094 ib/sec)
"I Fuel Inlet Temperature 139°K (250°F)
Fuel Inlet Pressure 276 N/cm 2 (400 psia)
I Oxidizer Inlet Temperature 208°K (3750F)
Oxidizer Inlet Pressure 276 N/cm 2 (400 psla)
I Igniter coolant channels were analyzed using the ALRC
HEAT II computer program to determine the coolant channel design required to satisfy
-_ the nominal maximum wall temperature 538°C (1000OF) in the chamber. A two-d_menslon-
-_ al heat transfer analysis was also conducted us._ng the HTIU computer program
_, (Reference 6) to obtain thermal gradients across the igniter wall. Prima_I emphasis
of this study was concentrated in the chamber section because of the larger tempera-a.
ture gradients caused by the slotted channels; however, the throat temperatures were
not ignored.
A cross-sectlonal temperature profile for the nominal
_" conditions is shown in Figure 24 for the most limiting axial location. The tempera-
tures vary from 466°C (870°F) on the hot-gas surface to a minimum backside temperature
,, of 349°C (660°F); the temperature difference _T) is I17°C (210°F). The analysis
of the off-nomlnal condition predicts the gas-side wall temperature to be 544°C
(1012°F) and the maximum AT to be 152°C (274°F) This increase in wall _emperature
and AT was primarily caused by the increase in combustion temperature from 2194"K
(3950°R) to 2564°K (4615_R) as the core mixture ratio decreased from 45 to 33.
The temperatures for the off--nominal case represent the most severe thermal con-
ditions anticipated based upon the highest anticipated oxidizer inlet temperatures
" with the lowest fuel inlet temperatures.
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-- 4.i, Integrated Thruster Design (c_nt.)
i
The Nickel 201 igniter wall is cooled with gaseous
... hydrogen flowing through 12 slotted channels in the chamber section; the throat
section has annular coolant passages. The following channel aimensions with
tee corresponding heat transfer results summarizes the _.sults of this study.
. "- Nominal Design
::' _ Chamber Section
r "_ Number of Channels 12
• Channel Height .076 cm (0.030 in.)
: Channel Width .102 c_ (0.040 in.)
: Gas-Slde Wall Thickness .089 cm (0.035 in.)
"" Coolant C_ 2
Gas-Slde Wall Temperature (chamber) 466°C (870°F)
-- Coolant-Side Wall Temperature
: (chamber) 349°C (660°F)
' Wall AT IITOC (2.0°F)
Coolant Temperature Rise 161°C (321°F)
• Coolant Pressur-. Drop 17 N/era2 (25 p_la)
.. }
"" 4.1.2.2.3 Structural Fatigue Lzfe Analysis
:" _
" .. The temperature gradients shown in Figure 25 were used J
.. for this study. The cycles to failure characteristics for Nickel-201 at 538eC i
: _ (10O0°F) were calculated _nd plotted versus percent strain as shown in Figure 25.
t A lower bound curve which approximately represents the inclusion of duration hold
_ ; time, is also shown and was selected by reducing the upper curve by a factor of ten. *_
: _, i_ Strain on the slotted wall was calculated using the
i _"_ following equation:
' L t-
ir
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I 4.1, Integrated Thruster Design (cont.)
I 1/2 _ T
S- (1 v)
I where: Nickel-_Ol
m
._ a - Coefficient of thermal expansion 15.1 x I0-6 cm/cm-°C (8.4 x
¢ i I0-6 in/in-°F)
V = Poissen Ratio 0.281
A tabulation of the calculated strain in percent and the corresponding predicted
I structural fatigue life is shown below. _
Fatigue Life Cycle "
_AT_ °C _°F) Strain_ % Lower Bound '
I Nomlnal Design 117 (210) 0.123 60,000
I Off-Design 152 (274) 0.16 26,000
The fatigue !Ire cycle tabulated above are conservative
I because test data from Contract NAS 3-14354 (Reference 3) indicated that the actual
test data were lower than the predicted wall temperature.
I
The following conclusions were drawn from this study:
(I) The Nickel-201 slotted chamber wall maximum
I temperatures at the nominal design conditions is 466°C (870°F).
(2) The minimum predicted structural fatigue life
cycle for the nominal and off-design conditlons are conservatively 60,000 and 26,000
cycles, respectlvely, i
[ '
(3) These temperature gradients and fatigue life }
cycle values are conservative and all thermal and structural requirements are ,_
satisfied.
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4.1, Integrated Thruster Design (cont.)
4.1.2.2.4 Hydraulic Analysis
The hydraulic analyses were conducted to determine
system pressure drops, to determine cold flow characteristics and to evaluate the
effect of varying backpressure on igniter flow rates and mixture ratio; the back-
pressure at the main engine injector face varies from 0 to 207 N/cm 2 (0 to 300
psia).
Two different basic methods of analysis were used de-
pending upon the existence or nonexistence of backpressure. In the case of zero
backpressure, a normal sonic compressible flow equation was used to calculate flow
rates. Appropriate Rayleigh and Fanno line relations were employed where pressure
losses were significantly influenced by heat additional a_J frictional losses. For
the case of back subsonic compressible flow relationships were used.
Igniter flow distributions and pressure schedules were
calculated for steady-state modes of operation of: flow without ignition (cold
flow); igniter lit but mainstage not operating (zero backpressure); both igniter
and malnstage operating. The results are summarized schematically in Figure 26.
The "Mainstage" P is the backpressure to the igniter and to the coolant circuit.
c
The mixture ratio (O/F) listed in Figure 26 under the mainstage heading Is the
overall igniter (core plus coolaht) mixture ratio as it discharges to the mainstage,
not the malnstage mixture ratio.
4.1.3 Injector
4.!.3.1 Mechanical Design
The injector assembly is shown in Figure 27 and consists
of: a cover, body flange, two distribution plates, (called baffles in Figure 27),
Page 92
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r
I T spacers, center spud (boss), oxidizer tube elements, face plate, and fuel platelet,_ assembly. The fuel platelet assembly is composed of platelet items 9 through 14
in Figure 27.
The cover forms the oxidizer manifold. The oxygen flows
, from the inlet tube peripherally around the manifold and towards the center of the
"" injector. It then flows aft in the annular space between the center spud and the
I -" center hole in the top distribution plate. The oxygen then flows radially outward
-- between the two distribution plates, makes a 180 ° turn at low velocity, and flows
.o radially inward to the 72 oxidizer elements between the distribution plate and
i flange plate.e_
[.
T"
_ The oxidizer elements are tubes with a long _/d orifice
located about midpoint. The oxygen velocity in the orifice is the highest in the
oxidizer flow circuit (_80 m/sec). The larger diameter inlet to each tube acts
as a flow straightener and the outJet section as a diffuser. These elements are
"" an important feature of the design. The tubes provide pressure drop, but low
i _. injection velocity.
_ _". The next big' _st oxygen velocity in tlleoxidizer cir-
C
.. cult, 40 m/see, occurs at the inlet to the distribution plates. Because of the !
i radial flow outward, the flow is decelerated from the inlet. The velocity at the
turn and across the face is about 17 m/see. The functio_ of the diffuser plates
is to provide uniform radial flow to the elements.
The igJector flange plate is shown in Figure 28. This -'
,_ figure illustrates the one piece construction of the thrust takecut mounts (3 places)
i and the attachment tabs for the two valves which are integral with the injector body.
The injector center stud (igniter housing), flange plate
_" (Figure 28), face plata and oxidizer tube elements are brazed together to form a
_" Page 95 :-
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4.1, Integrated Thruster Desi_ (cont.)
subasse_ly as shown in Figure 29. The fuel platelets are bonded to this sub-
I assembly, the diffuser plates welded in place and the cover attached by welding.
I _e fuel platelet asse_ly contains the fuel injection
elements and face cooling p_sages, _d forms a shallow mixing, cup. The fuel mani-
fold is the area be_een the injector body flange and the face plate.
The oxidizer elements and fuel injection and face
_: coolant passages are ve_ similar to the SN 006 and SN 007 desi_s tested on Con-
J_
tract NAS 3-14354. The oxidizer fl_ distribution method is the same. The only
l si_ificant changes have been made to the dome, flanges _d body to reduce wei_t
_ and improve cycle life. The volume of the oxidizer manifold was reduced to 268 cc
_ _ (16.3 in.3) to obtain good performance at the Minimum Impulse Bit (MIB). Further
:- • reduction of the oxidizer manifold volume would have increased the pressure drop,
and both increased and altered the velocity distribution whi_ could adversely! ,offset flow uniformity. The current Injector w_ desired to have the same pressure
drop and fl_ uniformity characteristics as its workhorse predecessor.
!
_e distribution (or diffuser) plates in the wo_horse
T hardware (Contract NAS 3-14354) collapsed (Figure 30) following oxidizer over-
_ pressure spikes during pulsing operation that resulted in manifold pressure of
: _ 445 N/cm 2 (645 psla). The distribution plates in the current design are 8.5 times
L
stronger than the workhorse design and will withstand pressure differentials re-
sulting from pressure drops caused by flow rates that would result with oxidizer
I manifold pressures as hi_ as the proof pressure, 604 N/cm 2 (875 psia).
_bs were added to the exterior of the injector dome
at the inlet to improve the st_ctural integrity. The support provided by the ribs
_: _ results in the ribs in effect, structurally replacing the materi_ that was re-
moved for the inlet.
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4ol, Integrated Thruster Design (cont.)
_lere are three bosses in the injector flange to pro-
vide for measurement of the injector fuel and oxidizer manifold pressures and to
provide an agress for the injector thermocouples.
4.1.3.2 Thermal Design
Measurements of the injector face temperatures were i
made on Contract NAS 3-14354 during test firings. Some of the measured steady-
state temperatures are shown in Figure 31. The top figure shows the steady-state /
temperature versus core m%xture ratio at nominal pressures and ambient propellant
temperatures. The injector face temperature is nearly insensitive to mixture ratio.
The two lower curves in Figure 31 show the influence of fuel supply temperature and
chamber pressure on injector face temperatures. The dependency of injector face
temperatu on fuel inlet temperature is approximately one to one; i.e., a one-
degree rise in fuel temperature results in a one-degree rise in face temperature.
The effect of chamber pressure on injector face temperature is a second order
effect with temperatures tending to drop as the chamber pressure is increased.
Review of the injector face steady state temperature
data results in the following conclusions:
(i) The data from Contract NAS 3-14354 are
applicable to the injector to be used on this program because the design of the
elements is identical.
(2) The injector face temperature is not sensitive
to MR var'ations.
(3) The face cooling is not senEitlve to Pc; the
trend is toward %ower temperatures at higher Pc"
(4) Face temperatures are proportional to fuel
supply temperatures.
?
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_ Figure 31. Predicted Steady State Injector Face Temperature
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4.1, Integrated Thruster Design (cont.)
The injector thermal transient data are imporLa.,t in
establishing injector cycle life. ITA predictior_ were based on Contract NAS 3-
14354 pulse firing data. Typically, the premix _-j_tor face reaches 75% uf its :
steady-state operating temnersture in approximately 0.2 sec from the mainstage
ignition. Short firings, therefore, do not constitute a full thermal cycle.
Following shutdown, the injector face does not immediately return to its initial
temperature. Face temperatures rise about 222°C (400°F) on the long firing and
experience a III°C (200°F) drop on shutdown. Actual pulse test4ng showed that in
a subsequent firing, the face temperature increases by III°C (200°F) to the steady-
%
state value. Life is therefore duty-cycle sensitive. Another test var_abie identi- _
flea hv tbese data is the effect of valve sequencing and manifold venting at
shutdown and its influence on injector face temperatures during this period.
Several of the face temperature t_=ances were noted to rise 28 (50) to 56°C (100°F)
following the valve closure. Val_,e sequencing was found to influence the magnltude
of the postfire thermal rise aad, tbus, eventually the life. These speclfic data
are covered in detail in Reference (3).
4.1.3.3 Structural Life
The cycle life of the injector was predicted using
• measured face temperatures as input parameters to drive appropriate injector face
thermal and structural models (see Figure 32). The thermally induced strain levels
within the injector face were calculated and cycle life then p_'edicted based on
the appropriate material strain-cycle life properties. Details are presented in
Reference (3) and are not repeated here• The design of the ITA face plate and of
the nickel platelets bonded to the face plate is identical to that of the NAS
3-14354 SN 006 and SN 007 injectors •
The £-Nf curve that was used in the life cycle analysis
is shown in Figure 33. Also shown in Figure 33 is a plot of cycles to failure
l f'
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4.1, Integrated Thruster Design (cont.)
versus temperature gradient for two locations on the injector face. '1_euomlnalAT"results in a cycle 1lie of 106 cycles at more limiting locatlon.
Definition of the inj_.tor llfe tmder off-design and
transient operation is provided in Figure 34, which _s base,."on the temperature
data obtained through extensive testing of the Contract NAS 3-14354 SN 7 unit.
Several curves of llfe versus flring duration are indicated in the lower portion
of this figure. The llfe for nominal pressures, mixture ratios, and optimum valve
sequencing is greater than 106 thermal cycles for all anticzpated propellant supply
temperatures. The maximum gradient is influenced slightly by off-ml-:ture ratio
and higher press,lre starts. This off-design sensitivity is shown by the scatter of
r steady-state data on the AT versus plot provided mld-page of Figure 34. The
sensitivity of +31°C (55°F) to -25°C (-45°F) covers the deviation of data at all
pressures, mixture ratios and surface locations fro_. the average of the surface
r temperatures at a nominal mixture ratio of 4.0. It was mentioned in the previous
section that the shutdown transient affected face temperature. This is shown as
r the top insert in Yizure 34. The delay in fuel valve closing causes the fuel to
react with the oxygen venting down from the oxidizer manifold. The oxidizer vents
more slowly than the fuel. The low injection velocities moves the flame frontcloser to the face.
Based on these results, the design is predicted to be
suitable for the following:[
• Mnre than 1,000,000 full thermal cycles at
nominal conditions.
g 's 100,000 full thermal cycles at the most s_vere :
o_f-deslgn conditzons
s 1,000,000 pulses at the most severe off- :_
nominal conditions for pulse widths up to 0.12 sec.E :
J
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I 4.1.4 Thrust _hambcr
i The thrust chamber design is based on the regen-film
cooled chamber tested cn Contract NAS 3-14354. Performance, cooling and
i temperature design conditions are the same, Materials, weldment to the injector
"" and fuel torus have been changed to reduce weight and improve structural llfe.
The most significant design change, other than welding the injector to the
- _* chamber, is the use of a single fuel torus. The Contract HAS 3-14354 chamber •
controlled film coolant separately so that it could be investigated independently. ?
4.i.4.1 Mechanical Design
;7
The chamber and nozzle assembly are shown tn Figure 35,
_
l_ and is made from five components: nozzle, throat section, she , liner and
"" torus. The design is summarlzed in Table _X. _
I
_ The zirconium copper liner is shown in Figure 36 after the
.: coolant slots have been machined in the exterior. This figure provides details
of the coolant passage geometry. View B (FJgure 36) illustrates the geometricali. \
configuration st the inception of the slots. The overlap of the film coolant
_ slot into the land between regen slots avoids a rigid girdle of unmachlned _
material under the torus.
I! "
Figure 37 shows the chamber after weldment of the throat
I_ section to the shell, brazing of the liner in place, machining of the liner and
machining of the fuel orifices and inlets. One-half of the fuel torus is
integral to the shell. The torus is completed by assembling the outer half
!i 'of the torus (shown in Figure 38) to the shell-half and welding circumferentlally
fore and aft.
_ulp 2
?
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' i COMBINED REGENERaTIVE-FILM COOLED THRUST CHAMBER DESIGN
:t A Chamber Region ;
No. of channels 80
i Material (liner) ZrCu
Liner wall thickness 0.035
Y
Jacket material 22-13-5
Jacket wall thickness .i02 Cm (0.040 in.)
T Channel depth .381 Cm (0.150 in.)
_. _
•b Channel width .127 Cm (0.050 in.)
Coolant Injection Region
No. channels 160
Material (liner) ZrCui
Liner wall thickness .089 Cm (0.035 in.)
_' Jacket material ARMC0 22-13-5 il
" Jacket thickness .102 Cm (0.040 in.)
" Channel depth Variable, tip .076 Cm (0.030 in.)
-_ Channel width .076 Cm (0.030 in')
T Throat
Material Haynes 188
Thickness .076 Cm (0.030 in )
Skirt
I Material Haynes 188 -,t
Thickness .076 Cm (0.030 in.) :
[ ' .
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4.1, Integrated Thruster Design (cont.)
As discussed in Section 4.1.1.2, the orifices in the ffc
•i I circuit were sized as .0562 cm (.0225 in.) on the basis of cold flow testing
with the channel model. A smaller size was specified for the orifices on the
r
i I drawing .0508 to .0533 cm (.020 to .021 in.), Figure 39, so that the first
chamber could be flowed, the orifice requirement verified, and then the orifices
_ I drilled out to the required size. The experimental verification was accomplishedbefore he torus was welded in place and is described in Section _.3.4.
!; _ The drawings for the throat section and the nozzle '_
extension are shown in Figures 39 and 40, respectively. These two components
are spun from Haynes 188 which was selected for high temperature strength and
oxidation resistance.
The fuel inlet line that is welded to the torus as part of
< -- the thrust chamber assembly is shown in Figure 41. It Is made from .020 CRES
: _ 304L.
t
The length of the fuel line shown in Figure 41 was selected
to avoid damage to the torus, line and valve mounts due to deflection resulting
s_
from the expansion of the chamber relative to the wive, contraction of the line,
mt ?
and radial expansion of the chamber. For example, heat transferrred to the
chamber shell via the regen coolant causes the chamber to lengthen between the
" valve mount and the torus relatlve to the v_Ive and line; direct coupling of
-- the valve to the torus by a right angle elbo would result in a load of 14,234 N
i _ (3200 ibf) and a stress on the line in bendin, _f 33,100 N/cm 2 (48,000 psi).
The analysis of the valve mounts, llne and torus _terface a_e given in
Reference (4).
4.1..4.2 Chambe_ Thermal Design
The thermal behavior of the workhorse regen-film cooled
thrust chamber was well characterized both in steady state and transient or
i pulsing operation in Contract NAS 3-14354 (Ref. 3). These results are summarizedin this discussion in terms of operatlon at a nonlual condition and the effects
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I 4.1, Integrated Thruster Design (cont.) d
I of variations in chamber Fressure, propellant temperature, and mixture ratio on 4
the operation. These data constitute the predicted thermal behavior of the ITA
thrust chamber.
_ 4.1.4.2.1 Steady State
_m
Figure 42 is typical of the steady state temperature
profiles throughout the Contract NAg 3-14354 thruster when operating at .
"" 207 N/cm2 (300 psia) with 294"K (530°R) propellants. Data are shown for three
, film cooling flow rates (20, 25 ano 30_), and three mixture ratios (3, 4 and 5).
The temperature data shown are for the gas-side and exterior of the regeneratlvely
T" cooled cylindrical chamber section, the exterior b_hlnd the film cooling Injection
: "" ring (dump section), and the exterior of the fllm-cooled, thinwall spun nozzle ,
_- and skirt.
The data shown In the left half of Figure 42 were
generated at constant thrust and mixture ratio with a varying split of fuel
between the regenpratlve section and the dump film-cooled section. As coolant
: flow through the dump section Is redu:ed from 30g, the nozzle temperstures
. o
rise, the chamber temperatures drop, and performance increases. At the same time,
T" chamber temperatures d_'op because of the increased coolant flow through the
"" regenerative section.
1
' i
: .. The right side of Figure 42 provides s parametric
.. data presentation which identifies the relationship between mixture ratio and
_ coolant flow. These curves are used to determln_ the influence of off-deslgn :
•
• operation on chsmber llfe. The conclvslons to be drawn from this figure are:
i[. '
(i) The chamber region is not influenced significantly
by mlxtur_ ratio and only slightly by film coolant flow rates.
• _,I Page 117 _
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4.1, Integrated Thruster Design (cont.)
I (2) Maximum temperatures are attained midpoint in
the skirt, 14 to 18 in. down from the injector face. Beyond this length,
I radiation cooling through the nozzle exit plane becomes significant and temper-
atures drop off.
gas-slde Co exterior, in the regeneratlveiy cooled region, is identlfled directly
r from test data.
The Contract NAS 3-14354 data show that chamber ,
pressure is not a significant thermal parameter in the film-cooled nozzle and
I i skirt reglonexcept at the very high area ratios where radiation cooling becomes
T
_ important at the lower chamber pressures. This design does not depend on
t radiation cooling, and peak skirt temperatures change only slightly with chamber
pressure. The regenerative portion of the chamber is only slightly influenced
T by chamber pressure except in the coolant inlet region. At the inlet the
; addltional cooling provided by peripheral flow in the inlet manifold aids in
i _ reducing the gas-slde wall temperatures at lower pressures. The regenerative
_ portion of the chamber is not influenced by MR changes while the throet and
_ skirt are infl_nced significantly. The mechanism behind this change of
temperature with _ is not related to the changing core gas propellant chemistry,
_ but _o the reduction of the fuel flow (coolant). If cross plotted, these data
v show that wall temperatures are dependent only on the coolant flow expressed as
i a fraction of total propellant flow and on propellant supply temperature (Ref. 3)
_ over the normal range of operating conditions. It is anticipated that thisexperimentally determined relationship will begin to break down at high mixture
I ratios when th_ core mixture ratio approaches stoichlometrlc and reaction between . 'the film coolant and core begins.
5
The influence which propellant supply temperature has
upon chamber temperature depends on chamber location. The trends observed
were independent of cooling percentage, mixture ratio, and chamber pressure. In _
i -- the regenerative chamber region, a one-degree change in coolant temperature § ,
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4.1, Integrated Thruster Design (cont.)
resulted in a one-degree change in wall temperature. When the above and other
data are combined, the operating maps of Figure. 43 for the throat and skirt
regions are obtained, These maps show the maximum throat and skirt temperatures
as functions of the engine mixture ratio and film cooling flow rate for both
nominal fuel temperature and fuel at ambient temperature. Using the design
film coolant flow rate of 21%, the steady state operating conditions, summarized
in Table XXl,are obtained. These experimentally based results indicate the
thrust chamber to be capable of satisfactory operation over the entire required
operating range.
TABLE XXI
CHAMBER OPERATING POINTS
Most Severe
Nominal Design Point )peratlng Point
(MR = 4.0, (MR _ 6.5,
TF = 1390K (250°R] TF = 333°K (600"R_
Max Skirt Temp 1760°C (1400°F) I149°C (2100°F)
Max Throat Temp 454°C (850°F) 927°C (1700°F)
Max Chamber Temp 149°C (300°F) 482°C (900"F)
Cooling Ring Tip 177°C (350°F) 343°C (650°F)
4.1.4.2.2 Fuel Film Cooling (FFC)
The fuel film cooling flow rate influences both the
thruster thermal operation and performance. As a result both were considered
in establishing the design point coolant flow requirements.
The I149°C (2100°F) worst case maximum nozzle temper-
ature results in acceptable creep llfe (see Table XVI) and the thermal conditions
at the nomlnal design point result in acceptable cycle llfe. Thus, 21% was
\
selected as the film cooling requirement from a thermal view point. Figure 44 L
?
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_D
shows the performance obtained with the NAS 3-14354 SN 007 Injector as a function
of percent ffc. A 21% ffc flow results in 4276 N-sec/kg (436 ibf-sec/Ib m)
"" specific impulse which meets the program design goal of 4266 N-sec/kg (435 ibf-
_" sec/ibm). Thedeslgn requirement was, therefore, set at 21% ffc. A greater i
•- percent ffc will compromise performance and less ffc will result in maximum
_. nozzle temperatures in excess of the ll4q'C (2100°F) limit.
wv
4.i.4.2.3 Thermal Transients
m_
The cyclic llfe of certain regions of the thrust
chamber are determined by the thermal strains generated during rapid transient
"" heating of the chamber wall. In addition, the peak temperatures established
"" during pulse mode operation were evaluated to determine if the thruster can be
-- thermally pumped to higher than steady state temperatures during pulsing
-. operations, _
.. Figure 45 summarizes the transient characteristics
based on data from two Contract NAS 3-14354 tests with ambient temperature
propellants at nominal chamber pressure al_ mixture ratio. The upper insert on
. this figure compares the measured gas-side and exterior temperature transients
with a two-dimensional thermal model prediction. The predictions and data are
_" in reasonable agreement demonstrating that, for this particular start condition,
•- the maximum thermal Bradlent exists 0.35 _ec after ignition and is more severe
.... than the steady-state gradient, llowever, hot restarts or starts with cold
)
.. propellanta and ambient hardware are less severe in the transient than at
: steady state.
The center in_ert of Figure 45 provides the temperature
! vs. time history at six locations along the film-cooled no_ The insert st
"" the bottom of Figure 45 identifies the maximum through-the-wal _ gradient for the
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I 4.1, Integrated Thruster Design (cont.)
0.1 cm (0.040 in.) wall thickness design, The transient responses for this
wall thickness were obtained from the Contract NAS 3-14354 .127 cm (.050 in.) $
I wall data by computing the heat transfer coefficient and recovery temperature
from the transient and steady-state temperatures. These boundary conditions
were then used to compute the new profiles and heating rates wlth wall thickness •as a parameter. Steady-state temperatures are not Influenced by changes in
wall thickness.
T
Stations I, 2 and 3 at high exit area ratios heat :
J slowly and have low gas-side to exterior temperature differentials. Approxl- :
mately 20 sec of firing and 300 sec of coast (cooldown) are required to achieve
_ a full thermal cycle of the skirt. Stations 4 and 5 are loceted downstream of
_ the throat; Station 7 Is located upstream. The full thermal heating cycle times )
for these ststions are i0, 3 and i sec, respectively. Since the exterior and
the gas-slde conditions are approximately the same, cnly the gas-slde values
were shown. Maximum thermal gradients occur approximately 0.i sec after ignition.
[ These were noted to be small compared to the throat values; Station 6 Both
gas-slde and exterior temperatures are shown for the throat scation _ince this
is the critical design region for pulse mode operation. In the throat, maxlmum
gradients with cold wall starts occur at approximately .i0 sec; therefore, nearly
all _Ingle firings will represent a thermal strain cycle for this location. A _
series of rapid pulses, however, will be less severe than a single, long burn :
because hot starts do not constitute a thermal cycle.
%
, The lower insert in Figure 45 provides the Intormatlon
required for fatigue life and creep llfe analyses for 306°K (550°R) fuel inlet
temperature conditions. Identified therein are: (i) axla____!Itemperatute
profile at steady-state (for creep analyses), and (2) maximum radial temperature
gradients and the mean wall temperatures at the time these gradl ats occur.
The chamber llfe analyses are covered in the next subsection.
?
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Figure 46 is based on computer modeling of the Contract
NAS 3-14354 thermal data and illustrates the thermal gradients and transients in the
copper lined portion of the chamber. The upper insert series in Figure 46 shows the
temperature response at five locations in the wall at 3 axial stations in the regen
section. The spread between the curves is the thermal gradient which produces strain
in the wall. The wider the spread, the greater the strain and the shorter the ther-
mal fatigue life. The temperature responses shown in Figure 46 (top inserts) differ
from that shown in Figure 45 (middle insert )because of the fuel temperature difference:
Figure 45, ambient; Figure 46, 144°K (260°R). Figure 46 illustrates the point made
earlier: with cold propellants the maximum A occurs in steady state. Other con-
clusions that can be drawn from these figures are: because the exterior temperature
drops while the gas side rises the average temperature on shutdown is only slightly
above ambient; iu approximately .35 sec steady state is achieved.
The four inserts at the bottom of Figure 46 show the
temperature transients for the dump cooled copper section. Unlike the regen section,
the exterior temperature rises, even with cold propellants. The highest strain
(AT) occurs at the coolant injection section (ffc tip) during transient. Although
the steady state AT is only a little less than the maximum transient AT, it is
important to recognize that the l_fe is transient dependent. Pulse operation will
not result in a full thermal cycle for the ffc tip for each pulse firing. The
measure of the potential for thermal gradient is the difference between the final
gas-side temperature and the initial wall temperature. The gas-slde achieves the
same steady stake temperature irrespective of the initial wall temperature. A
prior firing leaves the exterior of the wall at an elevated temperature and, con-
sequently, the AT _hrough the wall is not as large during succeeding transients.
The following conclusions were drawn relative to cycle
life from the thermal characteristics of the NAS 3-14354 regen-film cooled cha_er.
(i) With ambient propellant temperatures, the thermal
gradient (strain) in the regen cooled wall (ZrCu liner) reaches the maximm_ value
.35 sec after Ignition and is more severe than occurs in steady state.
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i
(2) With nominal (cold) propellant temperatures,
the maximum thermal gradient occurs in steady state.
(_") The ZrCu regen section requires approximately
.35 sec after ignition to achieve steady state.
(4) The maximum thermal gradient In the ffc tip (ffc
injection) occurs in the start up transient .18 sec after i_nition.
(5) The maximum thermal gradient in the nozzle occurs
in the throat approximately .15 sec after ignition.
(6) Cold hydrogen flowing in the regen passages of
the chamber cools the exterior, while the gas-side heats up. On shutdown, the
gradient equilibrates to a near ambient temperature. Thus, a repeat firing pro-
duces a thermal cycle, a full thermal cycle resulting for firings of .35 sec or
longer.
(7) The strain in the throat is caused by the tempera-
ture gradient that occurs as the gas-side heats up while the exterior is cold; thus,
it occurs during tile transient. The gas-slde achieves the film coolant adiabatic
wall temperature and, thus, its steady state or final level is unaffected by the
initial wall temperature. Also the throat cools down slowly after shutdown. Con-
sequently, repeat firings wilt produce less strain since the higher the initial
wall temperature, the less the temperature differential that can exist between gas-
side and exterior.
(8) The strain in the ffc tip, being transient de-
pendent, is not a_ great in succeeding pulses as in the case of complete cooldown
between firings.
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,_ The temperature data obtained in pulse testing with
ambient propellants are su_arized below for various duty cycles. These data
show the thruster is not thermally pumped during pulsing operation but rather
4_
runs cooler in pulsing.
a_
Maximum Pulsing Temperature as
"" Fraction of Steady State Temperature
Steady-State _ On Time/Off Time Duty Cycle
Location Temp. i eC (@F) 0._0.3 0.I/0.15 0.054/0.046
Injector Face 288 (550) 0.81 0.82 0.76
Combustion Chamber Wall 316 (600) 0.87 0.87 0.79
Tip Film Cooling Ring 377 (710) 0.84 0.99 0.93
Throat 593 (ii00) 0.78 0.83 0.80
Skirt (Max Temp) 882 (1620) 0.86 ....
4.i. 4,3 Structural Design
The thrust chamber analysis that was performed as
part of Contract NAS 3-14354 and the proposal effort was reviewed. The existing
stress computer plogt'am was changed to mode] the current design and was rerun to
make comparative checks. All of the results for the chamber as reported in
Reference (3) are valid. Additional analysis was performed to more fully evaluate
the fuel torus inlet area. The inlet was modeled on _, finite element shell
.. program with the results showing the necessity for st_ffenlng in the inlet area.
,. It has been concluded that reinforcing ribs should be utilized to reduce
bending stresses in the torus to acceptable levels. These high stresses
arise from the pressure tension load exerted on the torus by the llne over such
i a relatively large area. The details of these analyses are _"en in Appendix B
of Reference 4.
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Nominal pressures and temperatures were used in all
calculations of fatigue life; then the required factors of safety wele applied to
verify strength adequacy. The nominal pressures used arp itemized below, and
: the associated thrust loads were also applied to the structure.
Location Pressure
Main chamber 207 N/cm 2 (300 ps_a)
Fuel inlet manifold .%39°K 269 N/cm 2 (390 psia)
(250°R)
Channel section 248 N/cm 2 (360 psi;i)
Throat region and skirt Distributed two-dlmensional preosure
based on 207 N/cnl2 (300 psia) chamber
Injector pressure 235 N/cm 2 (340 psia)
A proof pressure for the entire structure was sel_cted upon the basis of
345 N/cm 2 (500 psi) nominal chamber pressure wiZh a 1.25 factor of safety to
: obtain design limit load as follows:
Nominal chamber pressure = 34! N/cm 2 (500 ps_a)
i Nominal injector pressure = 414 N/cm 2 (600 psia)
Proof pressure, all components = 483 N/cm 2 (700 psia)
Design limit pressure = 1.25 proof = 603 N/cm 2 (875 psia)
Each major component of the thrust chamber assembly
was analyzed with the aid of a finite element computer program. The nonlinear
(plastic) plane-strain option was used to analyz_ the convect_vely cooled
copper sections while the other regions were analyzed by use of elastic solutions
with the appzopriate secant moduli for copper mater_al in toe p].aatic range.
The approach used in design optimization and llfe
prediction was to identify the ].ocation and time of the limiting qtresses in
each component. Consideration of the strains in transient heating are essenvlal
s_nce the location of llfe limiting transient strains may be at a different
location and greater in magnitude than those computed for steady-state thermal
,, operation as discussed in the previous sectinn. This process was an iteratlve
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I one involving the investigation of several geometries until satisfactory results
were attained.
The detailed computer analyses were conducted for the
nominal design point. Computer costs prohibited repeat runs for off-deslgni conditions. In order to provide the parametric results Lho_Ing the influenceof MR, Pc' propellant em erature, film coolir_ flow, etc., for a given d sign,
_, slmpllfled mo_els were employed. The accuracy of the s!mpllfled approach was !
F established by eo_parln8 these results wlth the detailed computer prediction :
available at the nominal design point. Where these reuults differed significantly, :
w_
t
_ _ empirical correction factors were added to the simplified equation at the design
_" point to make the slmpllfied _nd ccmputer solutions agree.
mw
"- Transient thermal stresses in the slngle-layer shell 2
-. and skirt regions were calculated by use of the following expressions, derived
.... in Reference 7:
E u ATf
• q. _=
°1 3.25k_
. (1 - _,) (l.5 + h--F--"
e,
. _ 0.5 ('r I + "_p)
"" _T" 0.5 ('l '+ -c)"
"" 1 ..... PUTS
i
"" where o I = maximum surface stress level (thermal)
• - _ = total strain range _ .
• E = Young's modulus at point of maximum stress J ,
.. _ - coefficient of thermal expansion
.. _Tf -suddenly applied tempe_'ature (film) initial temperature
v - Poisson's ratio
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k = thermal conductivity
h = heat transfer film coefflclcnt
t = material thickness
= stress from pressure loading
P
UTS = ultimate tensile strength
Thls expression ailows a direct calculation of maxl_um thermal stress if either
ht
the flat plate Blot number (_) or the film coefficient is:known, without the
Intermediate heat transfer analysis tc determine tlmc of maximum thermal gradient.
Stresses calculated by this technique agTeed with computer solutions wlthln I0%
error.
The equation used for predicting thermal strains in
the convectively cooled channel section Is: :'
eT = K a AT + E
-- p
where K = the empirical geometric constant determined for each components
examined, either by means of analytical expressions or computer
solution
c = strain due to pressure loadingp
AT = temperature difference between hot structure and colder restraining
material
The values of "K" were found to vary from a minimum of
1.35 to a maximum of 2,0. The "K" values for the selected wall construction
varied from 1.7 to 1.8, depevdin_ on the location.
Creep ruptu=e llfe was determined by comparison of
the steady-state stress levels to the Larsen-Miller plots of stress-rupture
data at elevated temperatures.
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4.1, Integrated Thrust Design (cont.)
Fatigue llfe was determined using the results of the
.w
stress-straln solution tc plot stress-straln history of a full thermal cycle,
cold start firing to steady state and subsequent cooldown. The peak strain
"" obtained In this manner was used to obtain the number of cycles to failure.
The linear cumulative damage "ule was used for pre-
dlcting the remaining llfe available following the accumulation of short and
: long burns.
.
' Residual llfe = 1 - Z + r TR
where E _ is the summation of the number of pulses at a given pulse width
divided b§ the allowable for that duration and E __ is the accumulated firing
g
duration (hr) divided by the allowable creep life (hr) for the :,peratlng
temperature and stress. The latter term is a negllglble factor in thruster llfe.
The cycle llfe of the ZrCu llner was evaluated at
four locatlons, three in the regen section of the chamber and one at the ffc
injection tip. The results for all four cases are summarized In Table XVI
(Section 4.1.1.3). The most limiting case is shown or the S-Nf curve that was
used for ZrCu (Figure 47_. The most limiting location for the ZrCu liner Is
. the ffc tip; The maximum strain, .32Z, occurs .18 sec after ignition when the
maximum gradient exists through the wall. Conduction to the exterior of the
wall decreases the gradient for longer durations. As can be seen In Figure 47,
a .32Z strain results in a 50,000 cycle thermal fatigue llfe. The design
requirements are 25,000 cycles. As discussion in section 4.1.1.4, surface
: " finish may reduce the cycle llfe, but even with a .18 mu (32_ in.) surface
_ roughness the design requlremei_t is met.
r
•. In the appllcatlon of the S-Nf curve for ZrCu, no
i additional applied to the because, noted on Figure 47, the_argln
was curve as
I"
curve is based on test data. In addition, the test data were obtained at the
} ,
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!4.1, Integrated Thrust Design (cont.)
1 temperatures an air atmosphere, which makes the data somewhat
of interest in
i I conservative for the ITA application.
_ . The ARMCO-22-13-5 components (chamber shell and torus)
i _ were checked for thermal fatigue. The most limiting location Is the torus-shell
1 interface. The maximum stress is produced In steady state and Is the result
i _ of the contraction of the torus In contact wlth cold hydrogen and the expansion! of the heated ZrCu llner. As can be seen from Figure 48, the 39,300 N/cm 2
• (57,000 psl) stress that is produced results in a thermal fatigue llfe of approxl-
• ! I mately 700,000 cycles.
i I As can be seen from the lower insert in Figure the
45,
Haynes 188 throat has by far the greatest AT and therefore the greatest thermally
9 induced strain. The 200°C (360°F) AT produces .21% strain, which from the S-Nf| curve for H y es 188 (Figure 49) is equivalent to a 1 x 105 t ermal cycle life.
_ There are no high cycle fatigue data for Haynes 188 so, as noted on Figure 49,! the unlversal slope equation was used. Because there are no data and to allow
i I for effects such as hold time, a lower bound was applied by reducing the cycles
at each strain by a factor of ten (i.e., safety factor of ten).
i _ Downstream of the throat the nozzle llfe is limited
_ by hlgh temperature creep. At the predicted maximum temperature for nomlnal
operation, the creep 1lie is In excess of 1000 hours. The required 10 year llfe
capablllty (T_ble II) is 2500 mlnute_ (41.7 hours). A temperature of 1149°C
(2100°F) is considered to be the practlcal upper llmlt for the Haynes 188
material in this application.
The structural design studies focus_ on thermal
fatigue as it is much mcre limiting than fatigue resulting from pressure
I induced strain. All components were evaluated for cycle llfe relative topressurization wlth each firing and the 500,000 life cycle requirement. All !
components meet both the 500,000 pulse and 25,000 deep thermal cycle requirements.
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4.1, Integrated Thrust Design (cont.)
4.1.5 Valves
Two sets of valves were selected for the ITA, the maln
propellant valves and the igniter valves. The desire to control propellant
sequencing to both the injector and igniter ruled out the use of blpropellant
valves. The valves had to be applicable to cryogenic conditions and meet the
cycle life requirments.
4.1.5.1 Igniter Valves
The speclfJcatlons for the igniter valves are given .-
in Table XXII. It appeared that a .635 cm (1/4 in.) valve would meet the flow
-AP requirement of the igniter oxidizer schedule if the C was approximately .28.
v
A valve with a lower C would not have the required flow capacity. A largerv
valve, besides being unattractive from a weight and size view point, had a cost
disadvan_age.
!
4.i.5.2 Main Propellant Valves
Main propellant valves appll-able to ITA were being
developed by Marquardt and Rocketdyne for NASA during the design phase of the
program. The main propellant valve specifications (Table XXIII) were based on
the Marquardt valve since two designs had been successfully tested; Rocketdvne
was starting to test one design. Except for a .003 see variation in closing
time, the Marquardt valve met the ITA requirements. A response time improvement
could be achieved by an orifice change.
Testing of a valve that was functionally identical
to the ITA main propellant valve was performed by the Marquardt Co. during th_
deslgn phase of this program. A leak developed in the bellows at 70,00.n/80,000
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•" TABLE XXII
IGNITER VALVE CRITERIA
_e
.. Parameter Requirement
Fluids Hydrogen, oxygen
"" Inlet pressure, N/cm2 (psla) 431 (625) nominal
.. 655(950)maximum i
Proof pressure, Nlcm 2 (psla) 983 (1425)
Burst pressure, N/cm 2 (psia) 1517 (2200) minimum
lW
Flow capacity Cv of 0.28 minimum
Leakage
Internal, scc/hr GHe 50 maximum
"" External, scc/sec GHe 1 x 10-6 maximum
-- Response time
-. Open, sec 0.020 maximum @ 431 N/cm 2 (625 psla) and
28 VDC
_t
Close, sec 0.020 maximum @ 431 N/cm 2 (62.5psla) and
-- 28 VDC
.. Voltage, VDC 28 + 4
.. Duty cycle Continuous ""
Life cycles 50,000
.m
Temperature
Fluid, °K (°R) 25 (45) minimum
-" 333 (600) maximum
• -- Envlrlorment, _K (°R) 222 (400) to 278 (500)
.o
- i
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TABLE Y_XIII
MAIN PROPELLANT VALVE O_ ;R_.TIN(,k_QDI_EMENTS
Parameter Requirements
Envelope As defined by Marquardt Co. Drawing ×289g,,
Mechanical Interface Bolted flange joints as defined by _:a:;:_'_'6t
Co. Drawing X28960.
Valve Mounting The valve shall be capable of being mounte,:
using either the outlet flange or the
valve b_dy joint flange. Two ext_r_e,i
screws shall be provided in the bc.dy jol_it
to accommodate mounting. \
Weight Weight goal shall be 3630 g (8.0 ib) inc!udfa_
the pilot valve.
Service Fluid Hydrogen vaporized from LH 2 per MIL-P-2720_
Oxygen vaporized from L02 per MIL-P-22508A
Inlet Pressure, N/cm 2 (psla) 276 (400) nomlnal
172 (250) minimum - 448 (650) maximum
Proof Pressure, N/cm 2 (psla) 465 (675) bellows; 690 (1000) body assembly :
Burst Pressure, N/cm 2 (psia) 827 (1200) minimum
Flow Rate, g/sec (ib/sec) Hydrogen 313 (0.69) at 139°K (250°R) nominal.
Oxygen 1500 (2.76) at 208°K (375_R) nomina].
Pressure Drop, N/cm 2 (psid) 14 (20) maximum at rated flow, nominal -
pressure, and ambient temperature.
Internal Leakage, scc/hr GHe I00 maximum
External Leakge, scc/hr GHe i x 10-6
Pilot valve: 690 (I000) maxlmum at
acceptance with 310 N/cm 2 (450 psia) pres_;ure.
Response Time, sec, open and 0.040 signal to full travel, maximum
close 0.015 travel time, maximum :
Response Time Repeatability, sec Run to run: !0.00] at nominal pressure,
nominal voltage and ambient temperature.
Unit to unit: +0.003 at nominal pressure,
nominal voltage and ambient temperature.
Temperature, _K (°R)
Operating iii (200) to 333 (600)
Fluid Iii (200) to 333 (600)
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TABLE XXIII (COI_I'.) ._
_o
.~
. Parameter Requirements ,
-" Voltage, VDC 18 to 32 operation
24 to 32 to meet response t!Jeim
Current, amps 3 maximum
Duty Cycle Continuous duty capability; minimum
'- on time of 0.030 sec every 0.150 sec;
.. maximum on time of 1000 sec
Life
• " Functional, cycles 60,000 minimum
Functlonal, hours 50
Time, years I0
"" Failure Mode Fall closed with loss of power or pressure i
NASA CR-134509
4.1, Integrated Thrust Design (cont.)
with no malfunction and the ITA program requirements are 50,000 cycles, the
increased bellows thickness change was approved as providing adequate margin.
The stroke change was not made since it would increase pressure drop.
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I 4.0, Technical Discussion (cont.)
l 4.2 FABRICATION
4.2.1 !_rated Thruster A_semblv (ITA)
I The ITA consists of the thrust chamber assembly, igniter
A
assembly, two main propellant valves, and two igniter valves. These components
and subassemblies are shown in the frontispiece.
.- The thrust chamber assembly consists of injector, chamber,
._ torus, throat section, nozzle extension, fuel inlet line and flange. These
_ components and subassemblies are shown in Figure 2 except for the fuel inlet
line flange which is similar to that on the injector in Figure 2. The injector
assembly shown in Figure 2 includes the _nlet llne and flange.
4o
The igniter assembly consists of the igniter housing,
"" integral exclter/spark plug, and the support bracket These components are
shown in Figure 4 with one of the igniter valves.
..
.. Four thrust chamber assemblies (TCA) (including igniter
.. _ssembiies, but excluding valves) were fabricated. Five main propellant valves,
six igniter valves and three spare exclter/spark plug unit_ were fabricated.
Three of the thrust chamber assemblies were instrumented.
The ITA was fabricated in the following sequence:
(i) A .010 x .i ill. (.025 x .254 cm) strip was spot welded
to the ID of the chamber at the Injector-chamber interface. One half the width
of the strip protruded pant the interface; the injector lip fitted over this half
of the strip. Thue, the strip registered the chamber to the injector and served
as a beam stopper.
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4.2, Fabrication (ccnt.)
(2) Six to eight .020 dia x 1 in. (.051 d . x 2.54 cm)
wires were inserted in the ffc slots, equally spaced, at the aft end of the
chamber. These wires were spot welded to the ID of the -I/4 inch (.635 cm) i
of shell that extended beyond the ZrCu ffc tip (film coolant _j_ction): the
wire protruded aft of the shell-throat section interface. These w_res served
to register the Lhroat section to the shell b¥ aligning the ID of the two parts.
(3) The Injector-chamber-throat section were held together
by a threaded rod that protruded through the igniter port in the _njecte_ and
tapered plug in the divergent core of the thrGat section. The piston ring was
installed on the injector before the injector was mated to the chamber.
(4) The Injector-chamber .jointand then the chamber-throat
section joint were EB welded.
(5) The ID of the chamber was machined smooth at the chamber-
throat section point.
(6) Using an alignment fixture, the torus, rue] llne and
1
inlet flange were fitted together, the inlet hole cut in the torus shell, and
the inlet flange TIC weld_l to the line.
(7) Two .OiL x .040 in. (.025 x .051 cm) strips of CRES 349
wa_ spo_ welded to the two lips on the chamber that formed part of the torus.
: The scrips were attached to the mating interface, flush on the torus ID, w_th
1/2 the strip protruding past the outer surface. This mtrlp was consumed
duting welding.
(8) The torus was installed with the CRES 349 strip
betwren the chamber-torus joint and protruding to the outside. The torus was
flxtured to constrain; it during welding.
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4.2, Fabrication (cont.)
a
(9) The torus was TiG welded on the aft side and then on
the forward side.
(10) Using a dummy valve to hold and align the fuel line,
-- the line-torus weldment was made using _G.
o_
(11) T,e inlet li_e flanges _-_.re machined, if required, for
: parallism, and flatness and surface finish (O-rlng sealing surface).
(12) The nozzle extension was fitted to the throat section
"" with an alumi'aumtapered plug providing backup at the jolat. The plug was
-" relieved under the joint to accomodate a Haynes 188 backup strip.
.. (13) The throat section-nozzle extension joint was EB
f.
_. welded. _
: (11._ The weld penetration at the weld Joint on the ID of
the nozzle was removed _v grinding, and the joint was polished and grained to
have the same finish as the rest of the nozzle.
m_
"- (15) The reinforcement ribs were machined to fit and welded
- to the injector (2 places) and to the torus (6 places).
f
(16) Thrusters SN 001, 002 and 003 were cleaned and thermal
(thermocouples) instrumentation installed. Thruster SN 002 is sh_#n in Figure 50.
i All openings were covered with nylon, then plastic and sealed w._.thtape to :
preserve the cleanliness (oxygen service). A close up showing "he thermocouple
installation details is shown in Figure 51. Thruster SN 002 and SN 004 are shown _.
i in Figure 3. i:
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4.2, Fabrication (cont.)
_17) Thruster SN 003 was delivered to NASA. Thruster SN 001
was used for steady state and pulsing mode evz1,,otion testing. Thruster SN 002
was used for lJ'e cycle testing. Thruster SN 003 was dellvered unassembled.
Thrusters SN 001 and SN 002 were assembled on the test stand since the main
propellant valves were already installed from prior testing,
Three pzoblems were encountered in fabrication of the
thrusters involving the nozzle extension to throat section weld and the torus
weld and alignment.
Yne nozzle extension to throat section weld is an EBwelded
buttJoint with no filler added. In machining the nozzle extension to match
the throat section, the spinning vendor rolled the edge on two of the nozzle
extensions to a knife edge. The two thrusters, SN 001 and SN 003, which had
a full .076 cm (.030 in.) material thickness for both parts at the butt joint
were welded with no difficulty. The two thrusters, SN 002 and SN 004, that
were made with nozzle extensions that did not have the full _076 cm (.030 in,)
thickness at the interface had weld Joints of questionable quality. Thruster
SN 004 was the spare so no rework was attempted. Rework of the w=i3 on thruster
SN 002 resulted in a burn through. The nozzle extension was machine, f, a
Haynes 188 insert made, and the insert EB welded to the throat section .td
nozzle. The throat sections of thrusters SN 002 and SN 004 are shown in Figure
52. An area of thin material can be seen for SN 004 and the insert and double
weld on thruster SN 002. Addltlanally, Figure 52 shows details of the thermo-
couple _nstrumentatlon Jn _he throat area of thruster SN 002.
The second problem in fabrication was securing the torus
during weldment. There uas a slight mlsallgnment between the two halves of
the torus on thruster SN 003 and a more seveze mlsalignment on thruster SN 004.
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4.2, FabrlcatJon (cont.)
The problem is illustrat=o in Figure 53. Additionally, there were four leaks
fo_,nd on the torus of thruster SN 004 which were repaired by welding; one of
these repairs can be seen in Figure 53. Primarily because of the torus weld
problem, but also because of the thin material in the throat section to nozzle
extension weld area, thruster SN 004 was designated the spare. As can be seen
in Figure 5Z, the quality of the EB weldment was good - especially the weld
of the Haynes 188 throat section to the ARMCO 22-13-5 shell.
The third problem was one of alignment, The weldment of
the fuel llne to the torus was done with a dummy valve to align the fuel inlet
llne-torus shell assembly to the valve mounts during the torus welding operation.
However, upon completion, the flange on the fuel inlet line of thruster SN 002
was out of alignment circumferentially with respect to the valve mount by about
4° of arc. This problem was not discovered until installatio_ on the test stand.
The test stand lines were hard mounted at the inlet to the valves to preclude
transmission of deflection or loads to the ITA by reason of contraction of the
feed lines as they chilled down. The position of these lines was established by
plumbing up ITA SN 001. In order to fit SN 002 to this interface, the holes
in the injector thrust mounts and in the fuel valve mounts had to be elongated by
approximately o127 cm (.050 in.) to permit the thruster to be rotated into align- ?
ment.
ITS SN 001 differed from the other thrusters in three
respects: Anstrumentation, annealing, and ffc inlet oriflc_ng.
ITA SN 001 had instrumentation that was not utilized on
other thrusters. It had four .025 cm (.010 in.) dla thermocouples in the injector
face in addition to the two .051 cm (.020 in.) dia ones which were installed in
all injectors. ITA SN 001 has six gas-slde thermocouples in the copper liner
region of the chamber and a through-the-wall Pc tap.
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4.2, Fabrication (cont.)
The gas-side thermocoup!es were installed after the torus
and fuel line had been welded to the SN 001 unit. The thermocouples were bGnded
by furnace brazing. This constituted an anneal cycle for the torus and fuel line
welds. None of the other units had the we±ds annealed.
The other unique f_ature of ITA SN 001 was the ffc inlet
orifice fabrication. Undersized holes .051 to .053 cm dla (.020 to .021 in. dia)
were machined by E_lectric D_ischarge M_achlning (EDM) into the shell at the inlet
to each film coolant channel. EDM was used because it leaves no burr. The
chamber was flow tested prior to welding the torus in place and the orifice sizes
drilled out to get the required ffc flow rate. This may have left a slight burr
on the downstream side of the orifice. EDM was used exclusively to provide the
ffc inlet orificing for thrusters SN 002, 003 and 004.
i,
Thrusters SN 001 and SN 003 were not photographed after
fabrication. Figure 6 is a postfire photograph of thruster SN 001.
Table XXIV is a summary of ITA component, subassembly and
amsen_ly weights. Both calculated and actual weights are given. The itemization
is in the form of an indeutured part list with each subassembly and/or part.
Neither the insulation nor the thruster with insulation was weighed. The final i
thruster weight includes the calculated weight for the insulation. The ITA weight,
6895 g (15.2 ib), is within 1.3% of the program goal, 6804 g (15 ib), and within
2% of the calculated weight, 6785 g (14.89 ib).
7-
4.2.2 l_niter Fabrication
i
Four igniter housing assemblies and brackets, and seven
integral exclter/spark plu_ unit_ were fabricated. The additional exclter/spark
plug units were spare in case of damage to the porcelain insulating material.
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4.2, Fabrication (cont.) i
The main igniter housing components (sleeve, body and flange)
are shown in the top insert in Figure 54. The sleeve, body, flange, and oxidizer
inlet line were assembled and furnace brazed together. The sleeve and flange were
final machined. The fuel orifices to the igniter chamber were then machined by EDM
through the sleeve and body and the coolant orifices were machined through the
sleeve. There were no problems encountered in the fabrication of the igniter
housing assemblies.
The titanium igniter support bracket and exciter/spark plug
unit are shown in Figure 55. The fabrication of the support bracket and the design
and fabrication of the exciter/spark plug were sui_contracted. The initial exciter/
spark plug units failed acceptance test. All units were reworked to an improved
configuration and successfully passed acceptance test.
4.2.3 Injector Fabrication
The injector components (less platelets, ox llne, ox inlet
line flange, ox tubes, support pins and pressure fJttings) are shown in Figure 56_
These components are made by conventional machining.
The method of assembling the injector body is illustrated in
Figure 57. The insert in the upper left corner shows the injector flange plate
assembled with the center spud and face plate. The oxidizer element tubes are
brazed to this subassembly at this point. In the upper right insert on Figure
57 the lower diffuser plate is shown in place. This plate is welded to the center
4
spud on the ID. The OD of the diffuser plate is supported by six pins that are ;'
brazed to the in3ector flange plate and are welded to the diffuser plate. Six
more pins that are brazed to the flange plate protrude through Lhe six holes
(located between the outer holes and the center hole) in this plate to support the
upper distribution plate. In the lower left insert, the upper distribution plate
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l 4.2, Fabrlcatlen (cone.)
l is shown in place. It was welded to the flange plate on the OD and to the six pins
that mate to the six holes at the ID. In the _nsert on the lower right of
l Figure 57, the oxidizer dome ts in place and the injector body ha8 beenturned over to show the face plate.
I Figure 58 shows an injector during the initial stage of assembly.
The face plate, center spud, flange plate, 72-ox tube elemen=s, and pressure and
I have been installed and f_rnace brazed. The brazem nt of the
thermocouple fittings
tubes to the face plate and f_an-_ p!a _ are inspecte_ at this point. If required,
I a second braze run with a l_aer m_]ting alloy is used to correct any deficient Joints.
The ox tube elements mre • ._!t: ,ned by a specially machined braze fixture and are
l installed from the flange plate side via a tool that will fit only into _he inletend _f the tube, thus insuring proper orientation of the tube inlet to the ox
m_nifold.
! •
The ox tubes are machined flush with the flange plate and the
I distribution plates _d installed and welded. The lower insert of
pins Figure
J 5_ sho_s the _ Ject. body after weldment of the dJs ributlon plates. The top
I insert .r F_ d_e 59 _hows that the oxidizer tubes protrude from the face plate at
this sta3e _. =abricacion. This was done co facilitate leak check and tube-by-tub_
l flow collection to chec_ for flow uniformity pri_r to weldment of the cover toclose out the ox m_rlfold. If there _,asa flm_ problem due to distribution plate
being im roperlv spaced or a plugged tube, the iaJector body could be reworked.!
: The final steps in the fabric _tion of the Injector were
i machlnln F the face plate flat, welding the m_Ifold cover in place, machining the
inlet in the cover° maci_inlng the igniter port in the ca.,tarspud, machining the
w
" piston ring groove in the face plate, bonding _he nickel platele s to the face ;
plate, and welding the ox inJ _t _ine and flange in place. The ign__= fuel inlet
_ -. llne Is In_talled &nd orazed in place at tne same time as the piatelets. The
. platelets are shown in Figure 60 and ti,efinished injector In Figure 61 (except
., for removal of the tabs from the pzatelets).
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4.2, Fabrication (cont.)
There were no problems encountered in the fabrication of the
injectors.
4.2.4 Thrust Chamber Fabrication
The thcust chamber consists of the liner, shell, throat,
nozzle, torus, fuel inlet line, and inlet line flange. However, as described
in Section 4.2.!, the injector was welded to the chamber llner-she]l assembly
before the thrGat was welded in place. Thrust chambers were not fabricated as
a subassembly.
The fabrication of the chamber is illustrated in Figure 62.
Figure (a) shows two ZrCu forgings. Both have been contour machined on the OD
and slots have been milled in one. Figure 62 (b) shows the details of the slots
primarily in the convergent or ffc section. Every other ffc slot is machined into
the land between the regen slots rather than being uerminated at the start of
the regen slot to avoid the solid land that would encircle the chamber oetween
the ffc and regen slots. The orifices in the shell that feed the ffc slots are
staggered to match the sloes.
Figure 62 (c) shows a ZrCu liner and ARMCO 22-13-5 she]l prior
to brazing the two together. The contour on the ID of the shell was match
machined to the OD contour of the ZrCu liner. The shell has been machined on
the OD to form the torus. After brazing the shell to the liner, the exterior
was rough machined. Slots were machined in the toru3 area of the shell at the
inlet to each regen channel and the orifices were machined at the inlet to
each ffc channel. The inlet passages through the shell were machined by the
EDM pro=ess.
Using flow fixtures, the chambPr was then flowed for regen
channel and ffc cham. -1 hydraulic resistance and uniformity (Section 4.3.4).
This component checkout test verified the acceptability of the part relative to [
¢
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4.2, Fabrication (cont.)
flow distribution, ffc split, and pressure schedule. After the flow test, the
chamber was finish machined on the ID and OD as is shown in Figure 62 (d_. The
ffc slots can be seen at the very top of the insert and the ffc orifices can be
seen in the torus area on either side of the slots that open into the regen
channels, i
There were no problems encountered in the fabrication of
the shell-liner subassemblles.
_The torus shell that mates to the half of the torus that is
part of the chamber was machined from an ARMCO 22-13--5 ring forging. It is
approximately 13.7 cm (5.4 in.) in diameter. The flat OD section is .152 cm
(.060 in.)thick. The curved flange llke portions that mate to the chamber :re
<
.051 cm (.020 in.) thick.
Fabrication of the oxidizer and fuel inlet liner were sub-
contracted to Arrowboad Products Division, Los Alamitos, Ca. Both were made from
.051 cm (.020 in.) thick CRES 304L sheet stock. The ox line was fabricated by
rolling and seam welding the sheet into a tube and then bending and forming to
the final shape. The 120° arc of the fuel line was made in two halves by drop
forging. The two halves were welded together. Twice the required number of
parts were made; the right angle elbow was cut from half of these parts and
welded to the inlet end of the remaining parts to form the finished llne.
The spun Haynes 188 throat section and nozzle were sub-
contracted to Monogram Industries, Culver City, Ca. The throat section is made
by rolling and seam welding .076 cm (.030 in.) thick Haynes 188 sheet stock into
a cylinder, grinding off excess weld material and splnnJng the cyl_nder into the
required shape. Fabrication of the throat sections was completed with no problems.
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I 4.2, Fabrication (cont.)
I Some of the "she'etmetal" components are shown in Figure 63.
Figure 63 (a) shows the fuel line and torus. The inlet hole has been machined
I into the torus and the fuel line is shown fitted into the torus opening. A
finished throat section is shown in Figure 63 (b).
I The nozzle extension was made from Haynes 188 sheet stock
.076 cm (.030 in.) thick. The sheet stock is rolled and seam welded into a
I truncated cone, the excess weld material ground off, and then spun into shape.
Tile top insert in Figure 64 shows two throat sections, a partially spun nozzle
I and a sheet metal cone prior to spinning. The lower insert in Figure 64 shows
the partially spun nozzle with a throat section on _t to illustrate how the
I two parts mate.
Several problems were encountered in the fabrication of the
nozzle extension which resulted in units being reworked. The problems are
I described below.
I Annealing is very important in working Haynes 188. To restoreductile properties, the cool down must be accomplished rapidly (on the order of
15 minutes). The anneal must be done in an inert environment to avoid the forma-
l tion of a tenacious oxide scale, which would have to be removed prior to subsequent
spinning. Thus, the anneal furnace must have inert environment and forced c_oling ..
capabilities.
I
I The initial skirt manufacturing problem was a tooling problem.
A female die had been fabricated to the final configuration (with allowance for
I spring back). It was found that a second male spinning mandrel had to be made toaccomplish the initial shaping of the skirt.
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(a) Torus and Fuel Inlet Line
Figure 63. ITA Sheet Metal Components
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4.2, Fabrication (cont.) !
A second problem _ccurred in the form of a brittle fracture in
the forward end of all nozzle extensions. The problems was caused by grain growth
during heat treat. The grain growth was exhibited only on the forward end; the
aft end of the cones, which had been cold worked to a greater degree than the
forward end, were ductile and workable after the heat treat. Apparently there is
a cold work threshold for Haynes 188. Cold work less than the threshold value
will result in grain growth during heat treat and loss of workability even though
a rapid quench (less than 15 m_nutes) is used.
_e first nozzle extension was completed by uutting off the
forward end of the SN 001 uni_, spinning a small cone to replace the removed section,
welding the small cone t) the unit, grinding down the weld, and final spinning. This
nozzle extension was used on ITA SN 001. The welds could be seen because of lack
of fall penetration. The remaining nozzle extensions were made with excess weld
material and the we)d ground flush with the parent material.
/
The spinning procedure was changed so that the entire nozzle
extension would be cold worked equally prior to each heat treat and four new nozzle
extensions were started. After heat treat p£ior to the final spin longitudinal
cracks appeared adjacent to the heat affeuted zone of the axial weld. The cracks
were not repairable by welding. There was also a _etal flow problem on the forward
t
end. The problems are illustrated in Figure o5.
\
The original three remainin_ nozzle extensions were reworked
in the same manner as the SN 001 unit. All welds were ground smooth and the
surface of the finish parts pollshed and inspected for cracks using fluorescent
dye.
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4.2, Fabz _ation (cont.)
4.2.5 Valve Fabrication
The igniter valve is a normally open, soleL_Id operated,
two way, crogenic valve, PN V 27200-4871 made by the Valcor Engineering Corp.
nhis _Ive is 8 minor modification of a valve (Ser_es 272-6) that ha_ been
o
m_nufactured in qaantity. Valve SN 005 had a 250 sc¢/mln (with 655 N/cm
(950 psia) inlet pressure) leakage rate. It was retuL'ned to the vendo- z',d
reworked to an acceptable quality. Six valves were purchased. Each valve
weighs 526/531 g (1.16/1.17 Ib).
Five main propellaLt valves were fabricated by Marquardt.
The p'ilot valves are Wright Valves. Two spare bellows were fabricated so that
this long lead item was available if a valve refurbishment was required. The _
opening response of the valves was .U43 sec which exceeds the .040 sec specifi- _
cat_on. The leakage rate for the pilot valve on Valve SN 012 was 1620 scc/hr i_•
which exceeded the specified limit (I000 scc/hr). The valves were accepted ?
w_*_ .... ework. The main propell_nt va_,¢e weight i_ 3379 g (7._5 ib)_
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4.3 COMPONENT C_ECKOUT TESTING
_- The purpose of the component checkout testing was demonstration of
T the acceptability of the ITA components by means of cold flow and functional
_ tests. The following components were tested: ITA, igniter assembly, ignJ.ter
_ housing, integral exciter/spark plug, injector body, injector assembly, chamber,
: and valve.
;_ 4.3. : ITA Checkout Testing
_, The purpose of the ITA cold five testing was final evalua_lon
_ _- of the "as built" hydraulic characteristics and determination of the balance
_Liflce requirements.
: _ The ITA cold flow testing was performed at ALRC in the
!: Aerophysics Laboratory. The test fluid was GN2 at ambient tmperature. The
operating conditions that the testing simulated and the test conditions are shown
,_ ,, in Table XXV. All testing was designed to provide biachnamSer simulation of the
five.
_: i_,_ The GN2 was supplied to the fuel inlet and the oxidizer in-
_ _- let via a critical flow orifice that measured and controlled the flow rate. The
_ _ ._. GN2 test fluid was discharged to atmosphere. The test setup is shown schematically
_ in Figure 66.
- _ The GN2 flow rate was controlled by regulating the pressure
_, t _ at the inlet to the flow control venturi. The pressures at the inlet and in the
manifolds were read on mercury or water manometers. Barometric pressure was read
! beEore and after testing, The GN2 flow rate to each circuit was varied in steps
" by adjusting the pressure upstream of the critical nozzle. For each step, the
: following were recorded: GN2 supply pressure and temperature, __nlet pressure and
! manlfol,i pressure. GN2 flow rate was determined from _he nozzle calibration curves
adjusted for temperature. The flow steps are summarized below.
?
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4.3, Component Checkout Testing (cont.)
GN 2 Flo_ Rate g/sec (ib/sec)
Step Oxidizer r,ircuit Fue_____l Circuit
1 45.8 (.101) 42.2 (.093)
2 18.1 (.04) 20.4 (.045)
3 27.2 (.06) 27.2 (.060)
4 36.3 (.08) 30.0 (.075)
5 45.8 (.i01) 42.2 (.093) i
6 61.2 (.135) 54.4 (.12)
7 77.1 (.170) 68.0 (.15)
8 90.7 (.20) 81.6 (.18_
9 45.8 (.i01) 42.2 (.093)
7
The balance orifice requirements were determined by flowing
each circuit at a fixed GN 2 flow rate with the balance orifice installed in the
ITA inlet line flange. The orifice was drilled outand the inlet edge rounded until
the required pressure was read upstream of the orifice. From Table XXV show that fo
Mac '_ number scaling, the G_ 2 flow rate for the oxidizer circuit was 45.8 g/sec
(.i01 Ib/sec) and the required pressure at the inlet was 12.906 N/cm 2 (18.718 psia);
the GN 2 flow rate for the fuel circuit was 42.6 g/sec (.094 ib/sec) and the required
uressure at the inlet was 13.278 N/cm 2 (19.257 psia).
4.3.2 Igniter Checkout Testing
The igniter testing consisted of cold flow testing of the
housing, exciter/spark plug testing and iBniter assembly functional testing.
!•
4.3.2.1 Igniter Cold Flow Testing
The ob!ective of the cold flow testln_ of the igniter housing
: was to determine the integrity of the assembly (leak check), evaluate hydraullc
characteristics and determine balance orifice requirements. ,.
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_ 4.3, Component Checkout Testing (cont.)
f
The igniter contains three hydraulic circuits: oxidizer,
fuel coolant and fuel core. The sleeve on _he igniter housing forms the seal
between the fuel manifold and the coolant circuit, and contains the orlficlng
_ " that determines the fuel hydraulic resistance and the split of fuel flow between
-- the core and the coolant circuit.
4_
: :- In order to complete the fuel manifolding, close out the
" .. coolant pass_es and provide a fuel inlet, t igniter housing was installed in
the test fixture shown in Figure 67. The test fixture simulates the geometry of
the injector at the Injector/Igniter interface. The larger flange on the forward
end of the fixture contains a cooling passage that permits LN2 to be used to
_" chill in the hardware. The aft flange m_tes to the vacuu_ duct for i&nJter test
firing. These features permitted the test fixture, after cold flow testing was
completed, to be used for the checkout test firings at vacuum conditions.
A schematic of the igniter cold flow test setup is shown
in Figure 68. With valve V 5 closed and the throat plug and aft closure plate in
place,all flow passages are sealed and leak checks can be performed. With valve
V5 open and/or the throat plug removed, the oxidizer circuit and the fuel core
i• circuit can be flowed. With the throat plug in place and valve V5 closed and theT
! aft closure plate removed, the coolant circuit can be flowed. The fuel and
oxidizer valves are shown in phantom in Figure 68 as they were installed only
! for the balance flow testing.
i The following cold flow tests were run:
(I) Leak check.
! (2) Flow Characterization - SN 001
_w
Fuel Core Circuit
_" Fuel Coolant Circuit
' Oxidizer Circuit
_e
Internal Leakage
i (3) Acceptance test - all _our units
(4) Balance tests
I
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4.3, Component Checkout Testing (cont.)
The igniter operating conditions and the flow test simulation test conditions
are _ummarized in Table XXVI. The GN 2 flow rates were measured and col_trolled
by setting the pressure upstream of the calibrated venturi's flowing critically.
Igniter housing SN 001 was used for the cold flow testing. "
4.3.2.1.1 Leak Check
The throat plug and aft closure were installed and valve
V5 (Figure 68) was closed isolating all flow circuits. The igniter was
pressurized to 34.5 N/cm 2 (50 psia) and an external leak check was performed.
4.3.2.1.2 Flow Characterization
Igniter SN 001 was flow tested to determine first article
hydraulic characteristics. Of primary interest was the pressure drop in the fuel
c_rcuit and the split in hydrogen flow between the core and the coolant circuits.
Each circuit (coolant, fuel core and oxidizer) were flowed
i
individually. GN2 was flowed through each circuit in steps by varying the inlet
pressure to the critical venturls. For each step, the following were recorded:
GN 2 supply pressure and temperature, inlet (manifold) pressure and temperature,
coolant channel pressure and back pressure. The coolant circuit discharged to
atmosphere. For the hydrogen core circuit and the oxidizer circuit chamber
pressure is the back pressure. Chamber pressure was maintained at 20.7 N/cm 2 e
(30 psia) via valve V5 (Figure 68) when flowing the oxidizer and fuel core
circuits.
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4.3, Component Checkout Testing (cont.)
The flow steps that were used are:
GN, Flow Rate, g/sec (Ib/sec)
z
Coolant H2 Core Oxidizer
1 2.40 (.0053) .408 (.0009) 11.3 (.025)
2 2.72 (.006) .363 (.0008) 9.1 (.020
3 3.18 (.007) .318 (.0007) 6.8 (.015)
4 3.63 (.008) .272 (.0006) 3.5 (.010)
5 4.08 (.009) .227 (.0005) 3.4 (.0075)
6 4.54 (.010 .181 (.0004) 2.3 (.005)
7 .136 (.0003)
8 .019 (.0002)
9 .059* (.9013)
*Approximate minimum
3
: 4.3.2.1.3 Internal Leakage Test
The sleeve on the igniter housing that contains the fuel
orifices acts as a seal between the fuel manifold and the coolant circuit. One
test was conducted with the SN 001 ig:titer housing to determine the leakage past
this seal. A .00254 cm (.001 in.) thic_ stainless shim stock strip was wrapped
around the sleeve and spot welded to the O.D. of the sleeve, effectively increasing
its diameter by .0051 cm (.002 in.). The igniter housing was shrunk fit into the
test fixture and the coolant circuit flow characterization test was repeated.
r 4 "3" 2'I'4 Acceptance Testing
,_ On the basis of the cold flow data obtaJ'.ted with igniter e
_ SN 001, the fuel core and cooling orifices were resized to adjust the fuel ciccult
pressure drop and the split between core and coolant flow to the desired values.
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I 4.3, Component Checkout Testin2 (cont._
l The sleeves were machined off of the two completed housings (SN 001 and SN 002).,
new sleeves brazed in place and orifices machined in all four units using EDM. All
l four units were cold flow tested. The fuel core circuit, fuel coolant circuits
and oxidizer circuit of each unit was flowed as described above for the SN 001 unit,
4.3.2.i.5 Balance Testing
l Igniter housing SN 003 was instrumented with thermocouples.
One land was machined at several _xial locations by removing enough material to
I accommodate the thermocouple junction. The housing was installed in the test
fixture and the thermocouples were fed out through the wall of the test fixture
l via thermocouple ports. The igniter valves were installed. Balance orifices were
installed in both circuits in the form of dishpan orifices at the inlets to the
l igniter (outlet of the iBniter valves). The aft closure pl_te was removed from
the test fixture. Pressure in the chamber was maintained at 69 N/cm2 (I00 psia)
• ; l via valve V5 (Figure 68) with the inlet pressure held at 89.6 N/cm2 (130 psla).
Both the oxidizer circuit and the fuel circuit were flowed and the GN2 flow rates
determined from the venturl inlet pressures. The diameters of the balance orifices
l were changed until a GN2 flow rate of 3.48 g/set (.00846 ib/sec) was achieved in
_ the fuel circuit and 7.6 g/set (.0168 Ib/sec) in the oxidizer circuit. No orifice
_ was required in the oxidizer circuit. The exclter/spark plug and support bracket
_ were installed after the cold flow balance tes= and the test fixture-igniter-valve
l and line assembly used for the igniter _est firings (Section 4.3.2.2. and .3)
l 4.3.2.2 Integral Exciter/Spark Plug Testing
The following tests were conducted on the integral exciter/
I spark plug units:
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4.3, Component Checkout Testing (cont.)
• Acceptance test (GLA)
Component checkout (ALRC)
EMI (GLA)
• Temperature, life and operation (GLA)
x
In addition to verification of electrical characteristics, _.
each exciter unit was acceptance tested at conditions simulating operation. Each
exclter/spark plug was installed in a test fixture that was pressurized using one
of the igniter valves. The exciter was turned on and the valve opened permitting
pressure around the electrode to rise rapidly until the spark discharge was supressed. :
i"
Each unit was operated this way I00 times before sealing and 200 times after sealing.
This test duplicated the ALRC component checkout testing (described below) which
: had failed the original integral exciter/spark plug design.
In addition to the acceptance test on each unit, Cl_ ran
temperature, llfe, operation, calibration and EMI tests on an engineering unit :
that duplicated the deliverable units exceot for potting. The engineering unit
was operating .05 sec on and .05 sec off until steady state temperatures were
reached at ambient room temperature and at -79°C (-llO°F). This provided energy
/
input/temperature data required to determine if overheating could occur with
extended operation at vacuum conditions or if heat loss by conduction to a cold
injector would adversely affect operation.
In the llfe testing, the unit was operated .05 sec on
and .05 sec off for 85 minutes. At the end of the test, the unit was o_eratlng
within desl_n specifications. Assuming that 50,000 pulses represents a ten _
year life service and that the exciter would be on approximately 04 sec each
,_ pulse, the required llfe would be "approximately 33 mln.
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I 4,3, Component Checkout Testing (cont.)
As part of the operation and calibration tes_3 current
I and spark rate were measured as a function of temperature and input voltage.
Output voltage, peak voltage, current and power, and output voltage, current and %
i I power history were determined. .:
_ Preliminary EMI evaluation of the exciter iu the prototype|
i stage by GLA has shown that the requirements of MIL-SI_-461A, Notice 3 for Cla_s
A2 equipment will be met in formal bench testing, and that, when combined with
I the ITA, compatibility for both steady state and transient condi ons will be ,,
_. ensured. Conducted EMI was measured (20 to 50 M Hz) on the positive and negative
T input leads and on the monitor lead. Radiated EMI was measured over the frequency
_ 4 J
range of 14 KHz to i GHz. Conducted susceptibility testing was performed in
accordance w_th the procedure of Method CS01 (30 Hz to 50 Hz). Additional
susceptibility (conducted per Methods CS02 and CS06, and radiated per Methods
i RS02 and RS03) tests were not performed.
Component checkout testing of the integral exciter unit
at ALRC was Ferformed by firing the igniter at simulated altitude conditions.
: After cold flow of the instrumented SN 003 igniter housing, described above,
I the igniter housing and fixture with valves and fuel balance orifice were installed
on the vacuum chamber test stand in the ALRC Research Physics Laboratory as
shown in Figure 69. A schematic of the test setup is shown in Figure 70. All
tests were conducted using ambient temperature propellants. The plann=d pressure
at the fuel valve was 286 N/cm 2 (415 psla) and was 338 N/cm 2 (490 psla) at the
{ £ oxidizer valve. The duty cycle was .I sec firing followed by a .2 see coast
i repeated i00 times. Testing was terminated prior to i00 pulses in the event ,_
{ | of several successive no ignitions. All of the igniter test firings are summarized
in Table XXVII including the functional test serie_ described in the ne-_tsubsection. •
_ :
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SUMMARY OF IGNITER TESTING
TEST SERIES
EXCITER IGNITER EXCITER BENCH
DATE TEST SN FUNCTIONAL CHECKOUT TEST COMMENTS
3-8-73 -lO1 005 x Cold flow with C,H2 & CO2
•: on te_t stand.
-IO!A 005 x Electrlcal checkout
-102 005 x Electrical checkout
-103 005 x One pulse checkout Firing
-104 005 x Ambient test pur plan -100
pulses
-105 005 x Ambient test per plan -I00
pulses
-106 005 x I00 puses - cooled duct to
vacuum chamber overheated
3-22-73 -107 005 x Repeat test- view duct -
exciter SN005 fails
-108A 005 x Moved electrode - no ignitio-
-108B 005 x x Checkout of spark discharge
-108C 005/003 x x Spark discharge - Compared
SN 005 & SN 003
3-23-73 -I09A 003 x Test firing - SNO03 fails
-109B 003 x x Changed method of spark
monitor
-I09C 003 x x Spark discharge test
3-26-73 -IlOA 007 x Test firing - SNO07 fails
-IIOB 007 x x Spark discharge test
-llOC 004 x x 500 pulses in air
-IIOD 004 x x 500 pulses at vacuum
-ilia 004 x Test firing - SNO04 inter-
mittent operation
4-15-73 -I]0 sparkplug x Resumed functional testing
with sparkplug & remote excl :r
-111/-118 spark'plug x Completed functional testing
4-24-73 -IIgA O04A x x i00 pulses in air
-II9B 004A x x I00 pulses - test setup-
no vacuum
; -I19C 004A x x I00 pulses - test setup -
: vacu_
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T_BLE, XXVII (cont.)
I TEST SERIES
EXCITER IGNITER EXCITER BENC_ '
I DAT__._EE TES___TT SN FUNCTIONAL CHECKOUT TEST CObt_T S
-llgD 004A x x 40 pulses - valve acutation -
I no propellants ,
-119E 004A x Test flzlng - failure . :
I -II9F 004A x x Spark discharge
5-7-73 -120A 003A x Test firing I00 pulses
i -120B 003A x Test firing - 12 N/cm 2higher pressure - 100 pulses
-120C 003A x Test firing - 9N/cm 2 _ _
higher pressure - I00 pulses _
-120D 003A x Test firing - higher pressare
-failed on 87th pu]se _
5-8-73 121 008 x Test firing - failed on 18oh _
pulse _
122A 001A x Checkout test firing _ _
122B 001A x Test firing - I00 pulses - _ "
some.no ignitions •
122C 001A x Test firing - 100 pulses -some no ignitions
122D 00IA x Test firing - I00 pulses - _
I some no ignitions l
123 001A x Test firing - 241N/cm 2- Okaj
124 0OIA x Test firing - 276N/cm 2
one no ignition ! ._-
125 00IA x Test firing - 283N/cm 2 few ,_ ;
I no ignitions !
126 O01A x Test firing - 310N/cm 2 - more
no ignitions _
l ' :127 001A x Test firing - 328N/cm2 - many
no ignitions _ "
I 5-16 & 5-17-73 _readboard x GLA testing with breadboardTest No's configuration - bench tests-
not test firings - gee flow tests
I Recorded over I000 firings made in oneconfiguration alone.
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4.3, Component Clleckout Testing (cont.)
Seven integral exciter units were tested at ALRC, six
to failure, in addition to a breadboard unit. Tke failure mode _ms duplicated
by a rapid rise rate in pressure during the spark electrical discharge cycle using
CN2. Thls discovery permitted testing to be conducted at _LA on a bench scale
under conditions _hlch permitted better measurements to be made (less electrical
interference),
4.3.2.3 Igniter Functional Test Firing
The objective of the igniter test firings was design
verification and characterization. The test results were used to define sequencing
requirements, verify repeatibtltty and most important of all to demonstrate that
there was nothing in the design or construction of the igniter hazdware that
would preclude ignition under all conditions of ITA operation. This type of
testing led to identification and replacement of an undersized component in the
exciter. The test firings described in this section required the igniter com-
ponents to operate over a range of propellant inlet temperature and pressure,
with fuel lead and lag and with spark delays.
The igniter, test fixture, valves, fuel balance orifice.
and set up that were used for the exciter checkout testing were used for the
igniter functional testing.
The hydrogen was temperature conditioned using LN2 and/or
CN2 in the Jackets on the tank and llne. Cold and warm CN 2 were bled into the
jackets in the proportions required to obtain the desired temperature.
The G02 propellant was temperature conditioned by the bath
around the oxygen heat exchanger coil, and maintained by the jackets on tllellne
and tank. C0_ temperatures were maintained in excess of 167°K (300°R) to nvold
:. condensa_ion to LO2 in the system.
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k 4.3, Component Checkout Testing (cont.) }
| The operating eondltlons at which the igniter tests were
conducted a:,'the significance of each te,t are summarized in Table XXVIII. The j
duty cycle consisted of repetitive fi:in_ for .I sec followed by a .2 sec coast, i
The first three ox lead/lag conditions _. TNt 116 _e investigated with a
I i0 pulse train. The remaining lead/lag condltlone pf Test 116 and all the _ :
". Test 118 conditions were investigated _rlth a 5 puls@ train. Thus, each _
condition of propellant or spark lead or lag was repeated at least five times. _
All the remaining tests were made with I00 pulses each. A total of 1075 firings _ °
were made. ! _
i
I 4.3.3 Inlector Checkout Tsatlna _ ,
Injector cold flow testlng was done in tvo stages. Aflow test w_s made on th inje tor body for u iformity of oxidizer flow distri-
bution. This test was made prior to welding the injector dome in place so that
I 'the injector body could be reworked In the event of a flow maldlstributlon.
I The second flow test was made on the completed injector
assemblies, Both the oxidizer and fuel circuits were tested. The ob]ectlve
f
' l of the testing was hydraulic characterlzat_on and verJflcatlon of uniformity of
_, inJection.
All four injector assemblies were subjected to cold flow
i: _esting during fabrication (injector body ox circuit and as completed assemblies).
_ The Injector body testin$ was performed on PN 1162817
I which is shown in Figure 59 (see Figure 29 for drawing). The test fixture shown '!
In Figure 7Z was used to complete the oxidizer circuit. The tubing bend and
I the geometry of the fixture are designed to duplicate the flow path at the inlet :- .
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4.3, Component Checkout Testing (cont.)
7
to the injector and of the manifold. After flowing tbe SN 001 injector body,
the face plate (Item 2 in Figure 71) was not used. The tubes were not machined
flush as was done in SN 001, but were left as shown in Figure 59. The flow ,
collection probe was reworked to fit over the end of the oxidizer tubes. This
was found to be less restrictive than having the probe fit into the face plate
holes and eliminated the problems associated with gasket aligmnent.
/
The injector fuel circuit is fed from the regen section of
the chamber, Flow testing of the injector fuel circuit, therefore, required use
of the fixture shown in Figure 72 to introduce the GN 2 in the fuel plenum and
to complete the fuel manifold. The GN 2 test fluid is introduced into the fuel
manifold through 80 equally spaced orifices that duplicate the distribution
and pressure drop of the 80 chamber regen channels. The seal between the test
fixture and injector was accomTlished by means of an O-ring in the piston ring
groove (Item 20 in Figure 72) _md a gasket (Item 8 in Figure 72) between the
injector lip and the face of th_ fixture.
Testing was performed at ALRC in the Aerophyslcs
Laboratory. The test fluid was GN 2 at ambient temperature. GN2 flow rates were
measured and controlled by setting the pressure at the inlet to a critical nozzle
(sonic flow in nozzle). The flow collected from each element was measured using _
a rotameLer, Manifold and inlet nressures were measured using mercury and water
manometers. A diagram of the test set up is shown in Figure 73. Testing for
flow uniformity of an injector body and an injector is shown in Figure 74.
The flow uniformity tests were made by setting the flow
rate to the injector and collecting the flow from each of the 72 elements.
Rotameter readings were recorded for each element. GN 2 supply pressure and !
temperature, manifold pressure and atm6spheric pressure were recorded at the
t
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.4.3, Component Checkout Te-ting (cont.)
beginning and end of the t.st. The GN2 supply pressure was monitvr=d and adjusted
to maintain a constant flow rate. The probes were designed to be nonrestrictive
and the pressure drop in the collection circuit was perloditslly measured to
insure that the resistance of the flow collection circuit was not affecting the
measurements. The GN 2 flow rates in the oxidizer and fuel circuit were set to
provide pressure ratio simulation of injector operating conditions as summarized
in Table XXIX,
TABLE XXIX
INJECTOR OPERATING AND COLD FLOW TEST CONDITIONS
Oxidizer Circuit Fuel Circuit
Actual Test Actual Test
Manifold Fressure,
N/cm" (psia) 234 (340) 11.5 (16.7) 232 (336) 11.2 (16o3)
Chamber Pressure,
N/cm 2 (psia) 207 (300) i0.i (14.7) 207 (300) i0.i (14.7)
Flow Rate, g/sec
(ib/sec) ].252 (2.76) 45.8 (.i01) 242 (.545) 35.2 (.0777)
The injector flow characterization testing was performed
by varying the GN 2 flow rate in steps via setting the pressure upstream of the
critical flow nozzle. For each step the following was recorded: supply pressure
and temperature, inlet pressure and manifold pressure. Barometric pressure was
recorded at the start and conclusion of the testing. The flow steps that were
used are listed below.
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4.3. Component Checkout Testln_ (cont.)
r
I GN 2 Flow Rate, glsec (iblsec)
_ _ Oxidizer Circuit Fuel Circuit
I I* 45.8 (.i0!) 35.24 (.0777)
&
2 18.1 (.04) 11.9 (.035)
I 3 27.2 (.06) 2Z.7 (.050)
4 36.3 (.08) 29.5 (.065)
5 _5.8 (.I01) 35.24 (.0777)
I 6 59.0 (.135) 49.9 (.11)
7 77.1 (.17) 68.0 (.15)
I 8 90.7 (.20) 81.6 (.18)
9 45.8 (.i01) 35.24 (.0777)
I
_ 4.3.4 Chamber Ch_ckqut Tut_ng
Chamber flow testing was performed prior to the f_nal weldment
I of the torus. Cold flow testing was done p_ior to completion of the chamber so
that the fuel flow split between the regen and the ffc section nould be altered,
I if required, and the inlet could be modified in the event of a flow maldistr!butlon.The SN 001 chamber was intentionally made with undersized orifices so that after the
T chamber was fl_., tested the orifices could be resized on the basis of the flow test1
and the chamber reflowed. The orifice sizes in subsequent chambers were baseddata,
on the SN 001 data and none required modification. The purpose of the chamber cold
I flow testing, in addition to the design verification using chamber SN 001, wss
characterization of the film and regen coolant hydraulics and verification of flow
I uniformity.
i As described in Section 4.2.4, the exterior of the chambershell, after brazing the liner to the shell, was rough machined. The area of the
chamber, comorlsed of the chazber half of the torus and the regen chant,el inlet
!
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4.3, Component Checkout Testing (cont.)
slots and the ffc inlet orifices, were final machined. A flow fixture was made to
simulate the torus close out and attached to the shell.
The flow fixture is shown in Figure 75. One of the spare
thrust chamber fuel lines was used as the inlet line on the flow fixture, and,
therefore, reproduced the f!ow geometry at the inlet to the torus. The removable
cover flange (Item 3, Figure 75) was used to block the regen circuit so that the
film coolant circuit could be flowed independently. As can be seen in Figure 75,
the cover flange and the test fixture were sealed by O-rings that fitted into grooves -
machined into the chamber. The O-ring grooves were shallow enough and located so _.
that they were removed in final machining.
The chamber cold flow testing was performed at the ALRC
Aerophysics Laboratory. The test fluid was GN2 at ambinet conditions. The GN2
flow rate was controlled and measured by setting the pressure to a critical flow
nozzle. Flow rates were established to produce Math nu.,ber similarity. The ""
operating and test conditions are summarized in Table XXX. The chamber cold flow
test schematic is shown in Figure 76. -
TABLE XXX
C_.MBER OPERATING AND COLD FLOW TEST CONDITIONS
_est Condition.
Actual _Regen Section ffc Section
Inlet Pressure,
N/cm 2 (psla) 267 (387) ii.65 (16.90) 14.27 (20.69) '
Pressure in Torus,
N/cmL (psla) 259 (375) 11.29 (16.38) 13.82 (20.04)
Injector Man_fold
Pressure, N/cm 2 (psia) 332.1 (336.6) 10.14 (14.7) -
Chamber Pressure,
N/cm 2 (psia) 207 (300) - - ..
FFC Back Pressure,
N/cm2 (psla) 190 (.545) 10.14 (14.7) 10.14 (14.7)
RPRen Section Flow
Rate, g/set (lb/sec) 2a7 (.545) 29.9 (0.66) -
FFC Section Flow
Rate, g/sec (Iblsec) 65.8 (.145) 4.94 (.0109) 9.03 (.0199)
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I 4.3, Component Checkout Testing (cont.)
I
I Three tests were performed on each chamber: ffc hydraulic
, characterization; regen channel hydraulic characterization; and regen channel
I flow uniformity.
In performing the hydraulic characterization tests, the CN_
flow rate was varied in steps by adjusting the pressure of the GN 2 supply to
the critical nozzle. For each step, the following were recorded: GN 2 supply
-! pressure and temperature, and inlet pressure. Barometric pressure was read
I
before and after the test. The ffc section was flowed independently (regen section
I capped off) and then both sections were flowed together. This permitted precise
m
determination of the ffc flow rate and evaluation of the larger regen cha_nel
" _ flow rate by subtracting out the smaller ffc flow rate from the total flow|
measured with both circuits flowing. The flow steps are summarized below:
: i GN 2 Flow Rate, g/sec (ib/sec)
I Regen and
_ ffc Circuit ffc C_r_ult
I 1 9.07 (.020) #4.9 (.077)2 4.54(.OlO_ i_.2 (.038)
_ 3 5.90 (.013) 23.1 (.051)| 4 7.26 (.016) 29.0 (.064)
3 9.07 (.020) 34.9 (.077)
I 0 12.2 (.027) 46.7 (.103)
7 15.0 (.033) 58.5 (.129)
I 8 18.1 <.040) 69.9 (.154)
q 9.07 (.020) 34.9 (.077)
I Flow uniformity testing was performed while holding the
GN2 flow rate at 34.88 g/sec (.0769 Ib/sec). The flow from each of the 80
I channels was collected by means of a nonrestrictive probe machined to the
regen
geometry of the regen channel outlets. The channel flow measurement was made
I using a rotameter w_.th the rotameter reading being recorded for each channel.
The GN2 supply pressure and temperature, and barometric pressure were recorded
I at the beginning and end of each test.
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4.3. Component Checkout Testinm (cont.)
In order to verify that the ffc section was flowing uniformly
the ffc section of chamber SN 001 was flowed after the liner had been machined on
the I.D. Water was used as the test fluid and _'_suai xnspection was made to
verify uniformity. The flow pattern is shown in Figure 75d. Visual flow checks _
of ffc ul,lformity were also made by flowing GN2 through the ffc circuit with the
aft end of the chamber oriented up. Freon was flowed down the ID of the chamber. .
Gravitational forces caused the freon to flow toward the ffc injection tip and
the momentum of the GN2 exiting from the ffc channels prevented the fluid from
reaching the ffc tip. The gas flow uniformity was verified by observing the
distance the fluid film was maintained from the ffc tip.
4.3.5 Main Propellant Valve Checkout Testing
Each main propellant _alve was acceptance tested by Marquardt
!
at their facility. The purpose of the testing was to determine if the valve met
design specifications (Table XXIII). The following tests were run: coil resistance,
proof pressure (bellows and valve body), external leakage, internal leakage, pull-
in current, opening response, closing response, pressure drop and internal leakage.
The flow testing was performed using GN2 as the test fluid. Response times were
measured using GN2 as the pressurant and valve actuation fluid.
Two of the main propellant valves were tested at _.RC to
evaluate the valve operating characteristics at cryog_nlc and ambient conditions
using the actual propellants (GH2 and GO2). Testing was performed at vacuum
conditions using the J-3 cell and steam system of the ALRC altitude facility.
Valves SN 011 (GO2) and SN 013 (GB2) were mounted on the J-3 test stand uslng a
dummy injector to allow flow testing with the _nlet llne configuration that was
used for subsequent engine test firings. Orifices were located downstream of the
main propellant valves in the dump lines so as to s_mulate the ITA volumes and •
pressure drop. The flow schematic for engine testing (Section 4.4.1) describes
?
the set up. Leak checks at ambient conditions were performed before and after
the cold flow tests. Flow measurement and control was accomplished by using "
venturis in the propellant lines upstream of the test stand valves.
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4.3, Component Checkout Testing (cont,)
The following measurements were made for each valve:
propellant pressure and temperature at the maJn propellant valve inlet, pressure :
! ,and temperature at the valve outlet, poppet travel, pilot valve current and _
¢oltage, and valve body external temperatures, The test conditio_m are summarized
| ":in Table XXXI. :
MAIN PROPELLANT, VALVE TEST CONDITIONS :
l A
VENTURI INLET. VAI"_ INLET VALVE INLET FLOW RATE, '
' TEST NO. FLUID PRESSURE,N/cr z TEMPERATURE, "K PRESSURE, N/cm 2 g/sec (Ib/sec) :
" (psia) ('R) (p_la)
(
, 1972-001-0B , ,
T -001 GO2 180 (261) 301 (541) 132 (191) 518 (1.14) •
-002 316 (458) 301 (541) 228 (330) 899 (1.98)
-003 441 (639) 300 (540) 314 (456) 1216 (2.68) ;
_ -005 181 (262) 175 (315) 132 (192) 659 (1.45) i
_ -006 317 (460) 161 (289) 234 (340) 1170 (2.58)
d
I -007 436 (633) ].21 (218) 321 (465) 1716 (3.78) !
T -010 GH2 320 (464) 294 (530) 152 (221) 352 (.777)
-0!I 419 (607) 294 (529) 199 (289) 459 (1.013)
-012 188 (272) 291 (523) 91.I(133) 210 (.462)
-013 ,401 (582) 135 (243) 183 (266) 377 (.831)
-014 322 (467) 149 (269) 147 (213) 293 (.646)
-015 174 (253) 129 (233) 80.0(116) ]70 (.374) '_
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4.4 INTEGRATED THRUSTER ASSEMBLY TESTING
4.4.1 Objective
The objectives of the ITA test firing task were experlmental
characterization of the flightweight thruster and demonstration of cycle llfe.
The experimental characterization was an evaluation of thermal behavior and ._
during both steady state and pulsing operation, over a wide range of operating
conditions.
Although they were not necessarily run in separate test
blocks, the tests were grouped into six series: checkout, steady state operation,
valve sequencing, pulsing operation, chamber pressure and MR limits, and llfe
limit. The checkout, steady state operation, and chamber pressure and MR limits
tesl:swere run concurrently. The sequence in which tests were run was dictated
by propellant temperature conditioning requirements.
The checkout series had as its objective design verification.
These tests provided checkout of the hardware, test stand, data acquisition
system and feed system balancing, and provided design verification data In the
areas of performance, hydraulics and heat transfer. The checkout tests were
conducted with the propellants at their nominal temperatures.
The objective of the steady state operation test series
was the evaluation of steady state thruster operation for the conditions defined
in Table I. Operation was demonstrated with pressures at the values of 276
34 N/cm 2 (400 _ 500 psia) and propellant temperatures ranging from III°C (200°F)
to ambient from the fuel and _sturated vapor to ambient for the oxygen.
The chamber pressu_e and MR limits series were conducted to
define the condltic._isthat limit thruster operation. Two limits were imposed by
the hara_are: throat temperatures were not to exceed -900°C (1650°F) and the
pressure at the inlet to the valves in the open position was not to exceed
i 465 N/cm 2 (675 psia).
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_ The valve sequencing tests included both main valve sequencingtests and ignition delay tests. The ITA was operated wlth both fuel and *
I oxidizer lead on startup, and with the igniter operation leading and lagging flow
_. of propellants to the main stage. These tests d_onstrated that the thruster
_ i can tolerate minor shifts in valve a_ igniter timi_ and d_onstrated ignition
delays such as might be encountered when operating without the igniter valves.!
_ In addition, these tests provided data on valve timing requlr_ for the pulse
i* I mode of operation.
_ Pulsing tests were _de to evaluate the mode of operation.
Minimum impulse bit, perfo_ance a_ response were investigated. Four duty
k T cycles were d_onstrated. There are no duty cycle effects that limit operation
A
due to the_al effects (soak or "pump up"). However, cycle llfe is affected by
I I the duty cycle.
The llfe cycle testing had as its objective the evaluation
of the fatigue llfe of the ITA and its components. The duty cycle used in
pulsing the thruster provided one full thermal cycle every ten pulses. Thruster :
T SN 001 had been used in all testing up to this point. Life cycle testing was
i perfo_ed on thruster SN 002 so that life evaluation was made on new hardware.
The objectives of each test series relative to the program
goals are summarized in Table V (Section 2.4).t
4.4.2 Test Methodology !
4.4.2.1 Test Article _
The article that was tested was the P/N 1162900 fllghtweight
7' ITA. _e thruster assembly consists of the P/N 1162904-1 chamber-injector
k
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4.4., Integrated Thruster Assembly Testing (cont.)
assembly, the PN 1162883-1 igniter housing, PN X28960 (Marquardt) main
propellant valves (2), the PN GLA 47170 exclter/spark plug, and the PN V
27200-4871 (Valcore) igniter valves (2). The checkout, steady state operation,
chamber pressure and MR limits pulsing mode of operation and valve sequencing
test series were conducted using ITA SN 001. The life cycle tests were
conducted on ITA SN 002. The components that were used for each ITA are:
Component Serial Number
Co__mponent ITA SN 001 ITA SN 002
Chamber injector assembly 001 002
Igniter housing 001 002
GLA exciter/spark plug 007 003
Igniter fuel valve 002 002/004
Igniter ox valve 006 006/003
Main propellant fuel valve 013 013"
Main propellant oxidizer valve 012 012/011"
4.4.2.2 Test Setup
All test firings were performed at simulated altitude in
the ALRC Test Area Zone J. The facilities are described in Appendix A. Test
Stand J-3 was used.
ITA SN 001 was tested using both the J-3 and J-4 steam
system. The J-3 system is a three stage steam ejector system utilizing two
barometric condensors and can pump 1590 g/see (3.5 ib/sec) of rocket engine
exhaust. At nominal conditions, the altitude was maintained at 20.12 km
(66,000 ft). However, due to the low density of hydrogen, the J-3 system cannot
maintain altitude at low mixture ratio, except at low chamber pressure, and
*At the conclusion of testing, the fuel valve consisted uf main body SN 013 and
pilot _N 011. The oxidizer valve consisted of main body SN 001 and pilot SN 012.
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_ I cannot be utilized for hlgh chamber pressure testing. For low MR testing and
_ high cham_ber testing, the J-3 cell was I Lnked to the J-4 steam system by means
_ of the 1.22 m (4 ft) crossover duct. Ejector No. 7 of the J-4 system was used
and can pump 4536 g/see (i0 Ib/sec) of rocket engine exhaust. The J-3 system
! can operate wlth all three ejectors for approximately 2000 seconds. The J-4
_ system can operate for approximately 500 sec with Ejector No. 7.
I The llfe cycle testing was performed using two steam
ejectors of the J-3 system. This permitted al,'Itude conditions to be held for :
! more than slx hours. With only two ejectors turned on, ample duct water spray
was essential for maintaining altitude for oper_tlon with pulse widths in excess
of .2 see.
The test setup is shown s_:hematically In Figure 77. Both
_a
propellant feed systems were similar. The pro_ellants were temperature con-
dittoned by LN 2 heat exchangers. The pressure5 In the accumulators, located out-
_m
side the test cell, were monitored and controlled by flow control valves. The
combination of the volume of the accumulators and the response of the flow control.
I valves permitted a constant pressure to be maintained at the thrust chamber valves
"" irrespective of flow demand or llne pressure. For some tests, the flow control
.... valve was progra_ed to adjust the accumulator pressures to compensate for
_ 5
i propellant temperature. This permitted a constant MR to be maintained during the !
,._ initial part of tests when propellant temperatures were varying as the hardware i
and lines were chilled down by heat transfer to the propellants.
_: } Each propellant line contained a vent that was used while ;'
thermally conditloning the lines. There were vents and burst discs on each
I _" accL_ulator.
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I 4.4., Integrated Thruster Assembly Testing (cont.)
I The main propellant valves were initially operated using
4k
the propellants themselves as the actuation medium. Subsequently, they were
-r
helium actuated and GN 2 actuated in an attempt to improve the closing time
of the fuel valve. When self-actuated, the propellant was tapped off the inlet
_ "_ llne upstream of the main propellant valve inlet. The igniter propellant supply
. -- was tapped off the inlet line downstream of the flow meter.
4
i, In order to obtain accurate thrust measurements, the
.. standard thrust cell was remotely actuated so that thrust stand callbratlqn could
i be performed at vacuum with the lines pressurized and chilled down.
?
Testing of ETA SN 001 was initiated with venturis in the
"" propellant lines upstream of the test stand valves, and with hot wire anemometer
"" flowmeters between the test stand valves and the thrust chamber valves. Cali-
f. bration of the anemometers had been performed in part during the component check-
out testing of the main propellant valves. The venturies were flowed sonicallyT •
to provide flow measurement for in place calibration of the anemometers. The'.b
anemometers were not designed for the installation and were replaced after seven
tests with Ramapo flowmeters. The venturis were removed at that time. The
Ramspo flowmeter utilizes the flow stream drag forces acting on a body attached
,_ to a bending beam to measure flow. Once the Ramapo flowmeters were installed, no
! "" further changes were made to the system other than changing actuation of the main
;" propellant valves from propellant to GN 2 or helium, replacement Of the spark plug
-. with an integral exciter/spark plug, and a change in the purge location.
i ITA SN 001 prior to test and the test setup, are shown in]
Figure 78. The engine was fired horizontally into a wat%r cooled diffuser. The
test cell was isolated from the altitude system duct work by a bulkhead penetrated
only by the diffuser. The diffuser not only resul .d in lower cell pressure when@
_ the engine was f_ring, but prevented recirculatlon of the hot combustion products :
!' I
around the engine, i_
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Figure 78, ITA SN 001 Thruster Prior to Test
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f 4.4., Integrated Thruster Assembly Testing (cont.)
i-. ' howeve-, there was also a disadvant,ge in operating with
f _t
the diffuser. When the engine was shutdo_l, cell press_ e was louer than the
_" pressure in the duct downstream of the diffuser. Equalization of the pressure
"" in the cell was accomplished by flow f_om the duct through the diffuser into
7" the cell. This blowback apparently contained droplets of water entrained from
: _. the duct coolanL spray as water ,_'asobserved standing in the chamber after many
¢
tests, and on two occasions, ice was observed. This will be discussed later in
mere detail.
: The propellant inlet lines were hard mounted at t_ inleti
i to the thrust chamber valves so that deflection resulting from feed system llne
"" temperature changes would not be transmitted to the ITA lines. Stresses
_" resulting from deflection transmitted from the feed system would compromlse llfe.
: _, The thruster, feed iJnes and stand _alves were mounted on
! .. the test flexure. The main propellant lines enter=d at right angles to the
thrust vector.
: _ 4.4.2.3 Instrumentation
:i _- The thermocouple instrumentation that wa_ used on chamber
"" SN 001 and SN 002 is shown in Figures 79 and 80, The nomenclature is defined
_- below. Thermocouples were numbered sequentially from forward to aft. Details
., of the TC Installation are shown in Figures 50, 51. and 52.
!i Thermocouple
! i_ Desi_natlon Location
TF3 Injector fuel manifold (fuel tempecature)
_, TJF Injector face
_ TG Chamber regen and dump cooled sections - _a_ side
TC Chamber exterior - regen and dump cooled se_tlons
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4.4., Integrated Thruster Assembly Testing (cont.)
Thennocouple
p_esl_natlon Location
TN Nozzle - film cooled (adiabatic) section including skirt
TE Fxterlor - between insulation and cover
"£P TC on metal pad placed between insulation ar_ skirt
ITA SN 001 had a through the wall Pc tap (Pc-l) located
3.8 cm (1.5 in.) aft of the injector chamber weld and oDDoslte the fuel inlet to
the torus. The diameter of the hole through the ZrCu land to the inside of the
chamber was .115 cm (.045 in.).
;
The injector oxidizer manifold pressure (POJ) and the
injector fuel manifold pressure (PFJ) were measured via .102 cm (.040 Inci,)
ports drilled In the injector flange plate (PN 1162886). The details of the
pressure tap installation and of the port through which the injector thermocouples
are fed are shown in Flgurc 28. The pressure and temperature of the propellants
entering the igniter (POJ-I, TOJ-i, PFJ-I and TFJ-I) were measured via fittings
on the inlet lines. Propellant temperatures and pressures were measured st the
inlet to the main propellant valves (POTCV, TOTCV, PFTCV, TFTCV), and pressures
were measured at the out]et of the valves (POTCV-0, PFTCV-O).
The igniter oxidizer pressure (POJ-i) served as a P tapc
for measuring chamber pressure. After malnstage _gnltlon, the igniter ox valve
was closed; whlle the fuel valve was left open. Thus, the igniter served as a
hydrogen cooled pressure tap. ITA SN 002, SN 003 and SN 004 had no otker chamber
pressure port. POJ-i was found to be a much more tellable measure of chamber
pressure than the ITA SN 001 through-the-wall Pc tap which frequently froze up
during testing. This P tap was plugged wlth a copper wire for pulse testing toc
avoid burning through the walls of the small diameter, low thermal capacitance
tube as a result of heat transfer from the hot combustion gases as they were
i compressed and exhausted from the transducer and llne wlth each pulse.
t
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4.4, Integrated Thruster Assembly Testing (cont.)
1
c T The instrumentetion that was used for ITA SN 001 testingQ
and the range of each instrument are tabulated in Table XXAqI. Also shown in the
: T table is the method of data recording. The parameters that were recorded on!
db strip charts were those that were used to run the tests The data on the O-graph
: -- were selected to permit evaluation of the time at which events occurred such as
;
_ signal to valve, valve opening, flow initiation, ignition, etc. _-
•. Several parameters were monitored by the TR-48 analog
computer and used to shudown the test in the event test condltlons were such _'
_ _ Chat damage to the hardware could occur. For ITA SN 001 these "kill" parameters
Ot
_ were: low thrus_, injector manifold (ox or fuel) overpressure, injector face
_ _" temperatures in excess of 370tC (700*F), throat temperatures in ex=ess of 900"C
(16500F), skirt temperatures in excess of I0950C (2000°F), and pressure at the
-- inlet to the valves in excess of 448 N/c,2 (650 psla).
! .. For the llfe cycle testing with ITA SN 002, instrumentation
was used somewhat differently than for the SN 001 testing. Only one sweep per
_; pulse was made for digital data. This provided one line of data for each pulse
: but held the record of the data to a manageable size Sixteen parameters were
: recorded on the ADC for digital print out. To provide a continuous record in
:. the event of a malfunctlon, 30 parameters were recorded on FM tape• The oscillo-
"_ graph was set up a- for SN 001 testing, but was only operated every 250 to 500
pulses to provide a check on operation and sequencing.
t_
One change was made to the ktll parameters for the ITA SN 002
7
_, llfe cycle testing. The low thrust shutdown, the valve overpressure, and the
chamber temperature protective circuits were utilized as was done for SN 001
testing. The injector manifold pressures trips were set for detection of pro-
pellant in the manifolds prior to each pulse rather than overpressure during the
pulse. How the kill parameters and the O-graph were used to protect the hardware _ :
a. and test facility is _.um_arized in Table XXXIII.
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_"_ IARL[ XXXli l .... "(,.
I
INSTRU,',IENTAflONFOR ITA SN (',01TESIING "_l.,'_a _.,'_" ;.
"Zt_. (_ ., L),,.
• C.,
_ I'-a' :Y':if:' '
._S._vmbo! l'arameler Itr,nge F i< .-"o_ C_'I'!.'T Prcssur('. fuel Tank 208(; N/cm 2 (3000 psig) I X I
PFTCV Pressure Fucl- "rl:ru_,t ('lmmbcr VaivP Gg0 0000) X I X X I?:PI'q'C%'-O Prt.ssurc Fuel - TC Valve t_ltlct 690 (1000) X
])l.'J Pres:-_vre. Fuel Manifold - Injector 690 (1000) X X [ X
PI"J-i Pressure IgniterF'uelbdet 690 (I000) IX X
-. ))C-I Pressure Chamber 690 (]0G0) X I X_ X !
PAI,T Pressure Cell ().) 10 (15 psia) i X
PF1, Pressure Fuel Line 2086 (3000 psig) IX i
I)FS Pressdre. Fuel Nupply 690 (10(10) X i X
POT Pressure. Ox Tank 2086 (3000) X
POTCV Pressure Ox Thrust Chamber Wlve 690 (1000) X IX ' X'" X
POq'CV-.O Pre.qsure Ox Thru.-,tChamber Valve Outlet 690 (1000) iX ' !
POJ Pressure. ()xManRohl- h,jector 690 (1000) X X ._X
- ,,. POJ-i Pressure. IgmiterOx Inlet 690 (]0{)0) X X : X' X
eel Pressure, Ox lane 2086 (3000) X
1)0S Pressure, Ox Supply 690 (1000) X X
FMFII Flc_vrato, Fuel (llarnapo) 680 g/see (1.5 lb/sec) X X
I"M()II Flowrale, (h:(l_:tmapo) 2495 (5.5 lb/scc) X X
TFS Temperature, Fuel Supply 333* K (600 ° R) X X
TFI, Tempcrattu'e, Fucl Line 333 (600) X
: TFTCV Temperature, Fuel @ TC Valve 333 (600) X X
TFJ Temperalure, Fuel In Manifold f2l 333 (600) X
Temperature, Fuel t_ Cascade 333 (600) IX
" TOS Temperature, Ox P) Supply 333 (600) X X
" Tel Temperat,lre, tax @ lane 333 (600) _X
TOTCV Temperature, Ox (_. TC Valve 333 (600) X X
F Thrust (2 Bridges) 22,240 N (5000 lbf) X ,X X,; X
FSC Load, Sk'tnchrd CeIL (2 Bridges) 22,240 (5000) iX "
TSC "remperatare, St:mchrd Ceil 333*K (600 _R) X
TFHVB Temperature, V.'tlveM_iq (TC Fuel) 1667 (3000) X
"[FPV3 Temperatur(., PitotVal_e (TC Fuel) 1667 (3000) !X X 1TFIVB Tempcrature, Vah'e (Igniter Fuel) 1667 (3000) Y
TOMVB Temperature, Mah_ Val_e (FC Og) 1667 (3000) X
T.qPVB Temperature, Pitol Vahe {TC (_) 1667 (3000) X
TFJ Te,nperat,re, hucctor Face (2-5) 1667 (3000) X X
TC _'rN 'temperature, Chamber (2t_) 1667 (3000) X X X .X
EFV Voltage, TC Fuel Valve 30 VDC X
EOV; Voltage, TC (_ Vah'e 30 X
EIGN Volta g_.', F.xc itcr 30 X
EIGIIV VolLage, Sp'trk Monitor 5 X
LFVDT TC l,'ucl Vah:e Position Monitor X
],OVI)T TC Ox Vah'e !_usition MonRor X
IFV CtLrrent, TC Fuel Vah'c 3 X
It)V Current, 'rc Ox Valve 3 X
I.-FIV Curreat, IgniterFuel Valve 2 X
I-OIV Current, li.,,,liter (3ix Vah'c 2 ..... [.. X
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4.4.2.4 Method of Testing
Some of the tests had as their objective operation at a
given MR and Pc," other tests required operation with a given pressure and pro-
pellant temperature at the inlet to the valves. In order to permit a common
operating method, all test requirements were reduced to the conditions at the L
inlet to the valves. The tests were run by controlling the pressure in the
accumulators and the propellant supply temperature.
The flow control valves were used in a feedback loop to
maintain the pressure in the accumulators at a set value. The pressure wa_
: sensed at the Inlet to the test stand valves (PFS and POS). The TR-48 analog
computer compared the measured pressure to a reference value set on the control
panel and programed the valves to maintain that pressure level. The pressure at
either or both valves could be changed during the test by changing the value of •
the reference pressure.
Some tests were run with a temperature compensation circuit
to program the pressure to the square root of the temperature. Temperature
compensation was used when the objective of the test was oper=_lon at a given MR,
and was used to maintain a constant MR as propellant temperature changed with
ehilldown of the llnes. The temperature compensation was not used otherwise.
The accumulator pressure was sensed at the inlet to the
test stand valves since it is the closest point to the thruster than cannot be
isolated from the accumulator. Sensin_ the pressure at the accumulator was not
done because of the pressure drop and change in propellant temperature that would
occur between the accumulator and the thruster. It was not sensed downstream
of any valve since closing the valve would isolate the sensor from the component
being pressurized and would result in a pressure demand signal _e he flow _
control valve that was not related to the pressure in the accumula _r.
/
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I 4.4, Integrated Thruster Assembly Testing (cont.) '
I The propellants were temperature conditioned by passing
them through a heat exchanger contain_ng LN2. The temperature of the propellants
I was controlled by the level of LN2 In the heat exchangers and by the pretestchill In of the accumulator and feed lines since they acted as a heat exchanger.
I The fuel system was chilled in wlth LN2 and the ox system
was chilled In with L02. LN 2 was added to the heat exchangers during a test as
required to main the propellant temperatures (read visually In the control room).
n
The fuel temperature could be varied from ambient to approxl-
"" mately III°C (200°R). There was not enough capacity _n the heat exchanger for
"_ lower fuel temperatures. The oxygen temperature could be varied from saturated :
-_ vapor to ambient. Generally, oxygen temperatures were maintained with 167°K
+. (300°R) as the lower limit. This provided margin above the critical temperature,
" 154°K (278°R), and thus generally avoided liquid oxygen In the system. Test -042, ::
however, was shutdown by a high chamber temperature; an oxygen temperature of
%
122°K (220°1t) (liquid) was measured at the outlet of the hea:: exchanger.2
The checkout, steady state, and chamber pressure and MR
limits tests had as their objectives obta_ni_,g thermal and performance data during
"" the steady state mode of operation. These tests were run concurrently. Many
-" data points, often from different test series, were obtained in a single long
°. duration firing as propellant temperatures changed during the course of the
• +, testing and by changing the pressure of the propellants at the inlet to the valves.
_ _ Propellant temperatures were changed by not cooling the '
i lines downstream of the accumulator. Cold propellant from the heat exchanger
i_" picked up heat from the lines. Thus, the propellant at the thrust chamber valves
_ "° started out warm and decreased In temperature as tbe test progressed. Small
_" increases in temperature were obtained on long tests by letting the system warm
- _" up as it ran (no addition of LN2 to the heat exchanger).
• ge 221 .+ +
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4.4, Integrated Thruster Assembly £esting (cont.)
Figure 81 shows how several data points are obtained In a
single test firing. During the initial part of the test oxidizer temperature
decreased, illustrating how data was obtained as a function of propellant
temperature. Approximately 35 seconds into the test the pressure at the fuel
valve was increased, changing the MR from 3.3 to 2.5. Throat temperature
responded immediately (decreased). Approximately 47 seconds into the test the
pressure at both propellant v_ives was increased which increased chamber
pressures. The change in pressure to the valves that was made at 69 seconds in
the run resulted in a 5.8 MR data point and high throat temperatures. At 86
seconds a transition step was introduced to reduce the pressure to the ox valves.
Generally, when both propellants were to _e reduced in pressure, the oxidizer
was reduced first. This avoided ox rich transients that could occur because the
fuel system responded faster than the ox system. At 94 qeconds into the run, the
fuel pressure was reduced which resulted in a 6.0 MR data point at different
pressures (Pc and at inlet to valves) than the prior 5.8 MR data point.
Approximately 106 seconds into the run the pressure at the inlet to the fuel
valve was increased to produce a data point at 2.5 MR and 207 N/cm 2 (300 psia)
chamber pressure.
The valve sequencing tests were run Just like the steady
state tests except that they were only .! to .2 sec in duration. Test -014
(64 sec duration) was run prior to the first valve sequencing test to temperature
condition the system. Valve and igniter sequencing were changed between tests
on the basis of data read from the O-graph. There was no change made to the
method of testing for the pulse tests and cycle life except, of course, for the
sequencing.
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4.4.3 Test Description (ITA SN 001)
4.4.3.1 Steady State Testing
The tests described in this section include the checkout,
steady state operation, and the P and MR limits tests.c
Testing was initiated with venturis in the fuel llne and ox
line upstream of the test stand valves. The pressure transducers POS and PFS
and temperature sensors TOS and TFS were located at the inlet to the venturls.
The integral exciter/spark plug unit_ were not available when testing started:
a variable energy remote oower supply, with a spark plug and high voltage cables
was used. The high voltage cable inside the cell was jacketed with a plastlc
tube and vented to atmosphere to keep it dry.
The first test was a propellant cold flow. Test -002 was
a one second checkout test. Test -003 was a repeat for data acquisition. These
tests were made with ambient propellants. The one second duration was long
enough to establish that the balance orifices in the propellant lines were i
properly sized, and that throat temperatures were approximately as predicted. I
Prior to each of the early tests, an "igniter only" test
was made. The igniter was test fired for a short duration (-20 msec) as a
checkout. Prior to Test -004, only one ignition was achJeved in 12 attempts.
Moisture was visible inside the plastic tube Jacketing the high voltage llne.
The exciter system was taken apart component by component (including the spark
plug), checked, cleaned and reinstalled. The cause of the electrical short was
not isolated. However, it functioned properly for the next eleven tests until
replaced by the integral exciter unit. This was the only time a no ignition
occurred.
The tests starting with Test -003 are summarized in Table
XXXIV.
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4.4, Integrated Thruster Assembly Testing (cont.)
)
Tests -004 through -007 were made with propellants con-
dltioned to approximately nominal temperatures. Following Test -004, an attempt
was made to reset pressure conditions so that a second test could be made
immediately. The flow control valves were Inadvertently opened pressurizing 'oth
propellant systems. The burst discs on both accumulators ruptured limiting the
pressure experienced by the main propellant valves (closed) to 580 N/cm 2
(840 psla). The bodies of maln propellant valves were proofed to 690 N/cm2
(1000 psla). Since they were self-actuated, there was no AP across the bellows
as a result of this incident.
i
During Test -006, operation at a 2.5 MR resulted in loss
of altitude. A switch to a 4.0 MR was made in an attempt to recover,:but it was
too late. The engine exhaust flow detached from the diffuser and blowback into
the cell occurred. The blowback heated the thrust load cell. The load cell is
temperature compensating when uniformly heated, but has a negative bias when a
temperature gradient exists in the cell. There was a .negative bias of approximately
i00 ibf at the end of the test. Figure 82 shows some of the Test -006 transient
parameters. About 16 seconds into the test, cell pressure (Palt-IA and IB) can
5e seen to start to ramp up. Load cell temperature (TSC) is measurea on the
exterior of the cell and changes with cell pressure. During the first 16 seconds
of operation, thrust and P are increasing. With the cell pressure increase and :c
load cell heating starting 16 seconds into the test, indicated thrust decreases
5
while P increases.
c
Following Test -006, testing was terminated any time altitude
dropped below 60,000 ft and no further load cell heating problems occurred. The
load cell was subsequently (after Test -007) coated with RTV rubber to provide
thermal insulation.
After Test -006 and an inspection of the hardware, the engine
and feed system were ch_lled down and Test -007 attempted. Shutdown was made by
Page 234
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a high temperature trip circuit. Inspection of the hardware Indlcared that there
was minor erosion on the surface of the throat in two ]ocations and a small burn
through in one location about 6 mm downstream of the ffc injection station.
The oscillograph data indicated low P and blockage in thec ?
fuel circuit. (Details of the hydraulics of this test are discussed in the next
section.) The celi was secured, returned to altitude and the hardware chilled
do_. A flow test was made and gave no indication of blockage. The cell was
rapidly repressurized and opened. The face of the injector was completely
covered with ice, including the oxidizer orifices. The ice had formed during
repressurization of the hardware which was at cryogenlc temperatures as a result
of the flow test.
It was concluded that the low fuel flow was caused by icing
since ice formation was physically observed and since the blockage that occurred
during Test -007 was not present after the engine had been allowed to reach
amblent temperature.
The engine was removed from the test stand. The hole in the
Haynes throat section was TIG welded closed. The a_)a of the weld repair and
the two areas where surface erosion occurred were ground smooth. Two additional
thermocouples were added to the chamber on the exterior surface in the area of the
weld repair and erosion. The chamber was reinstalled on the test stand.
Several changes were made to the test setup. The anemometers
were replaced with Ramapo flowmeters in both circuits. The GN 2 pur_e locations _
were moved from downstream of the thrust chamber valves to the injector in order
to increase the purge gas flow rate. The critical flow venturis were removed
from both propellant circuits. The test operations computer was programed to
control the pressure of the propellants at the inlet to the test stand valves.
A temperature compensatlon circuit was introduced so that the pressure at the _nlet
?
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5
to the valves would be proportioned to the square root of the actual propellant t
temperature. This was done to prevent an MR excursion from occurring _f one of
the propellants was at a temperature significantly different from that on which !
the pressure was based.
Testing was resumed wlth Test -008 terminated because the
o_. • temperature shutdown circuit was set to trip at a temperature too close to the| operating temperature. Test -009 started normally, but 3 seconds into the test
the throat and nozzle thermocouples registered an excursion resulting in a high
B
i temperature shutdown. Ice in the chamber at the injector face was observed oll
visual inspection after the test. There were no abnormalities in the chamber _
l hydraulics after the hardware warmed up, but an increase in fuel circuit pressure
w
drop occurred during the last five seconds of the test.
A review cf the test procedure suggested that during the
chilldown process there were times when the purges were not operated which
l allow moisture to be condensed and frozen in the fuel passages. In Test -009,
; the purges were operated most of the time. Ice formation was minimal. The ice
l apparently broke loose during the test as the hardware contracted as it chilled
down.
-!
A hot (93°C) GN2 purge was added to the set up. The heated
I GN 2 was introduced downstream of the thrust chambsr fuel valve. The purges were
_ maintained on at all times with their start and stop during a test controlled by
l the sequencer.
Test -010 was made with amblenttemperature propellants.
I Test -011 was started with ambient propellants and the propellants chilled durlvdz
the test. The fuel cooled faster than the oxidizer resulting in fuel rich
l operating conditions that precluded maintaining altitude. Test -012 and -013 <
i ,Page'237 _"
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4.4, Integrated Thruster Assembly Testing (cont.) i
were initiated with ambient temperature propellants (lines chilled doom to and
including the accumulators). The system downstream of the accumulators chilled
in as the tests F ogressed. The two tests at ambient conditions (-010 and -011)
and the two starts with ambient propellants followed by a chilldown (-012 and
-013) encountered no hydraulic anomalies. The fact that no problems occurred
with warm hardware and better purging verified that the flow anomalies of Tests
-007 and -009 were caused by _cing.
Integral exciter/spark plug unit, SN 007, was installed on
the ITA prior to Test -014. All subsequent ITA SN 001 tests were made with this :
unit. Test -014 was run to temperature condition the hardware prior to the valve
sequence test series. Tests -015 through -038 were run with varying main fuel
propellant valve lead/lag times and with varying igniter valve lead/lag times.
No significant overpressures were observed during these tests. However, It
should be noted that the transducers were not coupled to the hardware closely
enough to provide the response necessary to detect combustion of the propellants
in the manifolds. These tests are discussed subsequently.
II2 fires on the test stand occurred during some of the
tests. During Test -010, the Ramapo flowmeters shorted out. After the test, the
insulation on the electrical cables from the meters were found to be melted. A
pin-hole leak in the 180 _ bend in the feed system fuel line was found and repaired.
i
Test -012 was shutdown because of a H2 fire on the test stand. Two small H2 leaks
were found in AN fittings. Prior to Test -014, the feed system was chilled down _
and an igniter only test made. Temperatures on the nozzle extension started to
rise Indicating that there was a H2 fire on the test stand. No leak could be
found, however, several of the large H2 fittings were tightened. There wa_ no _,,
evidence of fire on the stand in the subsequent 25 valve sequencing tests. •
$"
2
The problem with the fire on the test stand is mentioned :_
because it caused nozzle temperatures to read high and may have affected the
thermocouple data from tests prior to -014.
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4.4, Integrated Thruster Assembly (cont.)
I Figure 83 shows the SN 001 thruster after Test -038. The
condition of the thermal insulation on the nozzle extension has been deteriorated
I by the blowback that occurs on shutdown. The engine firing into the diffuser
%
pumped the cell down to a pressure that was lower than the pressure downstream in
: ! the J-3 duct. As discussed earlier, engine exhaust flow detached from the diffuser
I
! on shutdown, and pressure equalization caused blowback of the hot cDmbustlon
T gases into the cell. The flow past the nozzle extension gradually blasted off
A
the low density, light weight insulation. This blowback with the resulting
I deleterious effect on the i_sulatlonwould not occur in actual operation in space.
i T The flowmeters seen in Figure 83 are Ramapo flowmecers. As
• t described above, the anemometers were replaced after Test -007.
1 The condition of the ITA SN 001 thruster after Test -038
is shown in Figure 84. The view is from the nozzle looking forward inside the
chamber.
-- Fig''_ 84_ shows the condition of the throat. The polish
_, marks seen on the throat were the result of the hand grinding operation that was _'
._ performed on the chamber to repair the minor erosion that occurred on Test -007. '
As can he seen in the figure, no further degradation had occurred with the tests
followlng -007.
Figure 84b shows the injector face as seen through the
throat. There were no heat marks on the injector face except at the location of
"" the face thermocouples (braze alloy chemical reaction). The mirror like finish ;
-- of the ZrCu chamber liner was evidenced in Figure 845 by the reflection of the
_. injector elements on the chamber wall. As can be seen in Figure 84, the ITA .
_. SN 001 thruster was in excellent condition after 620 seconds of operation and _
! 38 tests.
&.
i '
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4.4, _ntegrated Thruster Assembly (cont.)
Seven thermocouples u_re added to the SN 001 thruster
after Test -038. Thermocouple TN 3B (Figure 79) was _dded 5 mm upstream of the
throat and TN 4-B was added 5 mm downstream of _he throat in llne with the fuel
inlet. _hree thermocouples were spot welded to the throat, one (TN 3.5A) in
llne with the other thermocouples 45@ from the fuel inlet, one (TN 3.5B) in
llne w_th the fuel inlet, aLd one (:rN3.5C) 180e from the fuel inlet. Two
thermocouples (TN 5B and 5C) were added 63.5 mm downstream of the throat whicn
is generally the location of the highest tf_nperatures on the r zzle.
Test -039 was the first of six tests run using the J-4
steam system, and was a .5 sec checkout test. As mentioned earlier, the high
capacity J-4 steam system was utilized for low HR _nd high P tests that exceededC
the volumetric exhaust removal rate capabilities of the J-3 steam system. _es_
-045 through -047 were run using the J-3 steam system.
In running Tests -039 through -G47, there were two unscheduled
shutdowns, both by the bl=h temperature trip circuit. Approximately 4 seconds
into Test -042, the pressure in the oxidizer lines (POL) decreased from 1425 N/cm2
(2066 psia) to 1325 N/cm2 (1921 psia). The temperature of the oxidizer leaving
the heat exchanger (TOL) was 122°K (219°R), indicating the presence of liquid
oxygen. Two seconds later, 6 seconds into the test, POL read 867 N/cm 2 (1258 psla),
which can only mean there was still considerable 14quld oxygen coming out of the
heat exchange (gox supply pressure at the heat exchanger inlet is in excess of
1425 N/cm2). The temperature of the oxygen at the inlet to the thruster at this
tlme was ambient. At shutdown (17 sec test duration) the thermal sensor st the
ox thrust chamber valve inlets was Indicating a sharply decreasing oxygen temper-
ature. However, chamber temperatures increased to levels observed only in high
MR tests resulting Jn a shutdown by the chamber temperature trip circuit.
Apparently, the liquid oxygen from the heat exchanger reached t:.echamber -
although there was almost no change in thrust, chamber pressure or measured ox
flow rates. The ITA "_a_carefully inspected and leak ci,ecked after this test
_nd was found to be undamaged.
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I Test -045 was shutdown by the chamber high trip
temperature
circuit during an attempt to increase P from 135 N/cm 2 (200 psia) to 207 N/cm i
C
I (300 psia) at high mixture ratio conditions. The thruster was restarted with no
inspection and Test -046 was made with no problems. Inspection of the thruster
i after Test -046 revealed the hardware to be in excellent condition.
In order to operate the thruster at the highest P without
I °being shutdown by the 448 N/cm 2 (650 psia) 1alve protection circuit, and at the
highest MR without being shutdown by the chamber 900eC (1650OF) temperature trip
I circuit, the thruster was operated manually. In reaching the highest P forC'
example, in Test -044 the main propellant valve pressure limit was redllned on
I the strip chart recorder. Instead of using preset valve pressures selected by
switches, the control of the pressure was switched to two potentlometers set
i near the limit; the test engineer then fine tuned the pressures to within about14 Ngcm2" (9.6 psla) of the limit, reading the pressures on the recorder. A
similar approach was used in obtaining the high MR limit data, except temperatures
I were used instead of the pressure at the valve inlet
i Near the end of Test -013, the hydrogen supply was nearly
exhausted. The high MR test condition that concluded that test was achieved by
-- lettlnp the fuel pressure decay (flow control valve wide open), with _hutdown
"_ keln, _'omplished when the chamber temperature limit was reached.
ruth
-- In Test -047, the throat temperature limit was reached by
._ operating for a long time and letting the fuel warm up. When 887°C (1630°F) wls
reached (430 sec), the cxid{zer pressure was decreased to reduce the throat
temperature and the tes.' continued for a total duration of 512.6 sec.
4m_
?
As can be seen in Table XXXIV, most of the tests were
started with an MR of approximately 3, and low chamber pressure. Pressures and
mixture ratios were then changed. This was found to be a safe way to start up
-_ both for hardware protection and for maintaining altitude.
Q
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&.&.3.2 Valve Sequencin_ Tests
The valve and igniter sequence tests are summarized
in Table XXXV. Except for the last two tests, all tests were run twice (the even
numbered tests are a repeat of the odd numbered ones). The tests were to have
been run at nominal propellant temperature conditions, but sensible heat trans-
ferred to the propellants from the lines between tests resulted in propellant
temperatures 15 to 20% in excess of nominal. To compensate for the higher
prcpellant temperatures, the pressures at the inlet to the valves was increased,
maintaining chamber pressure slightly in excess of nominal.
As shown in Table XXXV, the main propellant oxidizer valve
lead time was reduced im five steps until Tests -025 and -026 were made with a
lO msec fuel lead. Sequencing was reset to the times that were used on Test
-020 and had resulted in simultaneous valve opening. However, slight changes in
valve response or the sequencing resulted in a 2 to 6 msec fuel lead for the rest
of the tests. Starting with Test -027 the igniter lead was cautiously reduced
until Tests -037 and -038 were made with the igniter not lighted until 2 to 6
after flow to the mainstage.
msec propellant
The ma_n oxidizer propellant valve lead times shown in
Table XXXV were based on propell_nt flow rates. Valve lead times and propellant
lead times were almost identical. Since initiation of propellant flows is of
primary interest add more accurately determined from the O-graph than valve
motions, the time ]apse between ox and fuel flow as measured by the flowmeters
is reported in Table XXXV undeL the heading "Main 9alve Ox Lead". Ignlter lead
times were determined from the igniter pressure rise on ignition relatlng to the
- flow of the lagging propellant.
There was no visible damage to the hardware as a result
of these tests. Subsequent testing evidenced no change in operation. No pressure
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I spikes were seen on any of the manifold pressures - however, the transducers were
not close coup±ed and would not have responded to impulse type pressure transients.
i The only transducer that was small enough and coupled by a small diameter line,
i
was the chamber Pc transducer. However, it froze up during these tests.
Apparently combustion products pulsing into the small hole (l.15nnndia.)
I through the cooled wall were frozen by the cryogenic wall temperatures. The
transducer read zero pressure during the latter tests. It continued tG give a
I zero reading as the cell was being pressurized after the test series, then
suddenly it read cell pressure. _,
4.4.3.3 Flow Tests and Hardware Repair
_ Tests -048 and -049 were flowmeter calibration tests. The
-. Ramapo flowmeters were flowed in place using cold and ambient propellants. The
data, however, are _uest!onable. The presence of the chamber caused the back-
pressure in the fuel circuit to be about 90% of the pressure upstream of the
venturl. The venturl may not have flowed critically. The cold oxygen flow
tests resulted in conditions close to the saturation temperature. Much of the
"" cold oxygen flow data is suspect. The oxidizer flow rates as measured by the
"" flowmeter appears to be about 3.5% low. The data are discussed in the next
-. section (4.5).
A pressure check of the chamber revealed four leaks in the
throat section. There were two cracks in the Haynes that could be seen with the
naked eye. The other two leaks were very small; no crack could be seen; they
were in the Haynes to ARMCO 22-13-5 weld. The two visible cracks were in the
• - ¢
areas where erosion had occurred during Test -0C7 and are shown in Figure 85.
"" Figure 85 also shows the weld repair that was made to the throat section after
- Test -007. Both the original burn through (Test -007) and the crack shown in
Y
• the right insert (Figure 85) were in areas that normally have low stre_s and
run cold because of their close proximity to the ffc injection.
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1 "4.4, Integrated Thruster Assembly Testing (cont.)
I The repalr of the cracks by welding was done using a verycold weld. However, the shrinkage apparently resulted in more cracks as a post
weld leak check indicated new leaks in the ARMCO-22-13-5 to Haynes 188 EB weld.
The leaks were small; no hole or crack could be seen wlth the naked eye. These
leaks were repaired by welding. Figure 86 shows the chamber after weld repair
I of the leaks. The weld penetration area on the ID of the chamber was ground
smooth and polished.
J
l When ITA SN 001 was removed from the test stand for weld
I repair of the cracks, both balance orifices were found to be loose. Theseorifices had been installed in a counterbore in the inlet line flanges and secured
by spot welding a 1.14 mm dia (.045) wire ring to the orifice at its OD and
I to the I.D. of the recess in the flange. The fuel orifice was bent (=30@).
There were minor abrasions on the OD of the oxidizer orifice. The OD of the fuel
T
orifice was more severely "chewed up" especially on the downstream side where it
contacted the ledge in the flange. The orifices were straightened and reinstalled
as before.
The main propellant valves were switched from self actuation
"" to actuation using an inert gas. Helium was used for the fuel valve and GN 2
was used for the ox valve. The change was made in an attempt to improve fuel
i valve response on closing. The fuel valves lag on closing that had been occurring
was unacceptable for pulse mode of operation. ,
i
4.4.3.4 Pulsing Tests
Two types of pulse tests were run: constant pulse width :
_ tests and duty cycle tests. The constant pulse width tests were run to evaluate
I
the optimum valve sequence and to determine the minimum impulse bit (MIB), These
i
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4.4, Integrated Thruster Assembly Testing (cont.)
I tests _ere run using ten pul_es of the same width. The testing is summarized in
Table XXXVI. Data were obtained for combinations of oxidizer lead on startup with
I fuel valve lag on shutdown.
As summarized in Table XXXVI, Tests -050 through -058
I were one pulse checkout tests. These tests addressed two problems: altitude/
thrust stand ringing and fuel valve delay on closing.
I
When altitude was not maintained, thrust would oscillate. ::
I ThJ_ oscillation did not occur when all three stages of the steam ejector system
were used as shown by prior testing and confirmed by Test -053. Increasing the
_" duct coolant spray reduced the oscillation problem, but did not eliminate It.
"_ The spray was adequate for the constant pulse width tests (.2 sec duration). "
-, Upon completion of the constant pulse width tests and prior to the duty cycle i.
pulse tests, the duct spray system wa.ooverhauled. Plugged heads were replaced
and more were installed. An aspirator was installed to prevent water accumulation.
The improved duct coolant spray ended the thrust oscillation problems.
As can be seen In Table XXXVI_ the main ox valve closing
lead times went from 30 msec on Test -050 to .2 sec on Test -053. This was not
_" a change in sequence. The fuel valve was hanging open. It was a pilot valve
_ problem that seemed to get worse as the valve chilled down. The change to helium
-. actuation for the fuel valve that was made prior to the start of this series w_s
1,
,- done to keep the valve warmer. Since the pilot valve leaked, it was though that
teh temperature of the valve would remain higher if it leaked ambient temperature
helium rather than cryogenic hydrogen. Prior to Test -057, nitrogen was used foro*
the actuation fluid in place of helium since the higher molecular weight gas
H_
would leak less. Also, heaters were put on the exterior of the valve. The closing
delay problem went away f_r the time being. _
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4.4, Integrated Thruster Assembly Testing (zont.)
As can be seen in Table XXXVI, Tests -060 through -062 and
-063 through -066 were run with 20 msec and 0 msec nmln ox valve lead on closing,
and varying main ox valve lead on opening. In Tests -068, -069 mnd -017 the
pulse widths were shortened. The pulse widths in Table XXXVI are electrical.
Test -067 was shutdown by the low thr,,st monitor. The
monitor "window" extended beyond the shutdown. The problem was solved by
shortening the monitor time so that th_ entire low thrust window occurred ,.,Ithln
the pulse firing time. L
Test -070 resulted in no firings. The pulse width was too
short and the main propellant valves never opened. In Test -071, the valves
were being signalled closed approximately .005 sec before they opened, but they
opened because of a .015 sec delay in pilot valve response. Pulse w_dth cou]d
have been reduced another .005 sec, but no more than .010 sec at the very most.
In Test -071, a minimum impulse Lit of 267 N-sec (60 ibf-sec) was achieved.
Because of problems that had been occurring with the fuel valve delay in c]o_In_,
and because the valve response time exceeded .050 sec, especially wlth _N 2
actuation, there was no way that the 222 N-sec (50 Ibf-sec) goal could be achieved, _
so no further reductions in pulse widths were attempted.
Table XXXVII _s a summary of the duty cycle tests that
were run. These test= served to debug the operation for the life cycle testing,
1
provided data on pulse mode of operation with ambient and cryogenic tempe£ature
_ropellants, and demonstrated that the pulsing duty cycle imposed nc limits. The
B and C duty cycles (Table XXXVII) were the same except for coast time; the D duty i_
cycle was used for cycle life testing.
u_
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4.4, Integrated Thruster Assembly Testing (cont.)
; I The problems that were debugged concerned setting the
kill monitor times such that they didn't shut the sequence down with minoc changes
I in valve timing, and elimination of electrical cross talk that resulted in the
sequence being triggered by the opening of a valve such as the LN2 valves to the
I heat exchanger. The final selection 9f the minimum pulse width as approximately
.080 sec for the D duty cycle solved much of the shutdown monitor problems. With
I a valve response time on the order of .060 sec an .OS0 sec electrical pulse width
means _he thrust monitor must be less Lhan .020 sec or must extend past the shut-
i down signal.
The last pulse of the D duty cycle is made with only the
l fuel valve opened to cool the har&aare down. This mode of operation was basic to
the cycle llfe testing in order to accomplish one full thermal cycle every ten
I pulses. The length of time the fuel valve was open was increased on each of the
last two tests (084 and 085) to provide data on cooldown versus valve open _ime.
I
l 4.4.3.5 ITA SNO01 Post Test
l At the conclusion of the pulse tests (-085_, there werethree very sm_ll external leaks in the weld of the .[aynes 188 throat section to
ARMCO-2-!3-5 chamber shell. They were so small that only one of three could be
I found with a dye penetrant check. Since the weld in which the cracks occurred is
only 6 mm downstream of the fuel film coolant injection station, the cracks leak
and therefore do render the ITA Whether
cold hydrogen film coolant not inoperable.
they would have deteriorated with contin,_ed testing can only be speculated. The
I cracks probably resulted from stresses introduced by prior weld r_pairs of the
throat section. The AR_MCOshell is relatively rigid and the throat section adjacent
I to the Haynes to ARMCO EB w_Id had shrunk because of the welding.
I
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4.4, integrated Thruster Assembly Testing (cont.)
[TA SN001 after testing is shown in Figure _7. The three
inserts in the figure are views taken 120° apart to sho_ the entire exterior. As
can be seen in the pictures there were no problems otler than the weld repair of
the throat section.
The interior of the SN001 chamber is shown in Figure 8_.
The skirt (rig. 88a) was fairly uniformly a dull green in color and a little darker
in the throat. There were no heat streaks.
As can be seen Figure 88b the disceloration of the
Haynes was different for the throat secti which is darker than the nozzle ex-
tension to which it was welded (dark area s,ops at the weld). Despite the =arly
er3slon, polishing, etc., the throat of the chamber was in excellent condition.
The center of the injector face is shown in Figure 88c.
It showed some evidence of being fired, but apparently ran quite cool. There was
no over heating_ erosion, delamin_tion, bulging of face cooling channels or any
other physical appearance that would suggest and damage from high MR tests, pulsing,
valve sequencing tests, ignition delays, etc. The injector chamber interface photo-
graph shown in Figure 88d displays some of the outer row of injector elements that
can1._tbe seen in Figure 88c, and illustrates the excellent condition of the in-
jector after 2513 sec of testing.
Two additional view of the injector-chamber interface
are shown in Figure 89 to illustrate the condition of the ZrCu liner. The llner
on one side of the chamber, altho_Igh darkened, still had a mirror likc fle_sh as
evidenced by the reflection of the injector elements on the sail (insert on r_ht
of Figure 89). The other side of the chamber was much darker (insert on left in
Figure 89); the surface on that side was also _ery smooth. The walls of the
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4.4, Integrated Thruster Assembly Testing (cont.)
injector face were very dark after the high MR and high P testing. They became
C
lighter with continued test .g as a result of the hydrogen anneal that occurred
with fuel lag on shutdown and warm chamber walls. The sharp edge of the P tapc
was rounded. In general, the ZrCu liner appeared to be in excellent condition.
4.4.4 ITA SN 002 Testing (Cycle Life)
The duty cycle that was initially used for the life cycle
testing is shown in Table XXXVII as Duty Cycle D. The rationale for selection
of th_s duty cycle is discussed in the next section The life cycle pulse train
consisted of the eleven pulse series repeated approximately every 30 seconas.
The pulse train was like a closed loop with pulse #I following 20 seconds after
pulse #ii. Only the fuel valve was opened on the eleventh pulse to cool down
the hardware and thus provide a full thermal cycle for every ten firings.
f
The ITA life cycle tests are summarized in Table XXXVIII.
A total of 42,266 pulses were fired in eleven days of testing.
There were many shutdowns by the protective circuits on
the first day of cycle life testing. Most of the shutdowns were caused by the
main fuel valve. Delays in opening resulted in low thrust shutdowns, and delays
in closings caused PFJ overpressure shutdowns durl the off times. The low
thrust shutdown was delayed until it was inoperative for the five short pulses of
the duty cycle. The time between pulses was increased to permit the PFJ over- !
pressure monitor to be delayed. Shutdown was also caused by the PFJ llne freezing
up, which slowed its response. The fuel pressure monitor was switched to PFTCV-0,
t
the valve out)et. The final problem was a long delay in the fuel valve opening
on the first pulse of the ii pulse sequence. Since it did not occur on subsequent
pulses, the eleventh pulse - the pulse in which only the hydrogen valve was
opened - was changed. Instead of running it two seconds after the tenth pulse
followed by the 20 second coast, it wa_ ran 20 seconds after the tenth pulse and
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TABLE XXXVIII
SUMMARY O[" LI_E CYCI.E ,_ST5
Test Number Pulses CommentsDate
"" 10-15-73 1972-001-0A-
086 1 .I sec checkout test
087 1 Data acquisition checkout /
088 I .5 sec checkout
089 1 Low thrust shutdown - changed setting
090 1 1.5 sec checkout
I0 Low thrust shutdown on ]_th pulse (H2 bleed)
091 28 Fuel lead on startup - changed sequence
092 i Temperature shutdown - thermocouple malfunction
09] 1 1.8 sec test - computer not reset
094 i Low thrust shutdown - changed setting
095 1 Low thrust shutdown - fuel valve delay
096 21 Low thrust shutdown - delayed shutdown
093 21 PFS shutdown - fuel valve delay on closing
098 i Inadvertently changed POS monitor time
099 33 PFS shutdown - fuel valve delay oll closing
i00 35 PFS shutdown - transducer freezing up
i01 ii PFS shutdown - transducer freezing up
102 34 PFS shutdown - transducer freezing up
103 50 PFS shutdown - transducer freezing up - changed :
to PFTCV-0 monitor
104 140 Fuel valve delay on opening
105 1 Fuel valve delay on opening - low thrust shutdown
106 i Fuel valve delay on opening - low _hrust shutdown,
107 81 PFTCV-0 shutdown - fuel valve delay in closing
108 365 Low thrust shutdown - fuel valves
109 710 Shutdown caused by fuel valve delay
ii0 I Shutdown caused by fuel valve delay - operated
. fuel valve several times
Iii 1861 POS transducer fails - POS shutdown - 514 N/cm 2
(730 psia) oxidizer valve pressure _n open
position (3413 pulses total)
10-17-73 i12 471 Low thrust shutdown
113 91 Low thrust shutdown
.- 114 I01 Low thrust shutdown _
115 iii Low thrust shutdown
"" 116 81 Low thrust shutdown
117 170 Sequencer malfunction - last pulse 7 sec firing
"" 118 1183 PFTC-0 transducer froze up (5621)
"' 10-19-73 119 1 .5 sec checkout :,
.. 120 1 2 see checkout
121 3090 Normal shutdown •
10-22-72 122 2730 Normal shutdown (ii,443)
10-24-73 123 2910 Normal shutdown (14,_%3)
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TABLE XXXVII (cont.)
Date Test Number Pulses Comments
10-25-73 1972-001-0A-
124 6371 Normal shutdown - gross bellows leak on
oxidizer main valve - fuel pilot valve does
not clos_ - cannibollzed SN 001 (20,724)
10-30-73 i25 1 .5 sec duration checkout
126 1 2 sec checkout
127 1 Sequencer malfunction
128 112 PFTCV-0 shutdown
129 2290 PFTCV-O failure
130 37 Sequencer malfunction
131 320 Oxidizer valve timing delay
131 90 Oxidizer valve timing delay
133 130 Oxidizer valve timing delay - GN 2 valve
actuation pressure low
134 300 Sequencer malfunction _
135 2062 Normal shutdown (26,068)
10-31-73 136 1540 Sequencer malfunction
137 1651 Fuel Igni*_r valve not closing
138 790 Replaced l_niter valves - cracl: in torus (30,049)
ii-i-73 139 4335 POS shutdown - checked oxygen system
140 210 Line bleed valve leaking - torus crack (34,594)
11-2-77 141 4920 Fire in cell. Hole in fuel llne _39,514)
11-6-73 142 1 .5 sec checkout - fuel valve bellows ]eak ;
getting worse
143 1 Repeat - replaced fuel valve pilot - self
actuated
144 2332 Fuel valve delay very severe
145 418 Fuel valve hardly closing. Fire on stand.
Chamber damaged (42,266 pu]ses total)
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I 4.4, Integrated Thruster Assembly Testing (cont.)
followed by a 6 second coast. Operation of the fuel valve, 6 seconds before
I the first pulse instead of 20 seconds, solved the problem. The valve delay
occurred on the cooling pulse where there were no shutdown monitors. The
) throat thermocouples were monitored and showed that the delay in the valve
opening did not compromise the cooldown. One further change was made in the
duty cycles. The 20 second coat time after the tenth pulse was shortened to
"_ 15 seconds.
-. The duty cycle as finally used was:
Pulse l_.!_- . 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I0 ii*
-- On (sec) .175 .175 .175 .175 .425 .09 .09 .09 .09 .09 .3
.._ Off (sec) .3 .3 .3 .3 .6 .25 .25 .25 ,25 15 6
The times in this duty cycle are electrical widths. They "_
are comparable to those shown in the D Duty Cycle Table XXXVII. Because of
difference in sequencing and because the fuel valve was delaying longer on
opening, both duty cycles resulted in approximately the same firing times.
The hardware was carefully inspected after 3413 pulses.
-- A GN2 ring had been installed around the throat to aid in the cooldown. It had
,, been smashed into the convergent section by blowback. An add_tlonal brace was t
added to the structure, and no further movement occurred.
In repairing the GN2 coolant ring around the throat, the
chamber was damaged. There was 8 dent in the divergen£ section of the nozzle
at the location of the _hroat section to skirt insert weld. There was a sharp
"_ bend in the weld. No attempt was made to remove the dent for fear of cracking
"" the weld.
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4.4, l_itegrated Thruster Assembly Testing (cont.)
After a cumulative total of 5621 pulses, a leak check
indicated three leaks in the torus area_ and a dye penetrant check showpd t_at
the weld was cracked in the dent in the Haynes nozzle.
The crack in the Haynes weld is shown in Figure 90. Tl.
dent was about the size of ellipse drawn in the developer around the dye
(Figure 90b). The crack was repaired by welding. The ID of the nozzle was
ground and polished to remove the excess weld material. There w-re no further
difficulties with this repair.
The small crack in the inlet line to torus weld and under
one of the reinforcement ribs could best be seen u_Ing dye penetrant as shown
i_l Figure 91. =igure 91(a) shows the dye pep in the area of the crack where a
reinforcement was welded to the inlet line. At t'_e locatlon of the crack, the
weld is a fil]et weld of a rib to the 7_ne and not a seal weld.
Figure 91(b) shows the cracks in this _nlet llne to torus
weld. The welds Pppeared to have been put on cold (the inlet llne is only I/2 mm
thick) and lacked penetration. The dye pen spot above the crack in Figure 91(h)
did not lea_; there was enough of a discontinuity between the weld and parent
material to trap some of the dye. The location to which the arrow _n the
developer is pointing on the bottom of Figure 91(b) Ks the one shown in Ftgur_
91(a).
_he torus leak location is shown in Figure 92. The defect
ap_=_d t,_ be a p_.n hole in the welu. The _ye pen inspection showed other
little hole-like irregularities in the weld as indicated by the question mar_s (?)
in Figure 92(b) that were scribed in the developer; the_e did not leak.
The leaks in the torus welds were not without parallel.
As discussed _n Section 4.2.1, chamber SN 004 had four leaks that _,=re found
during the component checkout leak check. They were repaired by welding as shown
earller in Figure 53.
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4.4, Integrated Thruster Assembly Testing (cont.)
Based on the chamber SN 004 experience, the appearance
of the we)ds on ITA SN 002, their location, etc., it was concluded that the
leaks wer_ not the r_sult of fatigue or even high stress, but were flaws in
the welds.hr. The chambers were not dye pen inspected after welding and leak
checks we run at a low pressure, 13.8 N/cm 2 (20 psla), using nitrogen (not
helium).
The leaks were repaired by TIG welding, and leak checked
using helium at 34.5 N/cm 2 (50 psia). There were no further difficulties with
the zepairs
The injector face is shown in Figure 93 as it appeared
after 5,621 and ii,44_ pulses. There was some discoloration between some of
the elements and in the cups. The face showed some light brown coloration.
The coloz was a little darker over some of the face cooling passages and around
the dump cooling orifices in the face. The appearance of the face did not
change appreciably with continued testing.
In Figure 94, ITA SN 002 is shown on the test stand after
11,443 pulses. This photograph shows the condition of the chamber as well as
the test setup. The Haynes weld repair appears as a dark area aft of the
throat at about a i0:00 o'clock position. Upstream of the throat_ the injector-
chamber interface cau be seen with some of the injector elements visible and
also appearing as a reflection on the chamber wall. The system propellant lines
had been insulated to help maintain propellant temperature conditioning. The
two main propellant lines that were described earlier as being mounted
horizontally at right angles to the thrust vector can be _een at the top of
Figure 94 on the right (oxygen) and le{t (fuel).
During Test iii, the PUS transducer failed. Thi_ pressure
was the feedback source fgr the flow control valve to maintain accumulator
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_ Figure 93. ITA SN 002 Injector Face During Testing !:
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I 4.4 Integrated Thruster Assembly Testing (cont.)
C
d pressure. The main propellant valve protect ve circuit was aIso based on the
pressures indicated by the POS transducer, llth the failure of the transducer
iv the flow control valve opened in response to the zero pressure signal. The
I valve protection circuit did not shut the test down because it too was being
slgnaled a zero pressure by the failed transducer. The burst disc in the accumu-
m
I lator ruptured at 503 N/cm 2 (730 psla) exposing the main oxygen valve, in the
open position, to a pressure 38 N/cm 2 (55 psla) in excess of the bellows proof
l pressure, 465 N/cm 2 (675 psla). After this test, the valve protective circuits
were changed to shutdown on an overpressure at either the valve inlet (POTCV and
l PFTCV) or the stand supply (POS and PFS).
i _ During Test -124, fluctuations were noted in the GN2 valve
S actuation pressure. At the conclusion of testing, a leak check revealed that
i the GN2 pressurant to the oxygen pilot valve was leaking to the main valve
i upstream of the sea=. The leak rate was quite high as the regulator on the GN2
hand loader could maintain less than 69 N/cm 2 (i00 _sia) pressure at the inlet
I to the pilot valve when set for 345 N/cm 2 (500 psia). The spare main propellant
• valve (SN 011) was used to replace the main oxidizer valve (SN 012); however,
i T the pilot valve was not replaced. Main propellant valve SN U12 was disassembled
as shown in Figure 95. The pilot valve port was pressurized with helium at less
than ,7 N/cm 2 (i psla) pressure and the b,llows leak found. It was a crack
I about 2 cm long on the OD of the fourth convolute from the seat as shown in
Figure 95.
A leak check was run on the main fuel valve. Its bellows
._ _'_ assembly was also leaking as indicated by a rise rate in pressure measured up-
stream of the valve with the test stand valve closed and the pilot valve
! _ pressurized and deenergized. Closing the test stand valve locked up a small
-- volume between the two valves that could be monitored using the valve inlet
! .. pressure port (PFTCV). The leakage rate was measured as 14 cc/mln at ambient _,
temperature with 286 N/cm 2 (415 psla) GN2 pressure at the pilot valve inlet.
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4.4, Integrated Thruster Assembly Testing (cont.)
"_ During the functional tests run prior to Test -125, the
•" fuel main propellant valve (SN 013) did nnt operate. The three way pilot valve
- was stuck in an intermediate position. The GN2 supply pressure to the pilot
.. valve was being short circuited to the vent port. The fuel pilot valve was
replaced with the pilot valve from the spare (SN 011). Subsequently, pilot
valve SN 013 was disassembled and the ball was found to be wedged in its cage
in the position half way between the two seats.
"" After replacement of the main oxygen valve and the fuel
"" pilot valve, the main propellant valve response times were slgnlf_cantly
_. improved. There were no delays during the next few tests on opening or closing.
The only uroblem encountered was low GN2 actuation pressure to the oxidizer valve.
.. (Separate supp!le_ were used for the two valves.) The low actuation pressure
caused the oxidizer valve closing to delay and resulted in shutdowns on Test -131
through -133 due to the POTCV-0 monitor that senses pressure (valve open) during
the coast times.
"" During Test q37, the fuel igniter valve began to operate
_" Inte_mlttently. It would fall to close on some pulses. During Test q38 it
-- remained open sometimes for 30 to 40 pulses in a row. Both _gnlter valves
o- were replaced after Test q38 (30,049 pulses). Igniter valve SN 002 in the fuel
circuit was replaced with SN 004 and igniter valve SN 006 in the oxidizer circuit
was replaced with SN 003.
_here were cracks in the torus after 30,049 and 34,594
' i pulses. The weld repair of these two cracks can be seen in the top insert of
_" Figure 96. The crack that occurred after 30,049 pulses is shown in the bottom
-
_" insert of Figure 96. Both cracks were in the heat affected zone adjacent to
_ .. the weld. As shown in Figure 96 (bottom insert), there was an area of mechanical
,. damage on the torus in close proximity to the first crack (30,049 pulses). The
_. mechanical damage was a series of abrasions about 23 mm long and 5 mm across at
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Figure 96. Torus Crack and Weld Repair
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'_ 4 4 Integrated Tb:uster Assembly Testing (cont.) ._
the widest point. The damaged surface had the appearance of a file, and was
! _ probably caused by the knurling on the handle of the socket extension that was
; used to remove the nut on one of the bolts that mounts the fuel valve to the
chamber valve mounts. When the chamber was removed from the test stand for
repair, the valves were left in place. This meamt the bolts holding the valves
°" to the chamber had to be removed. In order to remove one of the nuts, a socket
_- wrench was used and it had to be inserted between the fuel line and torus at
f
_, the location that was damaged. The damage was initially noted _i.en the chamber
!
; .. was removed from the stand after 5621 pulses.
= =
The fuel balance orifice is shown in Figure 96. As can
be seen in the figure, the orifice was welded in place by four TIG welds and
these welds were cracked at the time the picture was taken. The orifice had
i the shape of a bellville washer with the ID protruding toward the upstreami
direction. The orifice was rewelded and the next rlme the chamber was removed
i the welds were again cracked. The welds on the oxidizer orifice were not cracked.
The cracking of the welds arid distortion of the fuel '_r
orifice In ITA SN 002 coupled with the face that the fuel orifice in ITA SN 001
was found to be bent and loose Indicates that the orifices were being subjected
to considerable force. It would take more than 137_ N/cm 2 (2000 psld) pressure ,
difference across the orifice to produce the distortion observed in the SN 002
; fuel crlflce. No pressure spike was ever observed on any transducer; despite ;,
the transducers not being close coupled, it is difficult to imagine no response ';
to pressures of that magnitude. Moreover, the lines, the torus, and especially .
the flat OD of the torus show no distortion from overpressurizatlon.
_ At the beginning of a test, the orifice and flange were
i warm due to the hot purge. On startup, cryogenic hydrogen would flow through
_ them. The thin orifice would cool_,own much mo_e rapidly than the flanges and
;!, Its thermal contraction would pull It away from the walls of the flange thus
_ cracking the welda.
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Test 141 was shutdown when evidence of fire was seen on
the TV monitor. There was a large rupture in the fuel inlet line as shown in
Figure 97. The failure appeared to start at the apex of the chevron shaped
opening next to the weld and to tear back from there. The edges did not appear
to have failed in tension, but shear. The tear was repaired by welding as
shown in Figure 97. There were 39,514 pulses on the thruster.
The line rupture did not result in a low thrust sh, tdown.
This is a little hard to understand considering all the low thrust shutdowns
that occurred previously. Shutdown was done manually on the basis of visual
detection of fire exterior to the engine. On the last pulse series, chamber
pressure and thrust were low by about 15% and fuel flow rate was h_Rh about
20% (long pulse) to 35% (short pul==). The high level of performance means one
of two things: (i) there was a crack in the line and the tear old not occur
until the last pulse or until shutdown (induced by deflection resulting from
thermal changes), or (2) the combination of cross velocity and sonic flow out
the hole kept the hydrogen loss low enough that the chamber could operate.
There are four factors that favor the latter exp]anatlon.
(I) The hydrogen ?low is only 25% of the total so relatively high thrust and P
C
would be maintained even with a significant reduction in fuel flow rate.
(2) Because constant pressure was maintained upstream of the valves the fuel flow
rate increased which would practically offset the loss. (3) The ITA can probably
operate at very high mixture ratios with short pulses - especially with the
hardware cooldown that occurs with fuel valve lag on closing. (4) The rupture
occurred on the inside of the bend in the tube; momentum forces result in the
bulk of the gas flow being on the outside of the bend.
The fuel line rupture occurred with 34,5q4 pulses on the
thruster. The Inside of the chamber, the Injector and the nozzle did not look
' any different that earlier in testing as will be seen in subsequent photographs.
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Figure 97. Inlet Line Failure and Repair ,
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4.4, Integrated Thruster Assembly Testing (cont.)
The FM tape of the Test -141 was played back and an
oscillograph record msde from it. There were no anomolles, such as pressure
spikes in the data.
At the end of Test -141, the leak in the fuel valve bellows
was so large that the next test could not be started w_th GN 2 actuation. The
GN 2 pressure was set by hand prior to testing and had to be done before the line
could be pressured or the fuel valve would open. When the GN 2 was turned on, the
fuel system upstream of the valve filled with GN 2. To preclude this problem, the
valves were switched to self actuation. Main valve cold flow tests were run and
the fuel valve would not close.
The pilot valve that had been removed from the fuel valve
earlier was disassembled. It was at this time that the ball was found to be
stuck in its cage half way between the two seats. The ball was freed and the
cage wiped clean with a soft tissue and solvent. The ball then moved freely
in the cage.
!
The reaJsembled pilot valve was reinstalled on the fuel
valve (main valve SN 013 was restored to its original configuration). The valve
operated perfectly _n a cold flow checkout and on the first two .5 second check-
out test firings (Tests -142 and -143). However, during Test -144 when pulsing
was perfocmed, it behaved very erratically. It did not delay on closing on pulse
#5 which is of .45 second duration; there was a lag on the order of 50 msec on
closing after the .15 second pulses and a 100 to 200 msec lag on closing after
the short pulses. Figure 98 illustrates the problems. At times, the delay
would almost disappear; at other times, the valve would operated as shown in
Figure 99. The delay in closing got worse on the short pulses as the test
progressed so that the duration of pulse #8 was changed to 390 msec in an attempt
to break up the five short pulses where the worst delay was occurring.
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4.4, Integrated Thruster Assembly Testing (cont.)
"" Test -144 was shut down by a computer malfunction.
-- Test -145 was started Immedlately as had been d_ne many times, Test -145 was
. shut down after 418 pulses when flashes were _een on the TV monitor. There were
two heat streaks in the vozzle and burn through the chamber !n one of the streaks.
; ITA SN 002 after Tes -145, is shown in Figure I00.
Judging by the amount of material removed, the failure probably occurred at
7 about the throat section to skirt weld (lower weld in insert on left of Figure
t
, I00). The burn through worked aft from there because of disruption o_ the film
: "" coolant and flow through the rupture in the pressure boundary. It worked forward
-. because of thermally induced cracks such as seen in Figure 100.
i The condition of the chamber would suggest that the crack
_ did not occur first. There was a heat streak forward of the c :ack - the crack "_
; cannot explain it. Secondly, if the crack had occurred first, it is in a high
pressure region of the chamber and surely would have eroded more because of
• hot gas flow through, especially since the heat streak shows that the ffc has
! been interrupted. The burn through of ITA SN 001 occurred in thJs area.
i . A close-up of the entire burn through area is shown in
Figure i01. The start of the heat streak can also be seen more clearly in thist "
photograph. There were two heat streaks in the nozzle of chamber S_ 002 after
Test -145 that were not there before.
The ITA SN 002 throat and nozzle are shown in Figure 102. :
The photographs, with the exceptlox, of the one of the hardware before test were
"" aligned to have approximately the same orientation in each picture as the chamber
had on the test stand - the aligr_ent was done on the basis of the weld repair to
the Haynes which is in the 10:00 o'clock position in each photograph, and on the
basis of a white marking that occvrred in the I:00 to 2:00 o'clock position. The
I 'heat streak that can be seen in the 3:00 o'clock position and the heat streak/ _
burn-through that can be seen in the 5:00 o'clock position after 42,266 pulses,
I ,_ not appear in any of the other photographs.
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Figure 102. ITA SN 002 Throat and Nozzle
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,%.4. Integrated Thruster Assembly Testing (cont.) 1
i
- 1
•, When the chambers were cold flow tested as part of the _1
.. component checkout testing, the flow 45e from the hydrogen inlet (clockwise !
looking from forward to aft) was consistently lower than the average (see |
Section 4.5). The thermocouples were placed in this location because of the
slightly lower flow and were generally found to run hotter than others located I
.t
circumferentially. The small burn through that occurred on ITA SN 001 (Test 1
!
-007) was at the location of the thermocouples and about 5 _m aft of the ffc
"" injection tip. The heat streak that contains _he burn through on ITA SN 002 1
-- start about 5 _m aft of the ffc injection tip at the location of the thermo- {
.- couples. The burn through of ITA SN 001 and ITA SN 002 occurred at the same
.. location.
Because of the heat streaks which were not seen earlier, the
similarity to icing problems that occured on Test -007 and -009, the chilldown
caused by the fuel valve delay on closing, and the blowback of water fnto the
°.
chamber that occurs with shutdown, the burn through probably was caused by over-
" heating resulting from ice blockage of the ffc passages.
• - After Test -009 with ITA SN 001, ice was seen in the chamber;
[
.. it had a slush-llke appearance, and was in spaghetti-llke shapes. It appeared
: ;. to have be@n extruded from the injector orifices. After many tests, water was
observed standing in the chamber to the level of the outer row of injector
_ elements. The orientation of the chamber was such that the fuel inlet llne was
the low point in the system. Water standing in the chamber could run into the
- _ _ lower fuel elements, down into the fuel plenum of the injector, down into the
• .e
regenerative passages, d,,,_ninto the torus, and down into the inlet llue where
_ _: it would collect.
i om
-o Normally, the chamber was warm enough after a firing that
_. the water did not freeze or perhaps was vaporized - 40,000 pulses had been made
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4.4, Integrated Thruster Assembly Testing (cont.)
with no problem "nd no streaking. As Test 145 progressed, the fuel valve delay
increased until it was almost not closing on every pulse - see Figure 99. The
chamber got cold enough as the fuel valve delay got longer to freeze the water
in the inlet line. Ice or slush blocked the ffc passages causing the heat streaks
and burn through. The ice would impinge on the ffc orifices as the point of
lowest flow on the basis of the flow pattern from the inlet line to the torus.
Figure 103, showing some of the chamber temperatures
during pulse testing, has been included for two reasons. The first is to demon-
strate that one full thermal cycle is produced every ten pulses. The second is
to show that chamuer temperatures are low enough for icing to occur during the
cycle life testing, circumstances which are different from Test -007 and -OOQ.
Figure 103 shows two temperature plots from the striD charts.
They were recorded early _n the testing as flowback stripped all thermocouples
off the chamber after a few pulses. From the response of TN-3A and 3C, it can
be seen that the GN 2 and H2 produced a complete cooldown. Uneven GN 2 flow distri-
bution and differences in thermocouple installation probably caused the GN 2 to
affect the two thermocouples differently. As can be seen from the injector face
thermocouple even components tnat are heated and normally return to their
_nitial temperature, such as the injector and regenerator section, are chilled
well below freezing by the hydrogen flow and stay cold.
Components such as the torus and fuel inlet line would get
quite cold since there is very little he_t conduction to them. The problem may
well have been ice formation in the cold fuel line that was broken loose by
b]owback rapping the fuel inlet llne.
Three views of the chamber, taken 120 ° apart to show the
complete chamber exterior arc shown in Figure 104. The nozzle extension is
shown in Figure 105. As can be seen from the photographs of the exterior and skirt,
t
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_" 4.4, Integrated Thruster Assembly Testing (cont.)
o, the thruster looked normal except of course for the heat streaks and erosion.
.. The Haynes throat and skirt did not have the green color ot ITA SN 001 indicating
,. it had _nt reached aslhlgh temperatures. The only place where the green color
occurred on ITA SN 002 was the heat streak area on either side of the burn-
through.
The throat is shown in Figure 106. It did not look llke
"" ITA SN 001 or even llke it did in earlier tests. First, of course, there were
-" the heat streaks. Secondly there were areas that were a bright silver color;
• they did not have the grained appearance of the original finish or the oxidized/
fired appearance of the rest of the chamber. The silver spots had an appearance
similar to parts freshly removed from a hydrogen furnace - which suggests that
they got quite warm and then were exposed to hydrogen. There were two other
places where a bright silver surface could be seen - they were two slender
fingers ex.tending from the ffc injection point on the.convergent section of the
chamber, one to the taroat at the location of the heat streak, and one to the
crack in the eroded heat streak.
The ffc tip of chambers SN 001 and SN 002 are shown in
Figure 107. There was no pitting, melting or cracking that could be seen in
either chamber. The convergent section of the ZrCu felt grainey indicating that
some metal was belng removed. The ffc tip of chamber SN 002 upstream of the two
heat streaks was not damaged.
..
_ The SN 002 injector chamber interface is shown in Figure 108
"" at various stages of the cycle life testing. There was very little change in
-- appearance after the first few thousand pulses. The chamber wall got rougher and
-. darker, but after 42,226 pulses was still smooth enough over 2/3 of its circum-
ference to reflect the injector elements.nO
d_
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Figure 108. ITA SN 002 Injector - CI_amber Interface
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"- 4.4, Integrated ThrusterAssembly Testing (cont.)
_ Three views of the body of igniter SN 002 that was used
for the 42,266 pulses is shown in Figure 109. Except for a little dark area on
; the very tip where the hole made by the face _latelets was larger than the hole
...
in the face plate, the unit hardIy looked fired. The inside wa_ similar in
appearance.
"" The igniter assemblies that were used with ITA SN 001 and
-- 002 are shown in Figure ii0. In both cases, the porcelain on the spark plug
.. broke back a llttle, but in neither case did it interfere with their operation.
The two unlts shown in Figure ii0 produced ignition every single time. The
SN 001 unit was fired over a wide range of MR, pressure and temperature conditions
and the SN 002 unit was fired 42,266 times.
ITA SN 002 after 42,266 pulses, Is shown in Figure iii.
The Haynes weld repair can be seen and obviously held up quite well. After
" 42,_66 pulses, the chamber shows no signs of fatigue damage.
.. Table _XIX is a summary to the chamber repair and component
.. failure history of ITA SN 002.
°
. .
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Figure iii. ITA SN 002 After Testing
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TABLE XXXIX
SUMMARY OF COMPONENTFAILURES
Pulse Event Probable Cause
5621 a. Leak in torus weld• a. Pln hole in weld.
_ b. Leaks In fuel line to torus weld. b. Flaws in welds•
_ c• Crack in Haynes weld. c, Mechanical damage.
"" 20,724 a. Bellows leaks - both maln a. Overpressurlzatlon of ox
propellant valves. (Main ox valve due to transducer
_. valve, SN 012, replaced.) failure• Crack In bellows.
"_ b. Fuel pilot valve inoperative, b• Critical tolerances dis-
.. rupt_ by deposit from
i nlckd plating.
_" 30,049 a. Fuel igniter valve closure inter- a• Valve was not disassembled -
_. mittent (igniter valves replaced), cause unknown.
b. Crack in torus, b. High stresses i_uc_ by
i_ mechanical damages.
34,594 Crack in torus Residual stresses from
: prior weld repair.
t
! ! 39,514 a. Fuel inlet line rupture, a. Fatigue at hlgh stress level
"" resulting from installation.
,- b. Bellows leak in main fuel valve b. Propogatlon of crack in bellows.
_ severe.
c. Fuel pllot valve inoperative c. Critical tolerances d_upted
-- self actuated, by deposit from nlcke. ,)_tlng.
.. 42,266 Chamber burn through Ice formation in cooling
I passages due to test cell
• - water blowback and chill-
_ down by fuel valve closing
"" delay. ,
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4.5 DATA ANALYSIS
4.5.1 l_niter Tests
4.5.1.1 Exciter
4.5.1.1.1 EMI
Procedure conducted EMI was measured on each of
the two isolated power input leads to exciter PN 47170 SN 001 over the 20 KHz
to 50 MHz frequency range. No evidence was found to indicate the Dresence of
narrowband EMI as defined by the tests of MIL-STD-462. All measurements were
made using the slideback substitution method. Peak detector functlon was used
for all tests. Each tuning range was slowly scanned during the I sec on time
of a 1 sec ON, 3.5 sec off duty cycle. At least three frequencies per octave,
indicative of the highest noise levels, were selected for measurement. Where no
EMI was detected, the instrument background EMI level was recorded at the three
frequencies per octave distribution.
Figure 112 shows the results of the steady
statr_tests. Steady state ON conducted EMI was on the order of 30 dB below the
limit at low frequencles and the margin increased as freouency increased. At !:
.8 hHz for the positive lead and 1.8 M11z conducted EMI was not detected above
instrument background levels. The data for the spark monJtor circuit are not
shown as conducted EMI was not significantly above the instrument background
]evels In the 20 to 150 KHz range, and 12 dB above instrument background:levels _.
_ at 900 KHz for frequencies greater than 150 KHz.
Transient conducted EMI was 122 DBUI/MHz at
i 20KHz (spec limit is 134) and ]02 to 104 at 28 KHz (spec limit is 127.5). At
frequencies above 35 KHz the transient was not detected.
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4.5, Data Analysis (coot.)
The same methods of measurement and frequency
selection employed for the conducted EMI testing were used to measure radiated
EM] to Method REOZ over the 14 KHz to 1 GHz range. With the spark monitor lead
shlelded, no radiated EMI was detected above the instrument background levels.
Procedure-Susceptibility signals correspondln_
to the levels of MiL-STD-461A, Notice 3, Figure 17, were in_ected in series
with the positive Input lead to exciter SN 001.
The spark r_te of the exciter is dependent both
on voltage and component temperature. Consequently, the spark rate at frequencies
below 500 Hz was observed to increase and decrease in accordance with the peaks
and valleys of the sum of the AC and DC inputs, and variation in rate was
detected depending upon whether the susceptibility ON or OFF condition was
measured first since some heating occurred. With 38 VDC input, the maximum
variation in spark vs. susceptibility signal frequency was only 2.5%. An
acceptable spark rate could bemBintained over a given period of time when the
exciter is subjected to the conducted suscertibility signals of MIL-STD-4alA:
Notice 3, Method LS01.
4.5.1.1.2 Temperature, Energy and Life Tests
The engineering exciter unit, SN 001, (vermiculite
filled), was subjected to temperature and life tests.
The unit was operated with a 50% duty cycle
(50 msec ON and 50 msec OFF) for 85 minutes in 29°C air and also in -7q°C air.
The case was unsulated from heat loss by conduction. The temperature of the case
and eight components were measured. The exciter case temperature transients
are shown in Figure 113. The operation and calibration results are shown in
Table XL.
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4. ,5 Data Analysis (cont.) ._7
TABLE XL
EXCITER OPERATION AND CALIBRATION
Room Input Input Spark Monitor
Temp. Voltage Current Rate Output
: °C VDC Amps SPS Voltage Comments
24 24 .85 480 3 Room temperature calibration
2g .86 590 2.9
32 .88 710 2.9
-79 24 .5 182 2.8 Operation before low temperature
28 .6 278 2.8 test.
32 .65 358 2.8
-79 24 .69 400 2.7 Operation after low temperature _o
28 .74 500 2.7 test.
32 .76 606 2.7
24 24 .83 445 2.8 Posttest room temperature
28 ,85 552 2.8 calibration.
32 .87 625 2.8
The temperature data indicate that the exciter
does not require special temperature conditioning to operate satisfactorily.
With an emissivity coating, the igniter could be operated extensively In the
vacuum conditions of space with temperatures no higher than those measured in the
ambient temperature test. The chilldown of the oxidizer dome to which the
igniter and support bracket are mounted will not cause the exciter to m_ifunctlon
because of low component temperatures resulting from heat loss to the in_ector. ,
The low temperature tests demonstrated operation at a temperature (194°K) below
the oxidizer nominal temperature (208°K). _:
The lifetime demonstrated in the tests (eau_valent :
to 85 minutes continuous operation) is probably in excess of any I0 year space
shuttle requirement. An ON time of .040 to .050 sec per firing for 50,000 f_rlngs,
: for example, constitutes 33 to 42 minutes of cumulative operation, ;
_L
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, 4°5, Data Analysis (cont.)
I •'7The output voltage measured for the SN 001 ,
engineering unit was 15 Kv by oscilloscope and 16.5 Kv by bali-gap.
,! Additional data on the spark energy were obtained
i I wlth the SN 004 exclter. The stored energywas 17.bmJoules and the total sparkenergy was 8.3 mJoules for a spark efficiency of 47%. The flrst-spark duration i_
I was 28.5 _sec; the peak power was 1320 watts.
I 4.5.1.2 Igniter Functional Test Firing "
The Igniter was test fired over a wide range of
operating conditions. Pressures at the inlet to the valves varied from 159 N/cm 2
(230 p:_la) to 448 N/cm 2 (650 psia). The hydrogen temperatures varied from ambient
to 166°K (298°R). Igniter chamber pressures were 114 (167) to 295 N/cm 2
(428 psla) and the core mixture ratio 14 to 77. The test conditions are summarized
I in Table XLI. %t
:.
I Test 116 was a valve sequencing test. Ignitionwas accomplished with oxidizer valve lead times of I0, 5, O, -5 and -I0 (lag)
, J
: msec. Test 118 was an ignition delay test. Spark lead time was varied in six
I steps from being on 25 msec before opening the valves to 12 msec after opening _,
the valves. A total of 1075 firings were made. The igniter operated with i00% t
I reliability.
I The components that were used for the igniter !
functional test firings are shown in Figure 114. Figure !14a shows the exciter,
? support bracket and test fixture. The "crosses" at the inlets were utilized for :
_ propellant pressure and temperature measurements. Igniter housing SN 003 which
was used for all the functional testing summarized in _able XLI and for all the i
! I exciter checkout test firings is shown in Figure l14b; as can be seen in the
k picture, there are no heat marks on the igniter body. The highest temperature
!
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4.5, Data Analysis (cont.)
recorded on the body was 273"C (524°F) which indicates that the igniter is
operating at lower temperatures than assumed in the design analysis.
4 • 5.2 Hydraulics
4.5.2.1 Cold Flow Results
4.5.2.1.1 ITA
The data from the cold flow testing of the four
ITA units are summarized in Table XLII for the ox circuit and in Table XLIII
for the fuel circuit. The data consists of the GN2 flow rates, pressures st the
inlet to each circuit, the manifold pressures (POj and PFj) and the discharge
coefficient * area products (_A) that correlates the data. The GN2 flow rate
was varied over the range of I/2 to 2X the value that was calculated to give
Mach number slmultation at nominal conditions. The CDA was calculated from the
expression
CDAp
where:
A = Area
= Discharge coefficient
g = Gravitational constant
M - Molecular weight
P = Inlet pressure
Pd _ Discharge pressure
R - _as constant
T = Temperature
7 - Ratio of specific heats
- Flow rate
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--4
,- As shown earlier in Table XXV, the ox circuit
slmulation flow rate of 45.8 g/set (.101 Ib/sec) should correspond to an
11.825 N/cm2 (17.150 psla) Inlet pressure and 11.487 N/cm 2 (16.660 psla) mani-
fold pressure. The average of the 12 measurements (3 measuresr,ents on each of
"" the four units) is 11.742 N/cm 2 (17.030 psia) for the iplet pressure and 11.216 N/cm 2
"" (16.267 psla) for the manifold pressure. These measurements scale to 240 N/cm2
-- (348 psia) vs 241 N/cm2 (350 psla) for the inlet llne pressure and 229 N/cm2 (332
•. psia) vs 234 N/cm 2 (340 psia) for the manifold pressure. The agreement of the
measured hydraulics with the design hydraulics is well within the experimental
.. accuracy.
The CD A values were included primarily to show
consistency from unit to unit, with prior measurements, and over the range of flows.
The spread in the _ A values for all the units is 6.7% indicating that the fabrl-
cation process is repeatable. The average CD A value for the four units agrees
"" with the average of the prior measurements for the four units as injector assemblies
•- within .55%. Finallyj the standard deviation of the average _ A values from the
-. values calculated for each flow step is less than 1% for all four units and in-
. dicates that the subsonic flow expression provides good correlation of the data.
The ITA fuel circuit cold flow data (Table _III)
do not provide as much information as the oxidizer circuit data. The reason is
the complexity of the fuel flow system. The fuel circuit contains two parallel
flow paths (the regen and the ffc circuit) each with a different back pressure.
"" There is heat addition to the regen circuit, the fuel Im the injector is heated and
"" therefore at a temperature different from the rest of the circuit, and finally the
.- inlet llne and torus flow is the sum of the regen and ff circuit flows.c
.. In calculating the GN2 flow rate that provides
Math number simulation of the ITA fuel circuit, the regen circuit was simulated
_nd the flow in the ffc circuit that resulted was calculated and added to the
_ _e 315
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4.5, Data Analys_s (cont.)
regen flow to get a total flow rate. There is no constant temperature GN2 flow
rate tnat will simulate the actual H 2 flow conditions with heat addition and 4
different temperatures in different parts of the circuit. The overall conditions
were simulated; the pressure at each station cannot be simulated.
By comparing the inlet pressure and manifold
pressure data of Table XLIII at the simulation flow rate, 42.6 g/sec (.093/.090
Ib/sec), with the predicted test simulation pressures summarized in Table XXV it
can be seen that the measured pressures are less than the predicted pressures.
At the inlet the pressure ratios to a 253 N/cm 2 (367 psia) from the data versus a
267 N/cm 2 (387 psla) design pressure. The lower pressure vas considered of no
consequence since the final balance was achieved by means of an orifice in the
inlet llne.
The CD A values for the ITA fuel circuit show
two things. The variation of the average values from unit to unit results in a
spread of 5.1% indicating good manufacturing repeatability. Secondly, the simple
subsonic flow expression does not describe the complex fuel systen as indicated
by the systematic variation in CD A with flow rate, and further demonstrated by
the 5 to 6% standard deviation of the average CD A from the values calculated for
each measurement.
The balance orifices were sized to give the re-
quired pressure ratio at the GN2 flea rate that provides Mach number simulation
as summarized in Table XXV. The requirements and results are summarized in
Table XLIV. The required inlet pressures were achieved within .6%.
?
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: .. 4.5, Data Analysis (cont.)
TABLE XLIV
.. ITA BALANCEDATA
J
ITA INLET PRESSURES _ Nlcm 2 (PSIA) •
• -- SN OXIDIZER FUEL i
i .
001 12. ]9 13.28 -:
" _- (18.70) (19.26)
"" 002 12.92 13.29 ;
: : :" (18.74) (19.28) ,_
• 003 12.89 13.28
(18.70) (19.26) _
004 12.89 13.21
(18.69) (19.16)
: : Design 12.91 13.29
• " (Table XXV) (18.72) (19.28)
-. 4.5.2.1.2 Igniter
. As described in Section 4.3.2.1, igniter housing
SNO01 was flow tested and on the basis of the data the orifices that determine the
split in H2 flow between the core and the coolant circuit were reslzed. An internal
leakage check was also made using thls unit as described in 4.3.2.1.3. The CD A
reduced from the data obtained for SN001 without the seal around the sleeve (internal
o 2 2
! ! leakage) was .0382 cm (.00592 in. ). The CO A obtained with a seal around the
"" sleeve (no internal leakage) was .0336 cm2 (.00521 in.2). From the two CD A values
"" the coolant flows not going through the orifices were approximately 13.5%. When
!,
-- the igniter was cold this internal leakage would occur. When the igniter was
.. operating and warm the leakage would be reduced. The average temperature of the
.. igniter sleeve would have to be approximately 280°C (536°F) fc,L _ermai expansion
of the sleeve to be sufficient to eliminate the .00508 cm (.00Z . .) dimetrlcal
clearance between the sleeve and the counterbore in the injector.
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4.5, Data Analysis (cont.)
The igniter cold flow data for the fuel circuit
are given in Table XLV. Flow rates, inlet pressures and a CD A calculated using
the subsonic flow equation are given at each flow value for each of the four igni[=r
units. The data for the first two flow steps in Table A_V are suspect. These low
flow values were obtained with back pressures at a nominal 20.7 N/cm 2 (30.0 psia).
For the two lowest flow conditions the inlet pressure and the back pressure are
so close to the same value that the sum of the accuracies of the two transducers
used to measure the pressures was about the same order of magnitude as the pressure
; difference. It is virtually impossible at these low flow rates to accurately de-
termine the pressure ratio (back pressure divided by inlet pressure). I
The spread in the average CD A values obtained for
the four units in 6.5% indicating consistency in fabrication. The average CD A for
the four units is .00504 cm2 (.0007815 in.2) which is within .6% of the design value,
.00501 cm2 (.000777 in.2).
The igniter cold flow data for the coolant clrcult
are given in Ta51e XLVI. The CD A values were calculated using the sonic flow
equation
w CD g ( yT_ y-i
where: A = area
CD --discharge coefficient
g = gravitational constant
M = molecu.lar weight
P = pressure
R - gas constant
T = temperature
w = flow rate
y = r_tlo of cpecif_c heats
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4.5, Data Analysis (cont.) :
There is about a 4% spread in the average CD A r
values for igniter SN001, SN002 and SN003. Igniter SNO04 has an average _ A value
that Is 13.5% lower than the .0232 cm2 (.00360 in. 2) value averaged from the CD A .3
values for units SNO01, SN002 and SN003. This suggests plugging of one or more of
I the coolant orifices, or no internal leakage. If this unit has been used for test-ing the orifices would have been inspected and/or probed to insure no plugging.
i I The average _ A value for units SN001, SN002 i
and SN003, .0232 cm2 (.00360 in.2), compares to a design value of .0201 cm2
: I (.00312 in.2). In effect, when the igniter was cold the coolant flow including
i internal leakage was 15.4% above the design value; when the igniter warmed up and
' l there was no internal leakage the Igniter coolant circuit flowed 1.9% more than
the design value.
The cold flow data for the oxidizer circuit are
i I summarized in Table XLVI, The CD A values were derived from the data using _he
subsonic flow equation described earlier. As was the case for the H2 core circuit
_ the CD A at the two lowest flow rates are suspect. The inlet pressure and chamber
I pressure were so close to the same value at tilelow flow rate that the accuracy of
the transducers relative to each other could introduce significant error in the
I ratio of the two pressures which was required to calculate the CD _ values, The
CD A value for the four units averaged from the three highes_ flow rates have a
I 3.7% spreads indicating part to part consistency. There was no design prebsure
drop requirement for the oxidizer system. The design concept utiliz_d low
i pressure drop in the igniter since the resistance of the value limite_ the oxidizer iflow to the design value.
I The resistance of the valve in the oxidizer elr-
cult was such that the igniter ox system flowed 69Z of th_ design flow rate. The
balance orifice was selected for the fuel system such that it flowed at approximately ""
the same percentage (71%) of design flow. Thus, tileactual overall MR (6.2) was
T maintained relatively close to the design value (6.5). ]
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4.5, Data Analysis (cont.)
4.5.2.1.3 Injector
As discussed in Section 4.3.3 the injector cold
flow was done in two stages. The injector body was flowed with a fixture to close
out the manifold as shown in Figure 71 to check the oxidizer circuit h_draulics
prior to completion of fabrication. Both the oxidizer circuit and the fuel circuit
of the completed injectors were cold flow tested. The tests consisted of flow
uniformity measurement and hydraulic characterization.
The hydraulic characterization results for the
four injector bodies (ox circuit) are given in Table XLVII. 'fheCD A values for
each injector body and flow rate were calculated using the subsonic flow equation
discussed earlier. The CD A values vary approximately 10% with flow rate (or
pressure ratio) indicating that the flow characteristics cannot be described by
: a simple correlation over a range of flow that varies by a factor of 5 from minimum
to _aximum. The variation in CO A with flow as shown in Table XLVIII ir consistent
fror_unit to unit and the _ver_ge CD A values calculated for each in_ector body
have a spread that is less than 5% indicating consistency in fabrication. _
The fl_ from each oxidizer element was measured.
The results are shown in Figure 115. The rotameter readings for each injector
(72 values) were averaged and the flow for each element was expzessed as percent
of the average value for L_lat injector. The injector elements were configured
in concentric rings around the igniter port. There were 12 elements in the inside
ring, 24 elements in the second or middle ring and 36 elements in the outside ring.
A different symbol was used for each ring in Figure 115. In general, significant
deviation fro_ the average flow occurs only for elements in the center of the
injector (inside ring). The outside ring, which was closest to the chamber wall,
showed the least variation.
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" I 4.5, Data Anslysls (cont.)
I Figure 115 depicts the flow uniformity pictorially.
To provide numerical assessment the standard deviation from the average value was
calculated for each injector and for each ring of elements. The results are pre-
sented in Table XLIX.
I STANDAED DEVIATIONS (Z) - INJECTOR BODY COLD FLOW
ELEMENTS COMPARED SN001 SN002 SN003 SN004
Inside RiDE (12 elements) 3.9 2.3 3.4 2.6
Middle Ring (24 elements) 1.9 3.0 2.3 2.2
- Outside Ring (36 elements) 1.2 1.6 2.0 1.5
All Elements (72 elements) 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.0
I
The injector assembly cold fle_ data are presented
I in Table L for the oxidizer circuit and in Table LI for the fuel circuit.
I The oxidizer circuit CD A values obtained for the
completed injector (Table L) are 15 to 18% lower than the CD A values obtained for
i the Injector body. A lower CD A means more resistance. There are two otherdifferences in the oxidizer data -- body versus assembly. The average CD A for
injector SN001 is 5Z lower than the average values of units SN002, 003 and 004.
I The differences in the SN001 injector body data from those obtained with the other
three units was 2%. Finally, there is no systematic variation in the injector CD A
| values with flow rate as ther.ewas with the CD A values obtained for the injector
body.?
I
_ The greater restriction (lower CD A values)
I apparent in the Injector data versus the injector body data and In the SN001 in-{ Jector data versus data for the other three injectors is probably due to the inlet
t
i! '
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4.5, Data Analysis (cont.)
line/dome interface configuration. The injector bcdy data were obtained with a
single inlet configuration, namely that of the flow fixture (Figure 71). The
inlet llne to fixture Joint was accessible from the "inside" after welding; there-
fore, the geometry of the inlet llne discharge area could be cleaned up. After
the weld of the inlet line to the dome of the injector was made the internal
@eometry could not be cleaned up. Moreover, injector SN001 was the first article
and the machining of the opening in the dome, the fit of the inlet line to the
opening and the weldment were not as clean as was the case for the subsequent
assemblies which benefited from the techniques learned with SN001.
The _ A values for the oxidizer circuit are
tabulated in Table LII as they were obtained for the cold flow of the injector
body, injector assembly, and complete ITA. The ITA flow test of the oxidizer
circuit was basically a repeat of the injector flow test. There were no changes
in the oxidizer flow circuit. The circuit was flowed as a thruster to verify that
subsequent fabrication processes had not introduced foreign material, etc., that
would alter the hydraulics or disrupt the uniform flow distribution.
TABLE LIi
OXIDIZER CIRCUIT CHARACTERISTICS
CD A, cm2 (in.2)
CONFIGURATION SN001 SN002 SN003 SN004 AVG.
Injector Body 2.77 2.83 2.84 2.82 2.82
(.430) (.439) (.440) (.437) (.436)
Injector Assembly 2.27 2.39 2.39 2.39 2.36
(.352) (.370) (.371) (.370) (.366)
ITA 2.31 2.46 2.34 2.39 2.38
(.358) (.382) (.362) (.370) (.368)
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I &.5, Data Analysis (cont.)
The fuel circuit hydraulic characteristics, as
summarized in Table LI, were very consistent. The CD A values have a spread of ,
I approximately 5% over a flow rate that was varied by a factor of 5. The
range
spread in the _verage CD A values for the four injectors is i%.
! •
Like the oxidizer injector body data the injector
I assembly fuel circuit data were Obtained using a test fixture. The fixture shoran _in Figure 71 was used to simulate the regen channels and to close out the fuel
'_ manifold. On the other hand, the measurements made for the lEA (Table XLIII) were
I made on the complete fuel circuit (inlet llne, torus, regen channels, manifold and
injector) and with the ffc circuit flowing (additional pressure drop in the inlet
I line). The hydraulic characteristics as determined for the injector fuel circuit
and for the ITA fuel circuit are compared in Table LIII. The ITA circuit had 28%
I more resistance than the injector plus fixture circuit. The spread in the average
CD A values for the four ITA units was 5%.
TABLE LIII
l'-
. FUEL CIRCUIT CHARACTERISTIC _
"_ CD A, cm2 (in.2)
_" CONFIGURATION SN001 SN002 SN003 SN004 AVG.
"_" Injector 1.97 1.98 1.99 1.99 1.98
•, (. 306) (. 307) (. 308) (. 309) (. 3075)
"" ITA 1.51 1.54 1.56 1,59 1.55
(.234) (,238) (.242) (.246) (.240)
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4.5, Data Analysis (cont.)
The CD A values for the injector circuits (Tables
XLVIII, L, LI, LII and LIII) were calculated using the pressure ratio of the chamber
(atmospheric pressure) to inlet pressure. These data, while suitable for the pur-
oose of the cold flow testing, namely checkout (fabrication/design), are not exactly
applicable to the operating conditions. There are two factors that preclude and
exact correlation of the CD A values to test firing conditions: (i) in cold flow
testing the inlet pressure was measured in a fitting upstream of the inlet line
flange3; a balance orifice was subsequently installed in the inlet flange; (2) the
flow of the propellants in the premix cup during a firing results in a pressure
drop that is a function of the flow of both propellants. Thus, the cold flow data
are based on atmospheric back pressure in the chamber with negligible cup pressure
loss while in actual operation the circuit back pressure depends not only on
chamber pressure, but the flow rate of the other propellants.
The cold flow testing was based on Math number
simulation. A GN2 flow rate was calculated to give the same pressure ratio (chamber
to inlet, for example) as would be achieved with the propellants at nominal con-
ditions. _le scaled down test conditions for the injector were presented in Table
XXIX. In Table LIV the test conditions are compared to the nrc_icted test manifold
pressures, and operating manifold pressures are projected f_om the test data for
comparison to the design values. The manifold pzessures that are projected for
nominal operation from the test data are 4.8 N/cm 2 (7 psia) lower than design for
the oxidizer and 12.4 N/cm 2 (18 psia) lower than design for the fuel. The lower
pressures are at least in part due to the premix cup pressure drop that was not
reproduced in the cold flow testing.
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4.5, Data Analysis (cont.)
I TABLE LIV
_ INJECTOR MANIFOLD PRESSURES PROJECTED FROM COLD FLOW DATA
I OXIDIZER FUEL
TEST PREDICTED TEST PREDICTED
I DESIGN DESIGN (DATA DESIGN DESIGN (DATAVALUE SIMULATION DATA SC LED UP) VALUE SIMULATION DATA SC LED 'JPl
Flow Rate, 1252 45.8 45.8 1252 242 25.2 35.2 242m
l g/sec (Ib/sec) (2.76) (.I01) (.i01) (2.76) (.545) (.0777) (.077) (.545)
Manifold Pressure, 234 11.5 11.237 229 232 11.2 10.749 219
I N/cm 2 (psla) (340) (16.7) (16.298)(333) (336) (16.3) (15.577) (318)
Chamber Pressure, 207 I0.i I0.I 207 207 i0.I I0.I 207
I N/cm 2 (psla) (300) (14.7) (14.7) (300) (300) (14.7) (14.7) (300)
The injector flow uniformity data are summarized
I in Figure 116 for the oxidizer circuit and in Figure 117 for the fuel circuit. In
comparing the flow uniformity data for the ox circuit obtained for the injector
I body (Figure i15) to that obtained for the injector assembly (Figure 116) it can be
seen that there is slightly more scatter in the injector asse_ly data, especially
I for unit SN001. The standard deviation of the flows _asured for each oxidizer
element from the average for each injector is summarized in Table LV. By comparison
I to corresponding standard deviations in the data obtained with the injector bodyit can be seen that while there is more scatter in the injector data than the [n-
jector body data. The injector flow distribution is quite uniform with 95% (2 o)
I of the data falling wlthln + 5% of the average flow rate.
I In Figure l16a one data point (60 °) is shown at 84%
of the average flow rate. The point was included to show that the flow measurement
I technique was sensitive to flow variation (probe pressure drop was low). Probing
the element increased the flow to about the average value indicating the presence
I of a foreign object or burr at the inlet to the tube,
i
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4.5, Data Analysis (cont.)
TABLE LV
STANDARD DEVIATION (%) - INJECTOR ASSEMBLY OXIDIZER CIRCUIT
J
ELEMENTS COMPARED SN001 SN002 SN003 SN004
Inside Ring (12 elements) 6.43 3.48 4.98 2.72
Middle Ring (24 elements) 1.65 2.04 1.95 2.01
Outside Ring (36 elements) 2.10 1.87 1.63 2.27
All Elements (72 elements) 3.08 2.22 2.54 2.23
There is slightly more scatter in the fuel flow
uniformity data than in the ox data as shown in Figure 117 and summarized as
standard deviation in Table LVI. In general, the distribution across the injector
face is uniform, with 95% (2_') of the fuel elements flowing within + 5.8% of tile
average value.
tABLE LVI
STANDARD DEVIATION (%) - INJECXOR ASSEMBLY FUEL CIRCUIT
ELEMENTS COMPARED SN001 SN002 SN003 SN004
Inside Ring (12 elements) 2.82 4.56 2.2 1.78
_Liddle Ring (24 elements) 4.93 2.01 1.56 2.01
Outside Ring (36 elements) 2.71 3.53 2.59 3.04
All Elements (72 elements) 3.56 3.27 2.20 2.52
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I 4.5, Data Analysis (cont.)
: I 4,5.2.1.4 Chamber Cold Flow
I The chamber cold flow testing consisted of f1_#of the ffc circuit with the regen circuit blocked off and flow of the regen and
• ffc circuits. The fixtures shown in Figure 75 were used to complete the torus
I and simulate the inlet line, and to block off the regen passages for flowing the
ffc passages.
The ffc cold flow data are summarized in Table
i I LVII. The CD A values are based on the inlet pressure to the flow fixture and
atmospheric back pressure. The _ A value increases with increasing flow rate.C
I There is a systematic 9% variation in the _ A value with a 400% change in flow
rate (_ 25% variation in pressure ratio). The conditions marked sonic in Table
I LVII correspond to pressure ratio in which:
2 -I-
•I Pd/P _
where:
I P - inlet pressure
Pd = discharge pressure
I y - ratio of specific heats
'_ I The average CD A of chamber SNO01 differs byapproximately 5% from the other three chambers. The ffc inlet orifices were
drilled to size as part of the cold flow testing to size the orifices. The
I orifices In the other three chambers were made by EDM*. There were p_obably
small burrs on the discharge end of the SN001 ffc orifice. EDM leaves no burr
I
I * Electric Discharge Machining
#
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4.5, Data Analysis (cont.)
.. as cutting is accomplished by a spark. The excellent agreement of the ffc CD A
average values for chambers SN002, 003 and 004 indicate that the fabrication
process was highly repeatable.
The cold flow data for the chambers' regen
section_ are shown in Table LVIII. There is a 22% variation in the CD A values
with a 400% change in the flow rate (pressure ratio +8%, -16%), which indicates
that the simple subsonic flow expression does not provide an exact description of
the distributed pressure drop -- regen system over a wide range of conditions.
The flow rates shown in Table LVIII are total
(regeu plus ffc) measured flow rates. The _ A values were based on the regen
flow rate which was determined by subtracting out the ffc flow rate. The ffc flow
rates were calculated from the ratio of atmospheric pressure (back pressure) to
inlet pressure using the expression:
Wffc = b - ar
where:
a = correlating constant
b = correlating constant
r = ratio of back pressure to inlet pressure
Wffc = film coolant flow rat_
" The correlatlon of the ffc flow data by a linear expression in terms of pressure
ratio is shown in Figure 118. The correlation coefficients are presented in Table
.. LVIX as well as the standard deviation of the ffc cold flow data from the flow
calculated using the correlation. The standard deviations expressed as % of nominal
flow, 9.07 g/sec (.02 Ib/sec), are 1,85, 1.52, 1.49 end 1.38% for chambers SN001,
002, 003 and 004, respectively. _"
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4.5, Data Analysis (cont.)
TABLE LVIX
FFC CORRELATION PARAMETERS
SN001 SN002 SN003 SN004
b, g/sec (ib/sec) 28.73 29.44 29.42 29.61
(.96334) (.06491) (.064857) (.06528_)
a, dimensionless .05916 .06012 .060197 .060412
o, g/sec (ib/sec) .168 o138 .135 .125
(.000371) (.000305) (.000298) (.000276)
1.85% 1.52% 1.49% 1.38%
" cPatm_ + o (standard deviation)Wff = b - a . Pin" -
c
The results of the regen channel flow uniformity
measurements are shown in Fisure i19. The channel location relative to the inlet
was measured clockwise from the discharge end of the passage (forward end). For
all four chambers the highest flow occurred approximately 5° clockwise from the
inlet and the lowest flow occurred approximately 45° clockwise from the inlet.
The reason for this flow pattern can be visualized with the aid the thruster top
view (Figure _, p. 42, Sheet i of 2). Momentum forces would cause the gaseous H2
to flow to the outside of the curvature in the fuel inlet line. Thus, the H2
entered the torus from the side of the inlet line located clockwise from the tube
center line and this resulted in tPe slightly higher flow rates approximately 5°
from the inlet center line. The momen=um of the GH 2 which produced the clockwise
bias in th_ flow pattern would also result in the bulk of the GH 2 flowing in a
clockwise direction. This would produce a high cross velocity at the inlet to the
channels located approximately 45° from the inlet and would account for the low
flow rate at that location. Although most pronounced for chamber SN001 all the
dat_ show a higher than average flow approximately 270 ° from the inlet. This
suggests no cross velocity and was probably the location of the null point.
i
The location of the nut] point at 270° from the inlet instead of 180° is con-
sistent with the hypothesis that the bulk of the hydrogen flowed in a clockwise
direction in the torus.
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l 4.5, Data Analysis (cont.)
The effect of the low flow rate on the life of
the ffc tip was evaluated because it was the _st limiting component. Although
slightly higher temperatures resulted they were not enough to significantly alterthe strain (temperature gradient) or to adTersely affect the cycle llfe correlation.
No evaluation was made on the effect on throat temperatures (film cooled). Because
-y
of the slightly lower flows 45* from the fuel inlet this location was selected forL#
the axial array of thermocouples (see Figures 79 and 80)- The thermocouples at
--w
this locatlon in the throat geaerally read higher and responded much more rapldly
than those located clrcumferentlally. The erosion of both thrusters SN001 (test
"" -007) and SN002 (test -145) occurred at _"_s location.
-- The regen channel flow distribution was considered
- satisfactory. The_,10% lower flow rate at one location was evaluated as having
,, no adverse effect on cycle lif__of the ffc tip and a modest, acceptable increase
in throat temperatures were projected since the lower flow would correspond to 19%
ffc locally instead of the nominal 211.
_.
.. 4.5.2.1.5 Film Cooling
"" The design'film cooling flow rate was 21% of the total
-" fuel flow. It is estimated that the actual ffc flow percentage was 20.6%
o, The determination of the ffc flow rate was not
.. simple because the pressure drop in the inlet llne was a function of total
flow rate, because the cold flow testing does not simulate heat addition and
because, when both regen and ffc circuits were flowed, atmospheric backpressure
o.
could not be used to simulate both the 207 N/cm2 (300 psla) chamber pressure that
"" was backpressure to the reBen/inJector circuit and the 190 N/cm 2 (275 psla) _ck-
"" pressure at the ffc discharge.
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4.5, Data Analysis (cont.)
The orifices that controlled the flow of coolant to the
film cooled section were sized for the nominal operating conditions. On the
basis of the subsonic flow equation, 21% of the total fuel as film coolant, a
259 N/cm 2 (375 psia) torus pressure (Tab]e XXX), a 190 N/cm 2 (275 psia) local
chamber pressure at the ffc discharge, and nomlnal fuel inlet temperature the
CD A of the ffc circuit was .314 cm2 (.0487 In.2). The CD A values calculated
for the ffc circuit of the four chambers are summarized in Table I.X.
]
TABLE LX
FFC CIRCUIT HYDRAULIC CHARACTERISTICS
CD A, (CD A)destg nChamber _-- - 21%
SN cm2 _in. 2) percent (CD A)designJ
001 .3078 (.04771) 98.0 20.6
002 .3240 (.05022) 103.1 21.7
003 .3226 (.0500) 102.7 21,6
004 .3251 (.05039) t03.5 21.7
Avg. .3199 (._,9%) 10i.8 21.4
The actual ffc circuit hydraulics were considered
acceptable rplative to the design requirements on the bases of the data shown
in Table LX. However, the data sbown in the last column in Table LX, while
providing a measure of the acceptability of the chamber relative to "as huilt"
ffc hydraulics, are not a true measure of the regen-ffc fuel split; since tile
split was also dependent on the regen-inJector "as built" hydraulics.
Table LXI is a summary of the ITA cold tlow data in
which the amount of GN2 flowing in the ffc cJrcuit has been expressPd as a per-
centage of the total CN2 flow rate. The percent ffc was less than 21% because
tile rt'ststance of the regen/ln|ector c_rcdtt was less than nominal.
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I 4.5, Daua Analysis (_:ouL.)
I TABLE LXI
FLOW SPLIT FROM ITA COLD FLOW DATA
!
ffc Split
} ITA SN (% of Total _N2)
001 20.2
002 20.0
003 20.6
-" 004 20.1
"" Avg. 20.2
The actual split of fuel flow betwwen the ffc section
and the regen section was influenced by thrte factors. (i) The ffc flow rates
were derived from a correlation (Table LVIX) that was made with onIy the ffc
circuit f]owing. Because of the low flow rates, there was very little pressure
drop between torus and the inlet llne where pressure measurements were made.
With both circuits flowing, the pressure drop between the llne and the torus
was appreciable. Thus, the correlation of ftc flow rate on the basis of inlet
llne pressure would be high. At simulated nominal conditions, the effect of
-- the lower torus pressure was estimated as a 3% reduction in ffc flow rate.
.- (2) In cold flow of the iTA units, both the regen-lnjector circuit and the ffc
circuit saw the same back pressure (atmospheric). In practice, the back pressure
at the ffc injection station would be lower. The effect of the lower back
pressure was calculated to increase the ffc flow rate by 10.4%. (3) The regen-
injector circuit has less r_sistance than predicted. It was estimated that this
would result in a regen circuit flow 5% higher than nominal. In practice, these
_° three factors would cesult in the actual torus pressure being less than the
"_ predicted value. The adjustment of the ffc and regen flow rates to the lower
- torus pressure would result in a fuel split slightly different than the 20.2%
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_,.S, Data Analysis (cont.)
average shown in ]'able LXI for the ITA cold flow. Tile pressure schedule was
not recalculated, but the % ffc was estimated to be 20.6% from the 20.2>i ITA
cold flow average value, the 3% reduction in ffc flow due to lower toru_
pressure, 10.4% increase in ffc flow due to lower chamber pressure, the _%
higher regen flow rate due to lower resistance, and allowing that the tot,t1
flow rate would be held at the nominal value by reason of the balance orifice |i_
the inlet line compensating for the deviations in actual resistance from
nom_ na] elsewhere.
4.5.2.2 Flow Meter Calibration
The Ramapo flow meters were calibrated using water
as the test fluid before and after the ITA test firings. Calibration pre- and
post-test was done In a straight plpe configuration. The post firing recalIbra-
tion was also performed with the Ramapo meters in the test stand lines so that
"in place" configuration effects would be measured. Additionally, Tests -048
and -049 were flow meter calibration tests that were made on the test stand
using venturis for flr,,.,standards and oxygen and hydrogen gases at ambient and
cryogenlc temperatures as the test fluids.
To provide momentum simulation of the ITA flow rates,
the Ramapo flow meters were flowed at 3.6 ks/see (8 lh/sec) and 5.9 ks/see
(13 lb/sec) in the water calibrations. At the two flow rates, the fuel Ramnpo
in the straight line configuration read .4 and 1.6% bigher than it did pre-
test. In the actual configuration, it read 1.7 and 2.0% higher than i, the poet-
test straight line configuration. At the two flow rates, the ox qamapo read
1.3% higher and .35% lower than it did pre-test. In the actual configuration,
it read .35 and 0% higher than in the post-test straight lihe conf|;,uration.
Tests -048 and -049 were run with ITA SN 001 in pl,lct,
by Installing venturls in the system upstream of the test stand w_ives. Test i
-048 was made with ambient temperature propellants and Test -04q wltb cold
propellants° There were problems with hoth the oxldlzer and the fuel dat;,.
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4.5, Data Analysis (cont.)
I The high back c .sed the distributed resistance of the ITA
pressure by fuel
circuit resulted in the fuel venturi not flowing sonically and, therefore, the
I venturi fuel flow rat_s could not be determined. None of the 39 fuel flow data
points could be used.
I The Ramapo calibration data that were obtained with
oxygen are characterized by gas temperatures at the meter that are less than
I the temperature of the gas as it leaves the heat exchanger due to the expansion +
of the gas, and results in anomalies in both the cold and ambient data. Adi-
t abatic expansion of the oxygen at the condlt_ons of the first data point would
have resulted in two phase flow. The expansion of th_ cold gas from the high
supply pressures to pressure less than the normal meter inlet pressure, cooled
the oxygen to the point that six of the 19 data po]uts were obtained with measured
temperatures that were less than 10°K (18°R) above the saturation temperature
Of the 19 data points obtained with cryogenic oxygen, 15 are characterized by
_. negative values for the venturi Johnson Critical Flow Factor indicating extra-
polatio, into a region of unknown accuracy.
The data obtained with ambient oxygeu are not without
difficulties, litially, the lines, accumulato_ _d system were all at ambient
temperature. Gas temperatures calculated assuming isentroplc expansion, were
" 35°K (63°R) less than ambient. By the end of the test, the temperature measured
at the venturi inlet was the Isentropic expansion temperature for the pressure
. measured there and the temperature at the valve was within .3°K (.5°R) of the
,. Isentroplc expansion temperature for oxygen expanding from the supply pressure
and temperature to the pressure measured at the valve. The anomaly in the data
is that the temperature of the oxygen measured at the venturl and at the englne
valve (the Ramapo was located between them) differed by as much as 20°K (36°R)
for identical conditions depending o,+ whether the point had been reached by
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i'creasln_ flow or decreabing flow. The differel,,.'e in the Ramapo indicated
t
flow rate from that calculated for the venturi at its _nlet condlfions was
proportional to the difference between the measured temperature and the gas :"
temperature calculated assuming isentropic exF, ansioo. The two ph_nomen;_ ..
suggest varying degrees of heat transfer betwee:, the gas and the Ramapo and
that while the Ramapo meter is a temperature compensated device, it was
affected by temperature graidenta, as has been the experience with temperer,r,,
compensated load cells. Sevei: of tile 20 data points obtained with the ambient
telaperature oxygen were not used. .
On the basis of the oxygen flow data shown in Fi_,ure
120, it was conciuded that tile Ramapo fIow meter was reading low bv 3.667,.
There is a considerable scatter in the data; a + i.6} band includes aI1 but
one data poinL. The flow correction factor in Figure 120 was determined ;is:
WRamap° ) x IO0(I
Wventuri
Tile' oxidizer flow rate that was used ill making the performance calculations
(Section 4.5.4) was the Ramap,, indicated flow rite divided by .q634 (1 - .O366).
Several methods of verifying the fuel II_,_, rate were
attempted. An unsuccessful attempt was made to correlate the hydrogen (low data
by calculating the subsonic flow rate through the venturi, t?orrelatior: of the
flows by the Cl) A values that would be obtaJned from tilt. tniector and or chamber I
ON2 cold flow data d!d not apper." rosstble sin, e the C,N2 data were subsonic
and the hydrogen data were sontc.
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4.5, Data Analysis (cont.)
A, attempt was made to provide a measure of the hydrogen
r
flow rate by correlating CD A values from the test firing data for comparison
to those obtained from the component checkout testing with GN 2. CD A values
were calculated for the fuel flow seven ways for the six combinations of (I)
valve inlet pressure, (2) valve outlet pressure, (3) injector fuel manlfold
pressure, and (4) chamber pressure. All combination involving the chamber
pressure, i.e., (i- 4), (2 - 4) and (3-4) did not work because, as discussed
earlier, the pressure drop in the premix cup was influenced by the oxygen flow
rate and thus there is an unknown pressure drop between chamber pressure and
the fuel circuit discharge. The remaining three combinations - (I - 2), (i - 3)
and (2 - 3) - did not work either because the balance orifice, as discussed
earlier, was found to be loose.
The first seven test firings were made with the f]ow
controlled and measured by venturis. Unfortunately, the Ramapo flow meter_
were not installed until after the venturls were removed. A CD A value was
calculated for 9 data points from Tests -003, -004 and -006 for the pressure
ratio from the injector manifold (PFj) to the fue] valve inlet (PFTcV). The
latio of specific heats was based on the pressure and temperature at the Inlet
to the valve. CD A value was also calcuJated for four data points from
Tests -008 and -009 under the a_sumption that the orifice was in p]ace at this i
time. (The chamber was removed f_om the test stanl after Test -007 and rep:_Ired
as discussed earlier, therefore, the orifice was known to be in place for Test
--008). The CD A values calculated using the venturi flow data (Tests -003,
-J04 and -006), using the Ramapo data (-008 and -009), and the design valu., are
summarized in Table LXII. On the basis of the good agreement of these CD A
values, It was as_u.a i ,hat the fuel Ramapo meter did not require a correction.
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4.5, Data Analysis (cont,)
/ 4.5.2.3 Valve Characteristics
p
{
l 4.5,2.3.1 Igniter Valves
Table LXIII is a summary of the acceptance test data
for the Valcore PN V27200-4871E, normally closed, solenoid operated, 2 way valve. L
/'
_ TABLE LXIII
IGNITER VALVE ACCEPTANCE TEST DATA
_. SN 00___2 00_3 004.4 006 ,,
l i F'
_ Water flow rate 6.9 N/cm 2 2.81 2.86 2.81 2.76
(I0 psi) pressure drop, (6.2) (6.3) (6.2) (6.1) i:
I kg/min (Ib/min)
Minimum _ull in with .6 1.0 .9 1.0
666 N/cmz (950 pslg)
at inlet, ampsm,J
Maximum drop out wi_h 2.5 2.5 2.0 2.5
217 N/cm 2 (300 psig)
at inlet, VDC.
Opening response at rcom 2 20 22 01 20
with 30 VDC and 442 N/cm
(625 pslg) inlet pressure, ,.
IdS ec.
I Closing response at room _ I0 I0 I0 I0 *r
I temperature with 217 N/cm z _i
(300 psig) at inlet, msee.
1
Valve SN 002 was us_ in the igniter fuel circuit and
i verve SN 00_ was used in the igniter ox circuit. CD A values were derived foro 2each from the ignit r cold flow data. F r 89.7 N/cm (130 psia) Inl t pressu e,
267°K (481°R) inlet temperature, 3.81 g/see (.00839 Ib/sec) GN 2 flow rate and :"
I a pressure ratio of .893 across valve _N 002. The CD A _as calculated to be9
.0274 cm" (.00425 in.2). For 105.5 N/cm 2 (153 psla) inlet pressure, 272°K
I (490°R) inlet temperature, 7.63 g/see (.016B ib/sec) flow ratl _nd aGN 2
pressure ratio of .653 across valve SN 006, the CD A was calculated to be
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4.5, Data Analysis (cont.)
I
r
.C _2 cm 2 (.00483 in.-). The approximately 13.5% difference in CD A values for
the two valves is probably the result of differe_ce in llne ccnfigaratlon_ and
pressure tap locations.
Because cf Lhe importance to sequencing for pulae tests,
th_ igniter valve opening times have been documented. Figure 121 shews the
wdve opening response t4me as a function of the pres':,ure at the _niet to
the w_ive. Respons_ time was defined as time from electrical signal to in[_latlon "
<
of poppet travel and was determined from oscillograph records by the Infllctlon
in the current tr_ce with poppet moLlon and from pressure rise rat_s at tnf,
igniter inlets. The poppet travel time, that is the tire from initiation of
poppet travel to full opeu, was approximately 4 msec. The valve clo_In_ r_es
were i0 to 15 msec.
The data from this program shown in Figure 121 were
_ from Tests -003 throuF,h -020 The data from the ETR program (Ref. 8) th_,t
were cbtalned with valves SN 001 and -005 were incldded In FiRu_'e 121 to sl,Jw
the val_e response characteristics at high pressures.
ks can Le seen in Figure 121, the igniter valve rlsponse
tlme_ that were obt_ ined wftb celd hydrogen are shorter than "he response time
with oxygen or warm propellants. This p,int _s further illvstrated by the wl]ve
response time presented i_ Table LXIV, which was [ncluded primarliy to provide
_t_.r chan_einformation on repeatlbillty since the tests were ma_e with very i. _,
in propellant pressuL'es and temperatures. From the d_ta in Table ,XIV, the
average r_spons time of the fuel valve was 16.8 +_ 1.0 msec at 335 ! 5.7 N/era2
(486 + 8.2 psla) and 177.8 4_ 5.9°K (320.1 _ 10.7°R); that of the ox w_Ive was
N/cm 2
_ . _ .9K21.5 + 1 ] msec a[ 33_.8 + 5.9 (488.5 + 8.5 psla) and 227.5 _+ 7 o
(409.5 + 14.2°R).
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TABLE LXIV
, IGNITER VALVE OPENING RESPONSE REPEATIB1LITY
2
Ox Press., Fuel Temp., Fuel Press., T *T_st OxTemp., . ox Tfuel
4 No____. °K (°R) N/cm 2 (Dsla) °K (°R) N/cm 2 (psla) mse__._cmsec
: -021 234 383 186 341 22 17
(421) (555) (335) (495)
-022 226 341 i83 341 23 16
(407) (495) (330) (495) _
_, -023 228 343 183 338 23 17
(410) (498) (330) (491)
-024 229 341 180 336 24 17
'_ (413) (494) (325) (488) "
-025 239 345 179 336 22 16 -
. (430) (500) (323) (487) .
i -026 239 341 175 334 2] 15
(430) (494) (315) (484)
-027 241 345 176 334 21 17
, (434) (500) (317) (484)
-028 242 345 172 331 22 17 ,
(435) (500) (310) (480) ,
-029 222 338 174 332 20 17
p, (400) (490) (314) (482)
-030 222 332 172 330 21 15
(400) (481) (309) (478) i
t
: -031 220 334 174 331
(396) (484) (314) (480)
-032 219 329 170 329 22 17
(395) (477) (306) (477) '
,_ -033 226 336 173 328 20 15 --
(407) (487) (312) (475)
-034 226 334 17]. 324 21 17
(407) (485) (307) (47 O)
:, }
,_ -035 219 332 173 332 21 19
: (395) (482) (311) (481)
-036 221 327 171 331 20 17 ',
(398) (474) (308) (480)
" -037 226 331 177 334 22 19 .
(407) (480) (319) (485) t '!
-038 22i 344 171 331 21 ,17 :-
(398) (485) (308) (480)
•Time from electrical signal to initiation of poppet travel.
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E#
2 _ I 4.5.2.3.2 Maln Propellant Valves _i
_ T The Marquardt PN 38961, normally closed, pnemnatically ;
•_ actuated, co-_lal poppet, two way valve acceptance test results are sho_ in
: i Table LXV for the three valves delivered to ALRC. The opening response of all i
_ three valves (43 msec) was out of spec (40 msec). Valve _ 013 had a closing i
_. time that was 8 to 9 msec faster than the other _o valves. The CD A values i
_ for the valves was calculated using the _bsonic flow equation a_ the _2 " i
_ ! flow rate and valve inlet a_ outlet pcessures. ]!
_ Two of the main propellant valves were test_ at ALRC '{
_ { at altitude usl_ _blent and c_ogenlc hydrogen and oxygen as the test fluids.
_ _i "!
• _ _" The valves were self actuated, that is, the actuation fluldwas the propellants Ik
• - themselves tapped off the upstre_ inlet lines, There was an orifice dowostream ;'[
!_ of each valve installed in a length of vent llne so that the volume and resistance
_ downstre, of the valves simulated the ITA thruster. The inlet line configuration t
_ 1 was the setup that was used for the ITA test firings. I
i }[ The hydraulic data ar_ summarized in Table LXVI. CD A
values were calcuiatd for each test condition usi_ the subsonic flow equation, |
1_ the venturi measured flow rates, propellant t_peratures and the valve inlet
_' aN outlet pressures. The CD A for the ox vslve (SN 011) averaged from the six "
]-_ data points was 3.59 cm2 (.557 in.2), The average CD A for the fuel valve '
(SN 013) was 3.74 cm2 (.579 In.2). The data obtained with the fuel valve are
more reliable because the pressure differences are larger than the ox valve
i_ pressure differences. The sta_ard deviation of the fuel valve CD A values
from the average was 1.5_,
Based on the CD A values, valve SN 013 had about 101
less resistance with GN2 (Table LXV) in the acceptance test than with hydrogan
(Table LXVI). _e same was true of valve SN 011. The difference is probably
due to differences in the line conflRuration and pressure tap location.
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1ABLE L_.,r :
t
MAIN PROPELLANT VALVE ACCEPTANCE TEST DATA
: SN 011 SN 012 SN 013 "
)
Pull _n current at ambient 1.5 1.5 1.75 )
temperature and 441 N/cm 2 -. }
(640 psla), amps
i
,
_ I Opening response at ambient _.
• tempeLature, 28 VDC and
, 286 N/cm 2 (415 psia) GN2 -.
" pressure
!
Signal to full open, msec 43 43 43
Poppet travel time, msec 7 7 7 - ;
Closing response at ambient ""
_ temperature, 28 VDC and ..
286 N/cm2 (415 psfa) ON2 .,
._ pressure ..
Signal to fully closed, msec 36 37 28 ..
Poppet travel time, msec 9 lO 8 ..
Hydraulic characteristics at
ambient temperature and GN2
inlet pressure of 269 N/cm2 ._ ;
(390 psla) ;,
Pressure drop, N/cm 2 (psld) 12.4 (18) 12.4 (18) 11.7 (17) _
GN2 flow rate, g/sec (ib/sec) 1080 (2.38) 1080 (2.38) 1080 (2.38) ., _
CD A, cm2 (in.2) 4.0 (.621) 4.0 (.621) 4.12 (.638) Y
¢
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TABLE LXVI
MAIN PROPELLANT VALVE HYDRAULIC CHARACTERISTICS -
I Flow CD
A
Pressure Rate 2 _
Pressure, Inlet Drop cm
Test No. N/cm 2 (psla) Temp., g/sec _
l 1972-DO1-OB Condltlon Inlet Outlet ",K ('R) N/Qm 2 (vsta) (ib/sec)
-001 Oxidizer 135 128 301 6.90 418.5 3.45 i
I SN 011 (196) (186) (541) (i0) (1.143) (.535) ,Ambient
-002 228 218 301 10.3 899.5 3.75
(331) (316) (541) (15) (1.983) (.581)
-003 313 300 300 _J.1 122. 3.84
(454) (435) (540) (19) (2.68) (.595)
I -_05 Cold 135 129 172 6.21 658.6 3.48
(196) (187) (310)* (9) (1.452) (.540)
-006 239 228 158 10.3 1169. 3.45(346) (331) (284)* (15) (2.579) (.534)
-007 323 312 120 11.7 1716.
(469) (452) (216)* (17) 2 Phase flow
-010 Fuel 152 910 294 61.4 352, 3.79
SN 013 (221) (132) (530) (89) (.777) (.587)
I Ambient
-011 199 120 294 79.3 459.5 3.78
(289) (174) (529) (115) (1.013) (.586)
-012 917 538 291 37.9 210. 3.72
(133) (78) (523) (55) (.463) (.576)
166 135 17.2 377. 3.75
_013 183
(266) (241) (243) (25) (.831) (.581) i
-014 147 132 149 14.5 293. 3.75
(213) (192) (269) (21) (. 646) (. 581) }
-015 800 717 129 8.2 170. 3.63 _
(116) (104) (233) (12) (.374) (.563)
*Outlet temperature. Inlet temperature invalid 1
|
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_ 4.5, Data Analysis (cont.)
, The main propellant valves were intially operated as self
: actuated. For Tests -050 through -056, the fuel valve was hellu.: actuated and
the oxygen valve was GN 2 actuated_for Test -057 and subsequent tests, both
;_ valves were GN 2 actuated. The response times were a function of the temperature
and of the pressure of the actuation fluid. The pilot valve vented the main
valve body to open and pressurized it to close the valve. A 40 msec response :
time was specified for the valves so that the 50 msec contract goal (signal to
90% thrust) could be met with allowance for fill times.
The main propellant valve response times from the checkout :
_ testing are shown in Table LXVII. The opening time for the ox valve (SN 011)
(signal to full open) went from 50 msec at ambient conditions to 72/80 msec
at cryogenic conditions, The closing time increased with increasing pressure;
improved with cryogenic temperatures at the lower pressures, but was very slow at
cryogenic temperatures and the highest pressure, 448 N/cm 2 (645 psia). For these
latter conditions, the valve closing time was on the order of .5 second and in
one instance, did not close in .6 second at which time it was signaled open
!
for the next pulse. The fuel valve (SN 013), on the other hand, did not exhibit
: either the erratic opening or closing behavior (Table LXVII) that was exhibited
by the ox valve.
Additional response data are provided for the main
_ propellant valve operating self actuated in Tables LXVIII and LXIX. Oxidizer i
, valve SN 011 that had been Jsed for the checkout testing had been replaced with
SN 012. The fuel valve was still SN 013. The opening times of the two valves
! varied by 16 to 19 msec. The closing times were even more erratic (Table LXIX).
: In an attempt to improve the closing time of the valves, ,
t they were switched to external actuation prior to Test -050. Helium was used
as the actuation fluid for the fuel valve and GN 2 for the _x valve. The ox
valve improved, but on Tests -050 through -056 the fuel valve closing time
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t 4.5, Data Analysis (:ont.)
I ranged from .060 to .237 seconds, the fuel value was switched to GN2 actuation
prior to Test -057. Although still quite erratic, the response times of the fuel
i valve on closing was improved by going to GN2 actuation. There was in general,
a trend of longer delays with colder propellant temperatures,
i The responee times of the main propellant valves with the
fuel valve actuated using helium ald CN2, ,oad the oxidizer valve actuated using
GN2, were measured at ambient and cryogenic conditions. The response data for
helium actuation of the fuel valve and GN2 actuation of the ox valve st ambient
conditions are given in Table LXX; the actuation pressure was 286 N/cm 2 .'.
(415 psta) and the GN2 pressure at the valve inlets, 252 to 286 N/cm 2 (365 to
I_ 415 psla). The response times with He (f_el valve) and GN2 (ox valve) actuation
_" at cryogenic conditions, are given in Table LXXI" the pressure and temperature of "a
_? the propel_ants are given in Table XXX'¢I for these tests. The response times
_ for both valves GN2 actuated and at ambient temperature are given in Table IXXII;
the actuation pressure was 355 N/ore 2 (515 psia) and the inlets to the valves
E were pressurized to 286 N/cm 2 (415 psia) using GN2. The valve response times,
GN2 actuated at cryogenic and ambient conditions, are given in Table LXXIII.
In general, the response time of the valves, both opening
and closing, was faster the lower the molecular weight of the actuation fluid,
and response time was slower the colder the valve. The higher the actuation e
pressure over th_ pressure at the inlet to the valve, the slower the valve fopened and the faster it closed (ox valve _able LXX vs. Table LXXII). The
problem of the long delay on clostng only occurred at low temperatures (oxI valve Table LXVII and fuel valve Table LX_ vs. Table LXXI), and was iuproved
by increasing the molecular weight of the actuation gas (Table LXXI vs. LXXlII,
! f,lelvalve).
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TABLE LXX ":
_t
MAIN PROPELLANT VALVE RESPONSE TIMES WITH He ACTUATION
OF FUEL VALVE AND N2 ACTUATION OF OXIDIL._R VALVE AT AMBIENT TEMPERATURE "" 'f
Opening Delay _"
Time, sec (Signal to Closing Time, msec _
Inception of Travel) _Slgnal to Fully Closed)
Oxidizer Fue____1 Oxidizer Fuel _, l
1 41 27 42 37- ! -
..' 2 40 23 43 3_ "_ _
: J 40 22 40 40 -_ i
• 4 39 23 40 38 i
5 3° 23 39 37 -- _ _
6 40 24 39 36 ",_| Z
: 7 40 25 39 38 ""
8 42 25 38 38 _. I
_ 9 42 24 38 36 -:
10 43 24 37 36 "-
TABLE LXXI "
MAIN PROPELLANT VALVE RESPONSE TIME WIT_.He ACTUATION
,_ OF FUEL VALVE AND N2 ACI_IATION OF OXIDIZER VALVE AT CROGEYNIC CONDITIONS --
: Opening Delay -- "
Tlme, sec (Slgnal to Closing Tlme, msec
•t
Test No. Inception of Travel) (Signal _.oFully Closed) _:
1972-DOI-OA Oxld Izer Fuel OxidIzer Fuel ,-*
. -050 52 30 51 60 7_
-051 45 30 65 "90 _,
: -052 54 30 55 -145
: -053 50 29 60 237
-054 49 30 59 Jt97 _
-055 49 30 56 146 I'_
-056 46 31 58 164
i"
TABLE LXXII "_i
MAIN PROPELLANTVALVE RESPONSE TIMES WITH -_
GN2 .ACTUATIONAT AMBIENT CONDITIONS
Opening Delay
• Time, sec (Signal to Closing Time, _'T _'
,Inception of Travel (Signal _.__cFully Closed_
Cycle 0xtd t zer Fuel Oxtdtzer _Puel '_
• 1 56 55 34 43 _ ,"
2 53 55 33 44 /|
_" 3 54 55 33 42
4 55 35 37 41. :!
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I TABIIELXXlII
MAIN PROPELLANT VALVE RESPONSE TIMES,
I WITH GN2 ACTUATIOIqAT CRYOGENIC CONDITIONS
Opening Closing
Delay Time,T_Jae, reset- Time, msec- Ox Valve Fuel Valve
Signal to Signal to Inle_ Coudttions Inlet Conditions
Inception INd/y ..... Pressure Pressure--
Test No. of Travel Closed Temp. Temp.
1972-DOI-OA Ox Fuel Ox Fuel Pulse "K ('R). N/ca2 (ps!a) _ NLem2 (vsla)
-057 55 63 53 75 1 246 327 194 339(422) (474) (350) (491)
-058 50 57 53 62 1 239 341 203 348
(430) (495) (365) (505)
-059 49 65 50 74 1 253 348 178 341
(456) (505) (320) (495)
49 63 51 73 2 253 348 167 322(456) (500) (300) (467)
-060 49 61 50 63 I 240 341 204 349(433) (494) (368) (506)
50 62 50 69 2 244 336 182 333
_ (440) (488) (328) (483)
-074 50 50 33 37 7 299 259 299 256
U_ 5.5755 5425 33 41393 8109 (538) (375) (538) (372) _|i
' 55 54 31 43 111 1 0 2 -i
48 50 33 39 49
57 55 35 35 50
54 53 34 38 51 l_54 33 31 37 53
50 52 31 34 54
-076 44 42 36 40 49 300 239
300 293
--- 47 47 37 42 529 5 39 3
44 46 36 38 54
l -080 56 65 44 54 55 211 303 144 283
a 59 71 41 50 587 68 2 46 9
57 67 .34 38 60
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4.5, Data Analysis (cont.)
One of the contract goals was a 50 msec response time
,_ (electrical signal to 90% thrust). Since the ITA was operated with fuel leads
that were positive, zero and negative, simultaneous valve opening was not only ""
possible, but was demonstrated• Thus, since there were no valve lead/lag -"
requirements imposed by the hardware, other than avoiding too long of a lead ..
by either propellant, the optimum response time was simply the response of the o.o
slowest valve plus the hardware fill time (Lime from flow initiation to 90%
: of thrust). _. i
b
The response time of 40 msec was specified for the main ;_
propellant valve assuming I0 msec would be required to go from initiation of
; flow to 90% of thrust. The actual time required from initiation of flow to :"
reach 90% of thrust was on the order of 6 msec. However, at cryogenic conditions, "_
self actuated or with external actuation, one valve or another had a delay _,
time (signal to initiation of travel) In excess of 50 msec as can be seen from ..
• Tables LRVII (ox valve), LXVIII (ox valve), LXXX (ox valve), and LY_III (fuel
4 and ox valves) The data in Table LXXIV illustrate the point. The response :
time in Table LXXIV was time from signal to the fuel valve to 90% thrust and
for the 24 pulses shown, averaged 62 msec. The fuel valve delay times (signal _
to initiation of main valve poppet travel) are also shown in Table XXIV. The
difference between the response time and the fuel valve delay averaged 6.1 msec "'_
for the 24 pulses shown in Table XXIV: this difference was the time required to -"l
go from initiation of flow to 90% thrust. -.
< From Table LXXIV, the response time for the six pulses
r"
from Test -076 averaged 53 msec which was close to the 50 msec contract goal ,
and on one pulse, a 50 msec response was achieved• However, Test -076 was made
at ambient temperature conditions. Operating self actuated the slower ma_n ;"
_ propellant valve, the ox valve, had a delay time (electrical signal to initiation
of flow) of 53 msec (average of 36 data points shown in Table LXVIII). Thus, T'
a response time of 59 msec (53 msec valve delay time plus 6 msec from initiation _'
;. of flow to 90% thrust) was considered to represent the averaRe ITA response tlme _
(signal to 90Z thrust) with simultaneous valve openings, and the valves self !i
: actuated.
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I TABLELXXIV
RESPONSETIHES
I Fuel** Fuel**
Valve Valve
I Opening OpeningResponse* Delay Response_ Delay
Time, Ttmc, Time, Time, -
Tes_._.__t msec msec Tes.._._t msec msec
-074 55 50 -076 50 42
58 52 56 5063 55 55 49
61 54 53 474
59 51 52 46
l 57 50
61 55 -080 69 65
60 53
81 76
59 53 79 74
60 53 76 7158 52 72 68
71 67
|
* Time from electrlcal signal to 90Z thrust.
_* Time from electrical signal to initiation of poppet travel (also initiation
of flow)
n
l
l
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4.5, Data Analysis (cont.)
4.5.2.4 Icing
As discussed earlier, erosion of ITA SN 001 occurred
on Test -007, the problem was attributed to ice formatio, in the fuel manifold
on the basis of s.sual observation of ice present in the thruster after testlnR
and on the basis of the pressure data. The pressure histories from Test -106
and -107 are shown In Figure 122 to illustrate how blockage is evidenced Jn
: the data.
In the Test -006 data, it can be seen that the normal
: flow of tbe fuel resulted in about 48 N/cm 2 (70 psid) pressure drop through the
venturl, about 34 N/cm 2 (50 psld) pressure drop across the valv_ (28 N/cm2)
(40 psld) line and regen-section pressure loss (valve outlet - Pfj) and an ""
injector pressure drop (Pfj-Pc) of 45 N/cm2 (65 psld). It should also be noted "'
that the valve outlet transient pressure on startup did not overshoot, but
, asymptot_cally approached the steady state value. ,
r
By contrast, the following observations can be made for
the Test -107 data:
Y
" 1. There is very little difference in the pressures
measured at the venturi inlet (PFV-I), the venturl :!
outlet (PFV-O), the fuel thrust chamber valve inlet
_- (PFTCV) and the fuel thrust chamber valve outlet
(PFTCV-0) The smaller the pressure drop the
smaller the flow. Therefore, there was very little
fuel flow. .:
!,
2. The approximately 14 N/cm 2 (20 psld) pressure drop -_
through the injector (Pfj - Pc) indicates that there
was some fuel flow and that the blockage was not in _
the injector, i
3. Pc for Test -007 was approximately 1/2 that of ._
Test -006. This indicates low flow. _i
.i
_t
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4.5, Data Analysis (cont.)
4• The very high pressure drop between the valve outlet '
and the injector [(PFTCV-0 - Pfj = 28)Test -n06 vs. _
(PFTcV-O - PfJ = 138)test -007] accompanied _ a low
fuel rate means there was bl6_kage between the valve ..
and the injector.
5. The fact that the valve outlet pressure rises more
rapidly in Test -007 than it did in Test -006 and
the fact that it overshoots the steady state pressure -_
indicates that either there was less capacitance in _
the system (smaller volume) or more rapid accumulation ""
(due to reduced outflow). Either of these would be
caused by blockage. ""
The point of blockage indicated in the data would correspond --
i'
physically to the £_lelllne downstream of the valve, the torus and the regen .,
section of the chamber. The regen-passages were .127 x .361 cm (.050 x .150 in•)
"I
and therefore susceptable to blockage by ice formation. The ice could be
_o
formed by cryopumplng during the hardware chilldown. Chamber temperatures were
on the order of 120C (-IO°F) at the start of the test.
The blockage could have occurred in the fuel llne. .r
Following Test -006, there was considerable water standing in the chamber• If
there,was enough water standing in the chamb__r it would flow through the injector, --
down the regen-passages of the horizontally mounted chamber, into the torus ..
and from there into the fuel llne. The inlet to the torus was underneath the
chamber. The bend in the fuel llne that ducts the flow from the 120 ° clrcumfer- _
en£1al segment of the fuel llne to the radial inflow segnent was the lowest
w
: point in the ITA. Water would collect there and could be frozen by the 139°K _[
_ (250°R) hydrogen that was used to chill in the hardware.
t
Test -009 was shut down by the high temperature trip ""
_ circuit as a result of a temperature excursion registered by thermocouple i_
: TN 3,5A (see Figure 79 for thermocouple locations). The temperature transient '._
is shown in Figure 123, where it can be seen that the throat temperature leveled !
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4.5, Data Analysis (cont.)
° .
out at the normal value and then after 3 sec of elapsed time rose sharply to
£ • .
a significantly higher value. The excursion was attributed to partial block-
% . .
age of the ffc circuit by ice that had formed by cryopumptng after the cold flow
_a
that preceeded the test, was broken loose by the vibrations during firing and
was carried to the ffc orifices by the flow. As in the case of Test -007, there ""
+ were no abnormalities in the pressure readings taken during a cold flow after ""
the test indicating that whatever blocked the flow was not present after the --
test.
?
The hydraulic data for Test -009 are shown in Figure 124. ",
The pressures at the valves are controlled relative to the propellant temperatures.
; For this reason, and because of the volume of the accumulators in the system, they
did not reflect the problem, but were Included to show pressure drop. Two
items are significant in Figure 124. First, the chamber pressure dropped at
the time the temperature excursion occurred indicating reduced propellant flow.
Secondly, there was a sharp fall off in fuel flow at the time of the excursion
• accompanied by an increase in pressure drop (Pfj - Pc) indicating blockage.
4.5.3 Thermal
4.5.3 1 Igniter
Igniter SN 003 that was used for the igniter component
checkout test firings was instrumented with six thermocouples as shown in
Figure 125. Four of the six thermocouples were damaged during installation of
the igniter housing into the test fixture and were Inoperative (the Igniter ""
test components are shown in Figure i14). The igniter thermal data obtained :'
" with the two remaining thermocouples are given in Table LXX_. ..
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I TABLE LXXV
IGNITER THERMOCOUPLE DATA! • Chamber
Te=perature,Fuel Pressure
I Temp. Overall ' _ "C ('F) .....Test "K (,R) MR _..;P..__,_.ll_,.t,_ _ T5
116 173 3.1 177 49 61
I (312) (257) (120) (141)
_18 183 5.0 183 31 59
I (330) (266) (88) (139) ';
104 289 6.3 187 27 170
I (520) (271) (81) (339)106 289 2.7 197 18 253
(520) (285) (65) (487)
I "I111 183 3.6 161 49 84 •(329) (233) (120) (183)
IP
(333) (257) (142) (183)
9 295 49 84113 188 5.(339) (428) (120) (183) "
I 115 166 4.8 115 61 84(298) ( 67) (142) (1 3)
117 246 5.0 177 61 111(442) (257) (142) (232)
II0 167 4.5 154 42 78 •
(300) (224) (108) (173) el
114 178 7.8 197 31 54
(320) (285) (88) (130)
105 289 5.2 148 48 273
U (520) (214) (118) (524)
U
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4.5, Data Analysis (cont.) .
In the design analysis, a 388*C (730°F) temperature was : .
predicted for the rib location where the thermocouples were installed; the
"_ measured igniter temperatures were considerably lower. It is poss. ble that the :
cooling of the thermocouples by the hydrogen flow resulted in some reduction in
• - 5
the indicated temperature. However, there were factors that would mxtigate _
such an effect; (1) a small cut was made in the rib of the Igniter body so
that the thermocouple was not installed in the channel itself. The thermocouple_ r"
were in an area of eddy flow rather than direct flow. (2) The thermocouple ., ;
would insulate the surface to which it was attached from the coolant flow...
Temperatures under the thermocouple should have been higher than if no thermo- ,
couple were there•
From the discoloration of the SN 002 Igniter housing
(Figure 109) that was used for the llfe cycle testing, it was obvious that the : _
_ hottest part of the Igniter was the aft end Only the aft _ 5 mm was discolored. ":
The heating was probably due to the larger diameter of the injector at that r'
location which would have resulted in lower coolant velocities. The larger -, ¢
diameter resulted because the injector face platelets had a larger ID hole in ..
them than did the ID of the hole in the injector body in which the igniter body ii
was inserted.
5
Tlleheating of the aft end of the igniter body was not
considered to be a problem stl_ce: the igniter body was unrestrained; the wall i
" was very thin; the body was made from nickel which has high thermal conductivity ""
and ductility; igniter SN 002 was operated 42,266 times with no evldence of :
_ fatigue• _
_"
2
/ '?
_2
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I 4.5, Data Analysis (cont.) i
;
4.5.3.2 InJector
I Injector face temperature data are shown in Figure 126 as
a function of the hydrogen inlet temperature at the thruster valve. The data
: _ shown in Figure 126 are the average of three thermocoupl_ _eadlngs and weret.ken from tests in which the mixture ratio was 4.0 + .5. The predicted face
temperature relationship shown in Figure 126 was based on NAg 3-14354 data
F
• , (Ref. 3) and was used in the ilfe cycle design analysis. The predicted
injector face temperature curve in Figure 126 represents an approximate upper
_ llmit for the data obtained on the program, and therefore the injector cycle _
life predlc_ions should be conservative.
4.5.3.3 Thrust Chamber _
The steady state temperature data for the injector, _ _
chamber (convergent section, throat and skirt) and fuel coolant are tabulated •
for each list in Appendix B.
• \
Some of the data for the cha,ber are shown in Figure 127.
Only the gas-slde data recorded on thermocouple TG-3B (seeFigure 79 for thermo-
couple 1ocatlon) have been shown. Gas-slde thermocouples, TG-2A, -2B, -3A _
and -4A protruded into the gas stream and, as a result, read very high. The " _"
temperatures recorded on these thermocouples, 427 to 535"C (800 to IO00°F) are $ iinconsistent with the temperatures measured on the exterior and with the physical _,
appearance of the surface of the copper. There is no way that a 538°C (1000"F) e,/
gradient (gas-slde temperature minus exterior) could have been maintained in ._ ,
the copper liner at the heat flux incident on the chamber wall. Likewise, a
_ 427 to 538"C temperature could not have occurred and the surface of the copper _I :_
remained bright as was observed. ._ ,_,
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4.5, Data Analysls (cont.)
-_: The predicted temperatures shown in Figure 127 and
subsequent figures In this section, were based on Contract NAg 3-14354 data
(Ref. 3) and were used In the design analysis. Since the temperatures
recorded for the regen section of the chambel" were equal to or less than the .,
predicted temperatures, the cycle llfe predictions for the regen section are
considered to be conservative.
\
The steady state adtabatlc wall temperature data for the i i
film cooled portion of the thruster (throat and 40:1 nozzle extension), are ::
: shown in Figure 128. There are considerable scatter in the data as a result of i
the variations in fuel t_perature and mixture ratio. The thermocouple data ' !
? shown in Figure 128 were averaged for each axial station to provide s clearer _
picture of the axial profile and are shown in Figure 129. The measured temper- :
atures were, in general, higher than predicted and the axial profile has a
t
: different shape than predicted. There were 8light differences in the ffc ,,
injection geometry between the ITA and the RAS 3-14354 chamber on which the !
prediction was based. The ITA data being lower at the injection point was :, •
probably due co more shielding (slightly larger step). The ITA tampe-.ature ""
: data being higher than predicted from the throat on was probably due to a ''
lower injection velocity. Shear between the core flow and the film coolant _
reduced the effectiveness of the coolant. _
The steady state throat temperatures are shown as a _ _
• function mixture ratio, hydrogen temperature _nd chamber pressure In Figures !j
" i30, 131 and 132, respectively.
From Figure 130, it can be seen that the throat tmperature
at a mixture ratio of 4 was lll'C (200"F) higher than predicted; the mixture _
Fags !!
t
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4.5, Data Analysis (cont.) .
ratio limit for cold propellants was 6.5 and for ambient propellants, 4.5, on
the baals of a 871°C (1600@F) ]tmlt. The 871°C (1600°F) limit was selected
because Haynes 188 has good yle]d strength to 871°C (1600°F). The yield ""
; strength of Haynes 188 decreases markedly as the temperature Is increased above -"
' 871°C. The hoop stress in the throat based on adverse tolerances and 345 N/cm 2
(500 psia) chamber pressure would be 25% of yield at 871°C (1600@F), 41% of _.
yield at 982°C (1800°F) and 82% of vleld at 1093@C (2000°F).
Based on the data of Ref. 3, it was predicted that there
would be a one degree change in throat temperature for each degree change in the
_ fuel temperature. The slope of the l_ne fitted to the data in Figure 131
corresponds to a 1.4 degree change in throat temperature for each degree change ""
: in fuel temperature. The difference in sensltlvlty to fuel inlet temperature _"
probably results from the differences in the method of supplying the fuel film
coolant. The Reference 3 data were obtained with a chamber that had a rue]
film cooling manifold that was independent of the regen inlet manifold. The
film coolant was controlled externally and separately from the regen coolant.
The temperature of the fuel influenced only its effectiveness as a coolant not
its flow rate. The ITA thruster utilized a common manifold for the regen and film
coolant. The flow split was determined by the resistance of the regen sectlon
and injector versus the orifices at the inlet to the fllm coolant channels.
The split of hydrogen between the regen section and the f_Im cooled area was
affected by the temperature and pressure of the coolant and the heat input to
the regen section. Thus, the increased sensitivity to fuel inlet temperature
seen in the data from this program was the result of a slight change in film
coolant flow in addition to the change in the effectiveness of the coolant.
, From FiRure 132, it can be seen that there was possibly
a slight effect of chamber pressure on throat temperature. However, the effect
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I 4.5, Data Analysls (cont.)
would be difficult to determine precisely because of the scatter in the data
and because it was small (on the order of 50°C increase for a lOOZ increase
l t in pressure).
"'__ Allowing that chamber pressure has a negligible effect on
_ ITA throat temperature, affect_ primarily by mixture ratio and coolant inlet
I _ temperature. An MRvs. Pc operating map based on an 871°C (1600°F) throat* t t limit is shown in Figure 133. Performance and cycle life peratingeD
_ _ limits are discussed in the next two sections. IIi -_
_ The nozzle extension temperature data are shown in Figure 1!_.: 134 as a function of mixture ratio for cold and mbient tempe ature propellants. ,
0 Based on the upper limit of the data, the nozzle extension would always be
i -- I093°C (2000°F) or less when the throat reach_ the 871"C (1600°Y) limit. Because
.. of the low stresses in the nozzle extension and demonstrated capability of the :]
=) _" Haynes 188 at these temperatures, the nozzle extension was not limiting. _ ii !. Temperatures in the nozzle extension up to 1204"C (2100°F) were considered
_ i i._ acceptable. {_ *
The duty cycle that was select_ for the cycle llfe _
" [ i_ testing of ITA SN 002 is discussed in Appendix D. In the thermal analysis that 4
was made to describe the transient temperature response of the throat for the _ _"
; _ i_ purpose of evaluating thermal strain, a simple one-dlmenslonal conduction model
i _. was used and heat transfer coefficients derived from Contract NAS 3-14354 data
_' i (Ref. 3). In order to substantiate the analysis, the analytical results were i
i_ compared with temperature data obtained during the pulse mode of operation of
ITA SN 001. As shown in Figure 135, the analysis and the thermal data are in
_i substantial agreement.
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I 4.5, Data Analys_s (cont.)
I Two observa'.ions made from the they_al data ovtalned
_ during the pulse mode o_ operatlou. First, it was not posslb_ to "pump up"
_ I any component to a temperature greater than the steady state temperature. ITA
I I SN 001 was pulsed with consecutive pulses of cons!ant on and off times as :
described in Table XXXVI and with four duty cycles In whlch the on and off times
were varied as described in Table XXXVTI; component temperatures durlng pulsing
i _ operation did not exce_ those measured during steady state operation at compara31e! operating conditions. There were no duty cycle limitations that were found
I relative to thermal operatlou.
Second, the regen cooled section and injector would rapidly
I equillbrate after a pulse on steady state firing vlth cold propellants to a
temperature level approximately equal to ambient. Thus, no umtter what the
I firing duration, these components returned to essentlally their initial co_dltlons.
These observatlonshave led to two general rules relatlve
I to ITA operation and cycle life. Components such as the regen section and
injector which exhibit a decrease in temperature on one face due to t_e coollng
of the cryogenic hydrogen, while the orh_ face was heated,
reach their maximum
AT, and therefore thermal strain, in eteady state operation. Each puls_
I produced cumulative damage with the degree of damage approaching that of a
full thermal cycle the longer the pulse. On the other hand, the dump cooled
I section and the film cooled throat were both characterized by increasing temper-ature for both the exterior and gas-side. The maxlmum AT, and therefore strain,
occurred during the 8tart up transient and was more severe the colder the Inltal
I temperature. Pulsing increased the initial temperature of these components to
a value near steady state. After three or four pulses, very little AT and
thermal s_rain were effected by continued pulsing.
!
!
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• 4.5, Data Analysis (cont.)
The duty cycle that was selected for the cycle llfe
testing of ITA SN 002 attempted to reconcile the conflicting requirements of ""
components that achieve maximum strain in the start up tra_slent versus those
that achieve it in steady state in such a way as to produce one full thermal -,
cycle for every ten pulses and to produce maximum cumulative damage in the ..
throat. Details are given in Appendix D.
J.
4.5.4 Performance
le
..
4.5.4.i Performance Evaluation Methodology
mJ
The performance model recommended by the JANNAF Perform- ""
ance Standardization Working Croup (Ref. 9) was used on this program to the -°
extent that it is appl_cable to the designs being evaluated. For the gaseous -.
hydrogen, gaseous oxygen thruster, the JANNAF methodology Js incomplete in ._
modeling the combustion process and the film coolant process. The following
mm
paragraphs will provide a discussion of the general methodology _ncludlng the
_t
applicable portions of the JANNAF procedures.
wd
The t_chnlque used for evaluation and prediction of ""
performance considers the one-dlmenslonal equilibrium (ODE) flow conditions to ""
be the base case. As seen in the following equations, all performance losses -"
are subtracted from th: base case: ..
Q_
I =I -EI
sp (deliver ed) sp (ODE) sp losses TT
.,
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I 4.5, Analysis (cont.)
Data
I Theoretical thermochemlcal performance is evaluated
using the NASA-LeRC One Dimensional Equillbrlum computer program (Ref. i0).
I This documented program computes one-dimensional flow in chemical equilibrium
and is the basis for all Z Isp and % c* quotations.
l Six primary specific impulse losses are considered in i
the specific impulse performance methodology: kinetic (_xpanslon), nozzZe
I divergence, boundary layer, distribution, energy release,
mixture ratio and
coolant performance loss. The first four lesses are evaluated in a manner
I similar to the JANNAFmethodology. These will be briefly described along
with specification of the applicable computer program(s) and required input
I assumptions.
The kinetic performance loss accounts for the performance
i degradation because of chemical recombination lag during the gas expanslou
process. Kinetic effects are considered in the JANNAF Two Dimenslmml Kinetic
Computer Program (Ref. II) (TDK). The program calculates the kinetic ratelimited performance for an axlsymmetrlc nozzle on either a one or two dlmenslon_l
- #
_ basis. JANNAF recommended reaction rate constants (Ref. 12) wer_ used In the
analysis, i
Nozzle divergence loss is a measure of the performance }
which is lost due to non-axially directed momentum at the nozzle exit. Nozzle
divergence efficiency Is calculated with the TDK computer program described x
in the previous paragraph.
The boundary layer loss accounts for the degradation in
! performance due to shear drab and nonrecoverable heat transfer at the thruster
walls. The JANNAF Turbulent Boundary Layer Program (Ref. 12) (TBL) is used
_ to evaluate this loss.
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4.5, Data Analysis (cont.) .
-°
The coolant model described herein accounts for the
w_
performanc venalty associated with the resultant nom,nlform propellant mixture
ratio distribution and the thermal energy transport from the high temperature
o_
core to the low temperature boundary flow. The basic assumptions are summarized
as: -:
_p
I
1. Film bulk temperature is obtained from empirically -.
measured thermal data. ,
2. Energy is assumed to be exchanged upstream of throat.
3. Energy is extracted uniformly from core. ;
TB 4.
¢
f °,
4. Ah ffi TIN Cp (dr) :i ;
= I
5. (_¢Ah)core (_Ah)coolant :" I
]
where: .. !
I
Ah = enthalpy
°" i
C ffispecific heat at constant pressure
P ,;
TE = bulk film coolant temperature
TIN = inlet film coolant temperature "':
Computatlonally, the heat is removed from the core by reducing the propellant .,
!
enthalpy by an amount which corresponds to the total enthalpy gained in the ..
coolant stream tube when it is heated from its inlet temperature to the final
bulk coolant temperature. Both stream tubes -- the heated coolant and reduced
enthalpy core -- are then expanded to the nozzle exit conditions and the
coolant performance decrement is computed using the followlng relatlonshlp: ;_
;
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i l O/F coolant
core sp, SP,o/F =C -Ahcore
i 5I = Is_ -
_ OV,coolan t _,O/F,overal I T
it _e mod_ ass_es no species transport between the core a_
I T coolant stre_ tubes. B_ever, par_etrlc eva_atlon of this m_el _th variable
species trans_rt a_ variable coolant bulk t_perature rise show the coolant
I perfo_ance loss to be l_enslt_e to these l_luences. _e percentage of
hydrogen coolant is the primary detemi_nt of the coolant performance loss.
If a nonunlform propellant inJectlon occurs across the l
! _ injector face, a performance loss will result (MRDL). _is loss is pri_rily
_ _ caus_ by uneven manifold flow _ths and igniter cooling. The igniter cooling
, _ T loss is considered separately using a stream tube flow model. _e loss due
_ _ to mixture ratio maldistrlbutlon caused by_nlfolding relat_ distribution
_ iS included in the injector (ERL) Energy Release Loss. 1
_ Energy Release Loss (ERL) accounts for the perfo_ance
caused by incomplete mixing of the injected gases and thus is a measure of 4
• _ the injector mixing efficiency. For the gaseous propellants, the energy
I release perfo_ance loss is attributed to an enthalpy reduction resulted
, from incomplete mixing a_ reaction. Since the chemical reaction rates of
i gaseous hydrogen - gaseous oxygen are sufficiently fast above 2760"K (4500°F)(3 < O/F < 30) reaction rate l_Itatlons are a second order effect. Deviations 1
in local mixture ratio from the overall injection mixture ratio, however, result
I in nonunifo_ heat release, added the_al dissociation, and nonoptimum chemistry
I
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4.5, Data Analysts (cont.)
so that the mass weighted sum of the enthalples of all stream tubes is less than
; the enthalpy which would result from a homogeneous mixture. Thus, local micro-
:. scale mixture r_tio nonunlformlty has a flrst-order effect on gaseous hydrogen -
: gaseous oxygen thruster energy release efficiently and is considered to be tbe "
rate controlling energy release mechanism. --
_ Because of the complexity of the process, no analytical
model is currently availa_le which will reliably predict gas/gas energy release
efficiency from design and opezating conditions without empirical data. There-
fore, the energy release efficiencies presented in this section are based on
test data analysis results. This is expressed mathmatically by the following
relationships: •,
b
_ISPKL
ERL (sec)= I - I - + AI + AI + AI + dl
SP(oDE) SDEL SPDL SPBL sPMRMD SPcL. ..
and " '
s-V_L + 1 iAI + AI + AI + AI + AI ..
D___ERL
% ERE = I I = I I sPKL sPDL sPBL sPMRMI) SPcL!SPoDE SPoD E sPoD E .-
where
I = One dimensional equilibrium specific impulse (theoretical), sec
SPoDE ..
I = Delivered specific impulse, corrected to vacuum, sec
SPDEL :.
: AI = Specific impulse loss due to klnetlc expansion
sPKL
AI = Specific impulse loss due to nozzle divergence
, SPDL
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_ I 4.5, Data Analysls (cont.)
I Early'In the data analysis task, both thrust and flow
measurement problems were identified. It was noted that there was generally
m a negative thrust bias at the concluslon of the cold propellant tests. The| bias was correla ed functi of run duration and a thrust correction in
factor was develop_ based on the pretest zero.
Two types of flow measurements were used during the
: test program. Tests -003, -004 and -006 were made with the flow controlled _;
and measured by venturls upstream of the test stand valves. Starting with _
Test -008 and for all subsequent tests, propellant flow rates were measured with
Ramapo flow meters. In calculatlng performance, the measured fuel flow rate
I was increased by 2Z on the basis of the post-test water flow callbratlo_ ofthe fuel Ramapo meter and the oxidizer flow was increased by 3.8% on the basis •
of the results from the propellant flow calibration tests, -048 and -049 (see
I Section 4.5.2.2). The data presented in Appendix C include the corrections to
thrust and flow rate descrlb_ above.
I
I To determine the cause of the apparent high performance :
I reported in Appendix C, the Z ERE was plotted as a function of propellant
temperature, time and propellant injection velocity ratio. The only anomaly
that was apparent existed in the correlation relative to the oxidizer temper-
ature. The plot of Z ERE v sus oxyg n temperatur t the inlet to the valves
_ is shown in Figure 136. Of the approximately I00 data points with oxygentemperatures in excess of 211°K (380°R), only nine (four Test -010 data points
are obscured by the list of symbols in Figure 136) have ERE values less than
i00%. the points corresponding to oxygen temperaturesOf 35 data
between
189°K (340°R) and 211°K (380°R), 30 have ERE values less than 100X. There was
_ a dramatic decrease in p_rformance when operating with oxygen temperatures , ._
less than 211°R (380°R).
?
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I 4.5, Data Analysis (cont.)
I The sharp decrease in performance at near-nominal oxygen L
temperatures does not necessarily suggest a thrust problem. A thrust problem
I that was temperature related would probably have to result from contraction _of a llne and therefore should have occurred unlformly over the entire temper-
ature range. Moreover, the low ERE data points have low c* values. Although _
not as pronounced a_ the X ERE vs. oxygen temperature, a plot of Z c* vs. oxygen 1
temperature has the same general appearance. This relationship suggests a _
I flow measurement problem. The problem was not peculiar to Ramapo
the flow
meter, however, since data obtained with venturi flow measurements (Tests i -
I -003, -004 and -006 in Figure 136) show the same effect with oxygen temperature. _ :
I The problem may have resulted from liquid oxygen beingpresent in the feed system. Prior to fire switch, the gaseous oxygen was
i pressurized in the system which includes a heat exchanger using liquid nitrogen _ -to chill the oxyg n. The oxygen in th heat exchanger coil in contact with
liquid nitrogen, liqulfies and is subsequently vaporized by the sensible heat
I from the heat excLanger coils not in contact with liquid vltrogen (only a
small !
part of the heat exchanger was required to be filled with liquid nitrogen to
I accomplish the oxygen temperature copdltlonlng) and the outlet llne from the heat _ _.
exchanger. With one exception (Test -042), the measured temperature of the oxygen
I leaving the heat exchanger was in excess of the saturation of critical temperature, i
however,: the oxygen flow could have been a two phase mixture of warmer gas with _
I entrained liquid. _ :4.5.4.2 Steady State Performance
The performance data are tabulated in Appendix C. As
can be seen from the data, the Z ERE is 100 or greater for 62Z of the data points. _
I In some instances, even the delivered performance effictencies (X I s and X c*) 'I _
are greater than lOOZ. _ "
,o ?
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4.5, Data Analysis (cont.) .
All aspects of the testing from thrust stand calibration ..
to flow meter calibration were reviewed relative to the two anomalies (ERE _n
excess of 100% and performance shift with oxidizer temperature). On the basis
.o
of Test -042, the flow meter calibration problem discussed in Section 4.5.2.2
and the fact that both % c* and % Is are affected by oxygen temperature, the
shift in performance would appear to be a flow measurement problem possibly ""
resulting from two phase flow. In Test -042, oxygen at liquid temperatures was
detected leaving the heat exchanger; the chamber throat temperatures subsequently -"
L
increased abnormally to levels characteristic of a high MR, but there was no -.
change in chamber pressure, thrust or indicated flow rates. In Tests -048 and ..
-049, the Ramapo flow meters were calibrated against the venturis using cold and
:i ambient propellants. The results for the ox system varied from agreement between
the two flow devices to as much as 10% difference depending on proximity to the
saturation temperature and whether a given data point was being approached from _"
a lower flow rate (pressure increased) or a higher flow rate (pressure decreased). :
The two anomal_es, high performance and performance change -"
with oxygen temperature, apparently result from phenomena or interactions that -.
are too subtle or complex to be discovered from data from this program. In ..
order to circumvent the problem and obtaID an evaluation of performance, the _.
following approach was taken•
?
>
J On Contract NAS 3-14354 (Ref 3) and on an ALRC IR&D program, ::• [
: three thrust chamber assemblies utilizing a regen chamber, a regen/dump-film
cooled chamber similar to the ITA and a film cooled chamber were tested using ""
gaseous hydrogen-oxygen propellants. The injectors used for those thrust chamber "_
assemblies were identical to the ITA in the essential design features. The ITA
fuel circuit was composed of essentlal[y the same design of platelets; the original
platelet photoetch negatives (fabrication masters) had been retained and were
used to make the ITA fuel platelets. The ITA oxidizer elements were n_de to the
same drawing that was used to make all earlier elements.
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_ 4.5, Data Analysls (cont.)
I It was therefore reaso_ble to _pect that the injector
i I would have the same ERE as the prior hardware. In Fibre 13_, the performanceof the three earlier thrust chamber assemblies "Is shov_a as a function f % ffc.
, i
Also shown are lines correspo_l_ to various values of ERE. At operating
_ I conditions corres_ndl_ to 21% ffc, all three designs have an 98.75Z ERE. If
e It is assumed that the ERE of the ITA Injector Is 98.75%, then the ratio ofe
I 98.75g to the Z ERE calculated for each data point from the mea_red coNitlons
(j constitutes a correction factor.
' _ Figure 138 summarizes the ITA performance data corrected
P
-- to a 98.75g ERE as described above. The data shown in Figure 138 were taken
_ from _i tests whose operating coNltlo_ fall in the range specifi_ In the
_ figure and cover the entire range of oxygen temperatures. The smoothed data
_ correlate _cellently to _drogen t_peratures and chamber pressure. Using
Figure 138 to describe performance, it can be seen that at nominal hydrogen
* o_ inlet condltlons, 207 N/cm 2 (300 psla) chamber pres_re a_ a mixture ratio of
4 the perfo_ance was 4266 N=sec/kg (435 ibf-sec/lbm).
_ The effect of fuel t_et t_perature on performance was
_ _ the same as correlated in Ref. 3. The _oothed specific _pulse d_ta ere shown
_ in Figure 138 as a function of the _drogen temperature at the inlet to the fuel
_'_ valve. No att_pt was made to distinguish be_een 138 N/era2 (200 pals) and
f .m
207 N/cm2 (300 psla) c_mber pressure data because the variation due to pressure
i was approximately equal to that resulting from the MR range (3.8 to 4.2). 2he
T
i .. _ope of the line in Figure 138 reflects Identical sensit_ity of performanceto hydrogen temperature as stated in Ref. 3.
1
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II  Aca,3,,094,5, Data Analysis (cont.)
I 4.5.,.3 Pulsing Operation
'_ _ Figv_e 140 shows some of the key parameters that character-
_ -, Ize the pulse mode of operation. The data were take- from Test -071. Figure 140
_' i]i was traced frrm the oscillograph records and reflects the fact that voltages and: currents were reversed; thus, the voltage applied to the pilot valves, the
[_ _ igniter valves' current and the spark monitor tracer appear as decreasing
i "" proportlonal to flow rate squared. Chamber pressure was monitored vla the igniter
_ _ !_ oxidizer manifold (Poj_i). The oxygen to the igniter was shut off during the
i'"
malnstage operation, but the hydrogen was left on; thus, the igniter _erved as a
•° cooled P tap.
_ Figure 140 Illustrates the pulsing sequence. Tb_ response
_. characteristics of the maln propellant valves dictated that the fuel valve be
. signalled open first. In order to achieve a short impulse bit, both valves
i i! were slgnalled closed before they had opened. There was a .005 sec fuel lead to
i the igniter at;digniter Ignitlon preceeded malustag_ Ignltlon,by .020 sec. As
!_ a matter of fact, the Igniter ox valve was closed and the Igniter was shutting
down at the time of main stage ignition (PoJ-i trace). The main propellant valves
! opened nearly simultaneously with perhaps a sligh_ fuel lead. The fuel valve
_" closed before the oxidizer valve which hurt performance as will be seen subsequent:y.
Normally, the fuel valve was delayed to close approximately .010 sec after the
! oz valve. The overshoot on the fuel valve trace and the round-off on the ox valve
trace were electrical and do not represent actual valve motion.
Longer duration pulses are shown lu Figure 141 to illustrate
additional details of the pulse mode of operatioa. There was a .010 sec ox lead
on start up. The flow of the propellants started to decay with about a .005 cec
fuel delay on shutdown (fuel valve signal lagged ox valve signal by about .015 set),but the oxidizzr flow decayed at _ slower rate than the fuel. The igniter ox
manifsld pressure trace (PoJ_i) reflected igniter start up, main stage ignition i
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4.5, Data Analysis (cont.)
and igniter shutdown (Poj_i read chamber pressure from that point on). The
thrust stand rung at its natural frequency on start up, but this rlngin_ was
dampened out after about .ii0 sec. There was some thrust stand ringing after
shutdown. The start up and _hutdown of the two pulses shown in Figure 141 was
repeatable as was the transient for the Ist .050 sec (approxl_te duration of
the shorter pulse).
Figure 142 shows the pulse to pulse variation in total
_f
impulse, specific impulse and mixture ratio for Test -068. The tctal impulse
of the first pulse was generally lower than subsequent pulses because of the fuel
valve delay on opening and/or oh closing. After the first two pulses, the
total impulse was repeatable within _ 1.5%.
The minimum impulse bit was demonstrated in Test -071.
One of the pulses from that test was shown in Figure 140. The pulse tc pulse .
performance is shown in Figure 143. As stated above, fuel valve delay causes
the first pulse to be shorter than subsequent pulses (lower total impulse);
after the first pulse, the next nine pulses have a total impulse that was
repeatable within _ 5Z. Both Test -068 and -071 consisted of pulse trains of
constant on and off times.
Test-to-test repeatability was evaluated using data from
the last four pulse tests that were made with ITA SN 001. These tests, -082
through -084, were made with the D duty cycle (see Table XXXVII). The pulses
were nominally: four of .15 sec duration, a fifth pulse of .4 sec duration and
five p_11ses of .090 sec ddration. The data from these tests are shown in Figure
144. The total impulse data shows good test-to-test repeatability in addition
to pulse-to-p'ilse repeatabJlity for the first four and last five pulses of each
test. The standard deviation of the total impulse for the last five pulses
from test-to-test was 5 to 6Z.
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4.5, Data Analysis (cont.)
. ,
The actual pulse width, as measured by the time from rise
of thrust to its return to a zero value, is shown in Figure J45 as a function "
of the electrical pulse width (valves signaled open to valves signaled closed).
In Figure 146, the total impulse is shown as a function
of on time (electrical width) for cold and ambient propellants. The exact
propellant inlet conditions for the two tests whose data are shown in Figure 146
are given in Table XXXVII. The inlet pressure to the valves was approximately
the same for both tests and was on the order of 156 N/cm 2 (381 psla). This resulted ""
in more flow with the colder propellant, a higher chamber pressure, 172 N/cm2 "*
(249 psia) vs. 197 N/cm 2 (286 psla), and therefore a higher total impulse.
Tests -076, -077 and -079 were run with 8 to 16 msec ox
lead on start up and with a valve shutdown that varied from 14 msec fuel lag
to a 5 msec lead. As will be shown subsequently, this was not optimum for per- ..
formance. However, these tests each contain six different pulse durations and
two were made with ambient propellants (-076 and -077) while the third (-079)
was made with cold propellants. The data from these tests were used to show the
effect of propellant temperature on pulsing performance. The results are shown
in F_gure 147 It must be noted that: this figure is intended to show the
relative effect of propellant temperature; performance was in general low for
these tests because of non-optlmum valve Jequencing; at the short pulse duration
end of the curve all of the decrease in performance was not due to pulse width
effects only, but included some effect due to fuel valve closing time changlng
with time (temperature) that resulted in less fuel lag on shutdown.
The effect of propellant temperature on pulsing performance
shown in Figure 147 was twice the effect found in the steady state (Figure 139).
It is probable that some of the degradation in performance may be due to the
oxldlzcr temperature effect shown in Figure 13f. The oxidizer temperature was
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4.5, Data Analysis (cont.)
206°K (371°R) during Test -079. The oxidizer temperature was 214°K (385@R)
during Test -080 and the performance was comparable to Tests -076 and -077
(ambient) rather than Test -n79 (cold).
Figure 148 is a plot of the performance (averaged over
several pulses) versus impulse bit. The scatter in the data is due to valve .
sequencing which, although never optlmum, was significantly better on some tests .,
than others. Even the longest pulses were 19 N-sec/kg (2 ibf-sec/ibm) lower in ..
specific impulse than the steady state performance. At the minimum demonstrated
impulse bit, the average specific impulse was 3609 N-sec/kg (368 ibf-sec/ibm).
However, as shown in Figure 143, performance on some pulses was as high as
3825 N-sec/kg (390 ibf-sec/ibm). _
The main propellant valve sequencing had a strong _nfluence
on performance as shown in Figure 149. This figure demonstrates the _mportaoce ,,
of reacting all the oxidizer. A zero ox lead on start up meant the oxidizer was
reacted when it started to flow. Likewise, a 20 msec fuel lag on shutdown resulted
in good performance because hydrogen was present for combustion durin_ the slower
blowdown o_ the oxygen. A longer fuel lag reduced performance because fuel was
being spent when no oxidizer was present.
: In Figure 148, the Test -069 performance is low for two "
reasons. First, the mixture ratio was high (6 to 7) and the sequencing was not
optimum (5 msec ox lead on startup and simultaneous valve closing on shutdown).
Much of the performance data from Tests -081 thru -085 were low because the tests
were made with a i0 msec ox lead on start up and little or no fuel lag on shutdown.
Test -071 was made with simultaneous valve opening times
and a slight fuel lag on closing. Approximately 78 N-sec/kg (8 Ibf-sec/Ibm)
increase in performance could have been realized by delaying the fuel valve c]oslng.
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+I 4.5, Data Analysis (cont.)
_ _ This would result in a 267 N-sec (60 ibf-sec) minimum impulse bit with a 3688
to 3903 N-sec/kg (376 to 398 lbf-sec/lbm) p_formance.
_, 4.5.5 Structural Analysis
On the basis of the temperature data obtaine_ , ring the] - ,w_
igniter checkout testing and the ITA testing, the followln_ conclusions were
+;_ +, drawn relative to the structural adequacy of the ITA.
T_ I. The strength analysis summarized in Table _N is valid.
"" There was an adequate factor of safety for all components,
,. 2. Wt_h the exception of the throat of the ITA, the
_ fatigue a_ llfe analysis summarized in Table XVI is valid
;, a, Igniter temperature measurements were limited,
_..
_+ + but concur with in-house and Contract NAS 3-14354 (Ref. 3) experienc_ that actual
temperatures were less than those used in the desigr analysis. The igniter
+_ _ thermal fatigue analysis was conservat_e,
-+ b. The i_ector and chamber regen sectlon tempera.- ;
. tures agreed with or were less than those used in the design analysis. The llfe
shown for these components in Table _'I is no_ altered.
c. Ba|_ on the temperatures measured upstream and
downstream of the cr_tlcal locatlon in the dump cool_ section, the ffc injection !_
location after thruster SN 001 and SN 002 testing, there is no reason to change
the life prediction for this componen_ from that shown in Table XVI. _,
i d. Temperatures in the nozzle extension w+-re less +,than those used in the creep analysis; therefore, the results shown in Table XVI
+
for the nozzle extension are conservative.t +
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4.5, Data Analysis (cont.)
t
3. The measured thro._ temperature was lll*C (200*F)
higher on the average than those used in the design analysis. As a result, the
transient AT through the wall would be increased trom 189"C (340OF) to 211"C
(380"F). _ne higher AT increases the thermal strain from .21 to .235Z, ""
and reduces the thermal cycle llfe from 100,000 cycles to 65,000 which Is In -.
excess of the 50,000 design relulrement.
i
Some of the test experience points up the _act that ,. i
I
there needs to be better prctectlon of high cycle life components dr:Ing fabri-
cation and testing. All of the small incidents that required repair of chamber
SN 002 occurred under cJ_.cumstances that invalidate the hlgh cycle llfe design.
The pin hole leak In the torus and the cracks in the fuel ""
inlet llne-to-torus weld (Figure 91) at 5621 cycles should have been precluded --
by better inspection. As much care must be taken to make the "as built" part .
conform to the design as is in taken in design for fatigue or else greater -.
allowance must be made in deJign for the "as built" conditions that will occur.
This does suggest, for example, that the designer should have cycle to failure
,
curves based on welded (EB & TIG) fatigue specimens both annealed and not
annealed. It is also recommended that components be proofed to set flaws.
The crack in the Haynes throat section to nozzle extension
weld (Figure 90) was clearly caused by mechanical damage. The fact that once
repaired there were no further problems, shows that the basic design and
hardware were satisfactory.
The crack that occurred in the torus at 30,049 cycles
illustrates the necessity for hardware protection. It was probably caused by
stresses resulting from d,stortlon of the torus due to mechanical aamage.
Pressing a tool agalnst the torus hard enough to scratch the surface (Figure 96) "'
to the extent that occurred could have caused the distortion. The crack
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_. s 4.5, Data Analysis (cont.)
occurred in the heat affected zone adjacent to the weld. There were residual
wb
stress since, for example, the outside of the torus shell on SN 004 expanded
=" during welding to the point that there was a discontinuity (Figure 53). Annealing
• . the torus afte: welding might have precluded the probl_ inspire of the meclmnical
;, .. damage.
The crack at 34,594 was expected. Once extensive welding
,_- i':. was done on the torus, it was anticipated that the shrinkage would set up stresses
-" _ eo
•'- that would cause other cracks.
y There are some observations that can be made relative to
;" the inlet line rupture. There was a scratch on the weld seam on the inside
-'.
'" radius of the fuel line. It was deep enough that if it were on the line itself,
_ _. it probably would have penetrated the thin wall. Secondly, the fuel line was
'.. deflected to fit the test set up. In welding the fuel inlet line and torus to
. .. the chamber of ITA SN 002, the alignment of the fuel inlet llne flange to the valve
mounts was not Identical to SN 001. In order to fit ITA $N 002 to the te_t
..
stand mounts that had been set up for ITA SN 001, two of the holes in the thrust
_, mounts and the two holes in the fuel valve mount were elongated. Additionally,
i "" the fuel line was deflected approximately 1.3 ,,_ (.050 In.) outward. This small
; deflection ms,- ve chan_ed a low stress area tnt o s Llgh stress area.
,!
-- In order to achieve high cycle life as much attention must
_. be payed to fabrication as the design and the components must be protected against
i
_" surface damage during fabrication and operation. Protection of the surface
' ,_" applies to installation and use of the thruster in a Space Shuttle operation as
[- well as in testing, i
,_
'i
I
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TEST FACILITY
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I All static firing tests were conducted under simulated altitude conditlcr:s
in a horizontal thrust configuration in the Test Stand J-3 of the altitude
facility complex. The ALRC-owned altitude complex of which a flew schematic is
shown in Figure A-1 consists of 9072 kg/hr (20,000 lb/hr), 335 N/cm 2 (500 psig)
-" steam boilers, five steam accumulators capable of storing 20,412 kg (45,000 lbs)
"" of steam at 286 N/cm2 (400 pslg) and 221eC (430"F). These accumulators are manl-
-" folded together and supply steam to the J-3 and J-4 ejector systems.
4b
.. Test Stand J-3 is an 2.44 m (80ft) diameter by 39.62 m (130-ft) long
altitude chamber in which the entire test setup (including the test article,i*
firing flxtu e, thrust calibration assembly, and flow measuring devices) was
located inside the chamber and was subjected to the simulated altitude environ-
.2
ment. The propellant supply tankage, heat exchangers, and ullage tanks are
located adjacent to and outside of the vacuum chamber.
"" This stand was operated in several steam ejector configurations, depending
-- on the desired altitude and engine mass flow conditions. _te ejector configura-
• - tion that yields the highest altitude and longest sustained duration is utilizing
. the three-stage ejector system located at the end of the altitude chamber. This
.. configuration consumes approximately 14.5 kg/sec (32 lb/sec) of steam and will
produce a maximum altitude, no flc_, of 45.72 km (150,000 ft) for 2000 seconds.
The sustaining altitude during engine flow conditions is not only dependent on
the mass flow of the hardware _nd cell leakage but the resultant gas density.
It can be seen on Figure A-2 that the test cell pressure is a function of both
"" Pc and MR. As an example, a test with the Pc = 207 N/cm 2 (300 psia) and MR = 6.0,
_" the ejector system will maintain approximately 25.9 km (85,000 ft) for 2000 sec
: -- of _teady firing. Keeping everything the sane and changing to a MR = 4.0, the
_. altitude will change to 17.4 Pun (57,000 ft) in 12 seconds. To alice testing of
this hardware through the entire range of conditions, a second ejector configura-m_
ti _n was employed. This configuration utilized the second and third stage of the
..qw
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J-3 ejector system and a 4-ft-diameter crossover correction duct to a 4.536 kg/
sec (I0 ib/sec) two-stage ejector on Test Stand J-4 (Figure A-I). This con-
figuration is capable of handling the entire range of flow and MR shown in
Figure A-2. However, its sustained altitude is approximately 20.1 km (66,000 ft)
which will provide full flow nozzle conditions for a duration of 500 seconds.
In both ejector configurations, the propellant bleed-ln, temperature
stabilization, and in-place thrust calibrations were accomplished utilizing the
second and third stage ejectors which only consume 2.72 kg/sec (6 ib/sec) of
steam, allowing that entire operation to be conducted under a vacuum condition. "'
after the propellant bleed-in and the temperature throughout the system was
stable, the feed system was pressurized to the thrust chamber valves and a remote -
thrust calibration was accomplished with the entire system under a vacuum en- ^
vircnment. This In-place force stimulus calibration measured the system bias _.
caused by the propellant feed system growth as a result of both pressure and
temperature effects as well as any interaction introduced by the altitude
chamber to firing fixture movement caused by the low ambient pressure inside the
cell. The calibration was accomplished by physically pulling the fixture/ITA
on the centerllne of thrust from zero up to ii,110 N (2500 ibf) and then back
to zero in 2224 N (500-1bf) steps. The thrust stand accuracy, over 75 calibra-
tions, yields a bias of -2.55% with an accuracy of +0.3% (95% confidence level)
The J-3 propellant system is designed to deliver GH2 at 0.68 kg/sec (1.5
ib/sec) from "over the road", 2500 psig trailers and GO2 at 1.81 kg/sec (4.0 ib/
sec) from a 229,366 sl (8100 scf), 1562 N/cm2 (2250 psig) cascade to the test
hardware through I0_ stainless filters.
The steam and GH2 propellant capacity were extended for this program to
provide an economical testing capability for meeti_,g the 50_000 pulse_ 5000
thermocycle llfe test goal, by installing an ALRC procured 5443 kg/hr (12,000
Ib/hr) steam boiler, relocating an existing 5678 £/mln (1500 gpm) water recycle
Page A-4
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i l pump and extending the GH2 trailer manifold to accomodate a total of four
1,557,000 sl (55,000 scf), 1734 N/cm2 (2500 pslg) GH2 trailers. The additions
provided the capability of approximately six hours a day of continuous testing
_ times under a pulse mode-type operatlor
} The 40,000 pulse, 4000 thermocycle life testing w_ accomplished by con-
! I ducting i0 pulses while _taining thermal equilibrium. At the end of the tenth
g
= pulse, the hardware w_ reutnred to ambient temperature by purging cold G_2
T through the injector. This pulse thermal cycle.was repeated 4000 times and was
__ _ automatically controlled by means of a computer located in the control room.
The facility contains heat exchangers in each of the propellant systems.
' T The pool boiling type heat exchanger uses LN2 foz a cooling medlumand the out-
i let temperature is determined by the level of LN 2 in the heat exchanger. The
level is maint_ned by a remotely operated supply valve. The LN 2 source is a
: _ 49,209_ (13,000-gal) storage tank with a 455_/mln (120 gpm) pump. The heat
exchangers are capable of dellverlag cold IIIOK (200°R) conditioned propellants
I for an unlimited test duration. Test data have shown the fuel system starting
with ambient propellant at the test hardware at a flow rate of .313 kg/sec
-- (0.69 ib/sec) and in 9 seconds the GH2 temperature at the test hardware was
., 1390K (250°R) and in 150 seconds the_42 temperature was III°K (200°R). The
., oxidizer (GO2) system was started at ambient temperature, flow rate of 1.25 kg/
sec (2.76 Ib/sec), and the heat exchanger dry. Twentv-flve seconds into the
test, LN 2 was introduced into the heat exchanger and in 32 seconds the oxidizer_b
was at 194°K (350°R) at the test hardware
_L
_m
Control of the propellant flow rates was accomplished by two Hammel-Dahl
hydraulically operated flow control valve (fuel and oxidizer). The valves have
( a response time from full closed to full open of 0.075 seconds. Nominal operating
-- range for the ITA program was approximately 20 to 50% open. The facility also
., contains an on-llne EAI Pace TR-48 analog computer which controlled the engine
_" Page A-5
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flow rates by monitoring the inlet pressure and temperature and adjusting the
flow control valves accordingly through a feedback loop. The TR-48 is capable
of using linear and nonlinear functions in calculating flow rate. The computer
was programmed to provide several mixture ratio, combustion chamber pressures,
and coolant system flow rates during a test. The changes were made from the
control console on demand while the engine was firing. _le computer is also
capable of monitoring 16 pressures and temperatures and can terminate the test
within 0.020-sec if values are not within a predetermined safe operating range. "'
The uafe operating range was determined after a failure mode analysis had been
run on the test facility and a critical experiment review of the test program. -
Data obtained during this program indicates that comouter shutdowns have pre-
vented damage to the test hardware.
The facility is set up for two types of flow measurement: venturi flow-
meters or meters such as constant temperature anemometers and ramapo meters.
The venturl flcwmeters were used for the initial steady-state testing and were
located at the inlet to the test stand valves. The desired flow rate was
maintained by sensing the inlet pressure and temperature. This information was
converted to flow ra=e by the computer which, in turn, corrected the flow control
valves for the desired output. There is a wide range of venturl sizes available
for use in J-3 calibrated at Colorado Engineering Experimental Station, Inc.,
Boulder, Colorado. This is traceable to NBS through critical flow nozzles. _e
accuracy of the oxygen flow at IIT°K (210°R) is 0.64% (95% confidence level) and
for hydrogen flow at III°K (200°R) is 0.93% (95% confidence level).
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_; I. LIFE CYCLE ANALYSIS
(
I "1_e thermal data from the initial ITA test firings were reviewed to up-
grade the life cycle prediction in light of actual operating characteristics and
l in connection wlt, the definition of a duty cycle for the 50,000 pulse life test.
2
_: I _. HAYNES 188 THROAT
= The basis for evaluation of throat llfe is the fatigue llfe curve
i shown in Figure 49 of the main text (_ = .21%, qf = i x 105). The basis for t_e
.21% strain is the temperature gradieng through the wall shown in Figure 45 (axial
l station 6) of the main text.
?
: I The thermal data that were used were taken from Test -009. Tbis
: test was selected because the hardware had been prechilled and startup was made
l with the fuel at app_oxlmately the nominal temperature, 139°K (250°R). The datafrom thermocouple TN-3, shown in Figure l-D, was used in the analysis.
! ,_ The maximum strain in the throat is a result of the temperature :
_" gradient through the wall. The maximum temperature gradient (AT) occurs during the <
l startup transient. !
!' No gas side temperaturemeasurements weze made in the throat.
Therefore, a simple analytical model was used to predict the throat temperature _
> i transients. A flat plate model was used with the exterior insulated and theinterior face convectively heated. The gas side heat transfez coefficient was
_:" taken from Contract NAS 3-14354 data (Ref. 3).
: Figure 2-D shows the throat startup temperature tran3ient. The _
wall temperature hay been initialized, that is the _Iitial temperature subtracted
_; out, so that the results from this program can be compared to NAS 3-14354 data.
'_ i Page D-I
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+ I I.A, Haynes 188 lhroat (cont.)
I Shown in Figure 2-D are: the gas side _d exterior tran.=lent temperature predicti . _for this progr_, the exterior temperature data from Test -009 (correlation with
model), and for comparison, the exterior and gas-slde temperature transient from
I Fibre VI-13 of Ref. 3.
I +be foll_Ing conclusions c_ be drawn from the results shown in
Figure 2-D: J_
| +
i. _< correlation of the ana_tlcal model with the data is
I satisfacto_.
2. _e m_imum AT occurs .15 second after the initiation of
: the tr_slent.
+I 3. Although the steady state temperature measured on TN-3 is at
least 56oc (IO0OF) higher than the Contract N_ 3-].4354 data, the tr_slents are
I very similar _d the maximum _T, 200°C (360°F_ is only 20" higher than at the /wr,
189°C (340°F_ on whi_ the llfe _alysls is based.
I be effect of the duty cycle (cumulative d_sge) on the throat
: l thermal cycle life was analyzed as foll_s:
L
I. On the basis of prior analysis, it is knc,,-nthat a AT of
; I 189°C (340"F) produces a total strain of .21%.
iilI 2. _e strain is assumed proportional to the AT.
_ I 3. The AT is the gas-side temperature _nus the exterior
_,_ te_erature as predicted by the model.
,'
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I,A, Haynes 18S Throat (cont.)
i i
4. The strain occurs with no hold time. Thus, any firing
j duration that produces a transient of .15 sec or longer will result in the maximum
strain even though the final AT is less than the maximum.
I
5. The average wall temperature after a firing is the arithmetic
J average of the interivr and exterior surface temperatures (assumes linear tempera-
. ture gradient).
I 6. There will be e hardware chilldown every lOth pulse. Thus,
50,000 pulses give 5000 repeats of the basic i0 pulse train.
!
7. Cumulative damage is d_fined as
| lo
5000 (= !_1
_ 1 nf
where: qF is the number of cycles to failure for a given pulse
in the b_sic repetitive i0 pulse train.
e
_ 8. The initial conditions correspond to Test -009.
!
_ Initial uniform wall temperature = -62"C (-80°F).
Adiabatic wall temperature = 577°C (1070°F).
Driving AT = 577 - (-62) = 639°C (llb0°F).
V Using the thermal model, the maximum AT (gradient through the wall)
, _ and fina],average temperature ";ere calculated for series of pulses of various
_" I durations. The average wall temperature from one pulse was used as the inltial
wall temperature for the next pulse. The cumulative damage was evaluated for:
i _ I. A series of .050 sec pulsesL
2. A series of .100 sec pulses _ •
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I,A, Haynes 188 Throat (,.'ont.)
3. A series of .150 sec pulses
4. A _eries of .].80sec pulses
5. A .180 sec pulse followed by .i00 sec pulses
6. A .180 sec pulse followed by .150 sec pulses
7. A .3 sec pulse followed by a .150 sec pulse . f
The calculations were generally made for only a few pulses since the contribution
to cumulative damage becomes negligible as the wall warms up (as the initial
temperature increases the driving AT and, therefore, the maximum AT decreases).
Figure 1 was used to determine the cycle life for each strain condition (this
neglects the effect of temperature on the strain versus life relationship). The
results are tabulated :n Table I-D. "'
The following conclusions were made relative to throat life:
i. The program design _4 test requirements do not permit throat
life to be evaluated. A 25,000 thermal ¢ycle life requirement coupled with a 5000
thermal cycle test requirement represents only a 20% cumulative damage.
2. The more the design exceeds the cyc±e life =equirement, the
more difficult it becomes to test the throat to the life limit. For a predicted "
life of .8 x 105 thermal cycles [AT = 200°C (360°F)], 5000 thermal cycles (test
requirement) constitutes only 6.25% cumulative damage. -.
3. Unless cooldown of the hardware is employed more often than ., ?
every 10th pulse (number ot full thermal cycles increased beyond 5000) the most
limiting combination of pulses will result in only approximately 8% cumulative
damage to the throat. ;
t
? *
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i,A, llsynes 188 Throat (cont.)
4. Pulses of .150 sec result in the most cumulative damage to
the throat. Pulses of less than .i00 sec result in significantly less cumulative
damage.
5. The higher thau predicted throat temperatures reduce the
predicted life from 1 x 105 to .8 x 105 thermal cycles. (Design requirement is
.25 x 105 thermal cycles.)
6. As long as the first pulse is at least .15 sec in duration, .
the duration of subsequent pulses is not very significant. The first pulse (< .15 ,
sec) will result in 6.25% cumulative damage. The maximum additional damage that can
result from subsequent pulses is only about 1.75%. (This values may increase due
to the fact that subsequent pulses occur at a higher temperature which reduces
fatigue life.) "I
B. FFC TIP (ZrCu) 7
The most limiting location in the chamber is the ZuCr liner at the T
location of the ffc injection (hereafter called the ffc tip). The thermal cycle
life of the ffc tip is similar to the throat since the maximum strain (maximum AT)
occurs during the startup transient. Cumulative damage calculations were not made .i
t- •for the ffc tip since the results would be similar to those obtained for ;he throat
(mcst damage ¢ccurs on first pulse and small increase in cumulative damage with
succeeding pulses because initial wall temperature increases with each pulse). In--
stead, the analysis was directed at finding the minimum firing duration at which
the maximum or near maximum AT through the wall is produced. This was done so that "_
the duty cycle that was selected to produce maximum cumulative damage to the throat
would also produce the maximum cumulative damage in the ffc tip. .-
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'1 I,B, FFC Tip (ZrCu) (cont.)
'1_. Since the chamber exterior temperatures measured on this program
agree wi_h the Contrcct NAS3-14354 data, the ffc temperature transient (which wa_
i the basis for design _re_Ict_L.) shown in Figure 47 of the main text was assumed
to apply. A simple flat plate thermal model correlated to the results shown in
#
I Figure 47 was used to predict the exterior dnd gas-side temperature transient forthe initial conditions of Test -009. The results are shown in Figure 3-0. The
gradient through the wall is shown in Figure 4-D as a function of the firing
I duration.
I ,The following conclusions were made relative to the cycle life of
the ffc tip:
i. The chamber exterior thermocouple data agree with the NAS 3-
14354 data and, therefore, the design analysis is applicable. 'T
Final gas-side temperature = 271QC (520°F)
l Max AT = IO0°C (180°F) !.
e = .325%
l _ = 56,000 (thermal cycles)
2. AldLou_h the maximum AT does occur at about 0.18 see into
I the transient _o shown in Figure VIII-7 of Reference i, there is very little d_ffer-
ence in the maximum AT for times in the transient of .I to .3 seconds.
I
t AT ._.
.i 132(269)
.2 137(278)
' T .3 135(275)
l .4 127(360)
!'1
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_" I L,_, FFC Txp (ZrCu) (cont.)
" | 3. Any pulse in excess of .I sec duration will produce the maxl-
: mum AT. This conclusion should be checked at other initial temperatures since the
2"
l initial temperature 36.7 vs. -90°C (B0 vs. -130°F), affects tllemaximum AT, i00 vs
154°C (180 vs. 278°F).
4. Two or three pulses of .I sec will probably do the maximum
: I damage to the ffc tip as is the case for the throat.
5. A duty cycle starting _ith .15 sec pulses in addition to doing
I maximum damage to the throat will probably produce a near maximum cumulative damage
; _c the ffc tip.
-p
C. ZrCu O_MBER
" l_ne regen-cooled section of the chamber, unlike the throat and ffc
.... tip, reaches its maximum AT (maximum strain) in steady state.
The key to the duty cycle requirements of the chamber are (I) time to
reach steady state, (2) time to equilibrate after shutdown, and (3) average temperature
on shutdown.
The time required for the chamber to reach steady state is needed for
:!, comparison to the throat duty cycle requirements to determine if the duty cycle that
_ maxi_t.zes damage to the throat is compatible with the one that maximizes damage to
,;
Time required for the gas-side and chamber exterior temperatures to
I equilibrate after shutdown is important for determining whether coast times are s
:_ factor in the cumulative damage to the chamber.
i! ,
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[,C, ZrCu Chaml,_r (cont.)
The average temperature or e_uillbration temperature after -
shutdown is important in determining initial temperature conditions for successive _
pulses.
The thermocouple data from Test -014 were selected for qualitative
evaluation of pulsing on cumul=tive thermal cycle life damage to the regen section
of the chamber. On Test -014 the propellant valves were closed with a very short
fuel lag. On almosc every other test there is an appreciable lag in the fuel TCV i
closing with the ensuing hardware cooldown.
]
In Figure 5-D, the data from one gas-side thermocouple and the _
corresponding exterior thermocouple have been plotted versus time to provide an -_
I
overview of the test. The areas of concern are the startup and shutdown. Both
the Kas-slde and exterior temperatures go through a maximum in the first second
of test because the pre-test chilldown only to the accumulators means the lines
downstream of the accumulator and the thruster are warm and therefore the tempera-
tare of the propellants will initially be near ambient due to transfer of sensible _
heat from the feed system and engine.
The temperature rise to the initial peak, which is represented very '_
crudely in Pigure 5-D due to scale difficulties, is shown in detail in Figure 6-D. -_
It takes approximately .4 sec for the chamber to reach steady state (in agreement
with Contract NAS3-14354 results). The rise rate of thermocouple TG-2B in the .o
first 0.2 sec appears to be faster than would be predicted on the basis of Con-
tract NAS3-14354 data (see Figure VIII -7, mid-region, Ref. 3). This is consistent
with the previously stated observation (Section 4.5.3) that this thermocouple is
reading high because it protrudes from the wall into the gas boundary layer.
There are two important facts demonstrated in the _,utdown tempera- ""
ture transients shown in Figrce 7-D. The gas-slde and exterior thermocuples are _.
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I.C_ ZrCu Chamber (cont.)
fully equilibrated in less than .3 sec after shutdown. This means that long coast
= •
periods are not required. Secondly, th_ chamber equilibrates to the initial
temperature. Thus, pu!sillg will not "pump up" the average temperature as occurs -
in the throat and ffc tip. Each pulse will result in a AT that is dependent only _
on the firing duration and not on any residual temperature effects from the pulse
that preceeded it _,
The following conclusions were drawn relative to the chamber:
I. _le maximum AT and therefore the maximum strain and damage
occur during steady state.
2. The firing duration must be .4 sec or longer to reach steady
state. -,
!
3. All pulses ".ill result in cumulative damage (unlike transient ..
!
AT cases); the longer the pulse (up to .4 sec) the more the damage.
4. In a ten pulse sequence followed by a cooldown, a full ti:er- i
mal cycle can be achieved by a .4 sec firing whether it is the first or last pulse
of the sequence. !
D. INJECTOR FACE "'
Since injector face temperatures from this pzogram agree with the -.
NAS3-14354 data as discussed in Section 4.5,3, the design analysis is considered .,
valid. The maximum AT and strain occur during steady state. Approximately 0,3 sec
is required to reach the maximum AT. Thus, the pulse that results in a full _hermal
cycle on the chamber will result in one on the injector.
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_" I I, Life Cycle Analysis (cont.)
I E. RECOMMENDED DUTY CYCLE
: I Th_ following conclusions were drawn from the life cycle analysis:?
;-
I 1. The more the margin in the design, the more difficult it is toconduct tests that result in appreciable damage within the constraints of ttm_,
_ propellant costs, etc.
_ 2. The ALRC test method (cooldown every 10th pulse) will not ,
!i I result in significant Lhermal cycle cumulative damage to the ffc tip or Haynes
_: throat.
k. I
3. The ALRC test method can best be used to explore the design :
_ llfe limits of the chamber and injector face.
-L
_: 4. The NASA test method (4th ITA) is pcobably better suited to
_, testing the ffc tip and throat because it results in a cooldown between each i
"; pulse (full thermal cycle).
_c
" 5. A firing duration of at least 0.15 sec is required to produce
_[ ] a full thermal cycle in the throat and ffc tip; a firing duration of at least 0.3
_" see is required to produce a full thermal cycle in the injector face; a firing
_ duration of 0.4 see is required to produce a full thermal cycle in the chamber.
_': _ A firing longer than the minimum will produce the full thermal cycle.
6. Longer firing durations (approaching 0.4 sec) with more frequent
cooldowns v_. one every 10th pulse) will produce a full thermal cycle in every
l
component. The frequency of the cooldown can be varied to give one full thermal i :
cycle for every i0 pulses (ALRC method) to one full thermal cycle for every pulse
(cooJ.downafter each pulse). I "
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I,E, Recommended Duty Cycle (cont.)
7. The first pulse following cooldown must be .15 sec or longer
duration to produce a full thermal cycle in the throat and ffc tip.
The following is the recommended duty cycle:
Pulse No. i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 i0 ii *'
On (sec) .15 .15 .15 .15 .4 .05/.1 .05/.1 .05/.1 .05/.1 .05/.I .3* --
Off (sec) .3 .3 .3 .3 .6 .I .i .I .i 2 24.3 .,
* Fuel valve only opened to cool down hardware.
The duty cycle is the same length as that originally proposed, but requires approxi- ,..
mately 30% more propellant. The rationale' for its selection is as follows: _,
i. The four .15 sec pulses produce maximum cumulative thermal
cycle, damage to the throat and ffc tip. The .4 sec pulse provides a full thermal
cycle for the chamber and injector face. The final pulses will be at the MIB
(.05 to .i sec) and will pressure cycle components while they are hot.
2. The duty cycle meets the program requirements of 50,000 pulses _'
and 5000 thermal cycles. -,
3. The duty cycle provides a demonstration of I0 year life and
therefore is a worthwhile goal. This demonstration should be made before testing _,
to destruction to evaluate design limits.
4,
4. The chamber can be tested to failure after the demonstration
test.
5. The important aspect of the analysis described above will be :
refinement of the analysis coupled with the thermal data so that the cumulative
damage to each component is known. Thus, if and when a component is tested to _" :
failure, its llfe history and strain conditions are known. _"
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